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Now we are living in very troubled times. The world is facing challenges of very
serious dimensions and magnitudes. According to many analysts, the economic
situation today is in the worst state since the World War II times. We are also facing
major issues in other areas such as religious fundamentalism and terrorist violence
inspired by mis-construed interpretations of religions, political ideologies and
linguistic preferences. In such an environment, the integrating and universal message
of the Gita acquires added significance.
Many authorities consider the very last shloka (18.78) of the Gita as its very
culmination. This is from, Sanjaya, the narrator of the Gita. After witnessing the
transformation of Arjuna from despondency and weakness into one of strength and
determination, Sanjaya says at the very end,
yatra yogeśvaraḥ kṛṣṇo yatra pārtho dhanurdharaḥ |
tatra śrīrvijayo bhūtirdhruvā nītirmatirmama || 18.78||
This can be translated as, “Wherever there is Krishna, the Lord of Yoga, and Partha,
the archer, assured is there prosperiry, victory, glory and stable order; this is my
conviction.” Where there is a union of the Supreme (Lord Krishna) and mastery
of skills and expertise (as represented by Arjuna, the master archer, possibly the
greatest archer of his time), success and prosperity is assured. Thus the final message
of the Gita, for all situations of despondency and disorder, is to keep the Lord on your
side and attain mastery of skills in various fields, be in arts, crafts or sciences. Mere
acquisition of skills is not enough, for without the support from the Lord, one can
become another Arjuna, unable to use one’s skills in times of need, and unable to act
decisively. It may also lead to unwise usage of power and megalomania. Of course,
merely becoming spiritual will not help Arjuna to fight and eliminate his enemies.
Thus both sides – the spiritual and material - are equally important, the spiritual a
little ahead of the material.
The other pre-eminent scripture of Hinduism, Srimad Bhagavata Mahapurana, has
the beautiful hymn called the Gopika Gitam (10.31.3), which describes how the Lord
protects the Gopis in times of difficulties, due to their intense devotion. – “Time
and again, O Lord, we have been protected by you, from all the fears: from perishing
by the water (of Kâliya), from the demons (Aghasura, Vyomâsura etc), from various
natural calamities lke the rains, the storm and thunderbolts (of Indra) etc.” (viṣajalāpyayād vyāla-rākṣasād / varṣa-mārutād vaidyutānalāt / vṛṣa-mayātmajād viśvato
bhayād / ṛṣabha te vayaḿ rakṣitā muhuḥ).
Gita Jayanti celebrates the birth of the timeless and eternal wisdom of the Gita. This
is the 12th year in succession, when Gita Jayanti is being celebrated in Singapore,
in such a community oriented fashion. Both Jayanti celebrations and this Gita Vani
publication have grown in dimension and magnitude. In such troubled times, the Gita
Jayanti celebrations and Gita Vani team is indeed very fortunate to present this issue
with several very serious investigations into several aspects of the Gita. There are
also articles looking at the current global crisis from the perspective of the Gita. This
is indeed Gita Jnana Yajna.
May the wisdom of the Gita be instrumental in the human welfare, growth and
emancipation in general and especially in Singapore, where these celebrations are
taking place. The Gita Vani team offers this effort at the feet of the Lord of the Gita,
Lord Krishna. || Hari Om Tat Sat ||
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message by
guest of honour

Dr Balaji Sadasivan
Senior Minister of State (Foreign Affairs)
I understand that this is the 12th year of Gita Jayanti celebrations in Singapore.
I am pleased and honoured to have this opportunity to offer my best wishes to
the organizers. This year’s lead organization Marwari Mitra Mandal, has been
working closely with various other Hindu temples and organizations under the
umbrella of Hindu Endowments Board. I congratulate HEB for encouraging such
mass celebration and propagation of Gita.
The ever increasing popularity of this event is very encouraging. I am told about
150 students participated in Gita Chanting where they had to memorise and chant
shlokas. Similar number also participated in other Gita competitions.
The Bhagvad Gita is the most loved and popular scripture of Hindus all over the
world. The Gita provides wisdom and upliftment, comfort and solace to people of
all ages, from all walks of life. The eternal message of Gita is all the more relevant
in the context of present financial turmoil. We must not despair but continue to do
our duty diligently.
I wish all of you a very successful celebration.
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With Best Wishes & Compliments
from

Andhra Bharathi Singapura
(Society registered in October 2006)

20 Maxwell Road
#09-17 Maxwell House
Singapore 069113

For further enquiries please contact:
Mrs. Kamala Naidu (President) HP : 9695 9151
Mr. R. C. Reddy (Hon. Secretary) HP : 9798 0521
Mr. Somesh Rao (Organising Secretary) HP : 9236 7265

Hare Krishna Hare Krishna, Krishna Krishna Hare Hare
Hare Rama Hare Rama, Rama Rama Hare Hare

message by
chief guest

Inderjit Singh
Member of Parliament, Ang Mo Kio GRC
I extend my best wishes to all on this occasion of 12th year of Gita Jayanti
celebrations.
I note that Marwari Mitra Mandal, the lead organization this year has worked
closely with the various other Hindu temples and organizations under the umbrella
of Hindu Endowment Board to organize this event. I am glad that the Gita Jayanti
celebrations are giving the various groups a greater opportunity to work together in
the spirit of cooperation.
The timeless message of Gita and its perennial philosophy transcends different
cultures and regions. Its enduring value is not only for Indians but for all mankind.
Gita teaches us all how to be a better human being while we perform our duties. In
our multicultural society focus on our common spaces as human beings will help us
build a stronger society. .
The Gita is a journey from depression to devotion. Arjuna was despondent on
the battle field and this message of Krishna uplifted him. We can all learn a
lesson from this, particularly in the present economic downturn when despair and
despondency stares us in the face. As Arjuna learnt, by rejuvenating ourselves we
will be able to meet the challenges ahead and come out stronger.
I wish the organizers continued success as they spread the message of Gita
particularly among children and youth who I am sure will greatly benefit from the
message as they grow up in this world with its many influences.
I would like to congratulate the Hindu community on this auspicious day and I
wish a successful year ahead for everyone.
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message by
high commissioner of india

Dr. S. Jaishankar
High Commissioner of lndia
Singapore
I am glad to learn that under the umbrella of the Hindu Endowment Board, Gita
Jayanti will be celebrated at the Srinivas Perumal Temple on 15 February 2009. I
commend the Marwari Mitra Mandal for taking the lead in this endeavour.
It is a matter of great satisfaction that so many temples and organisations have
combined together to stage this year long programme that will be culminating in
February. The various activities which will promote awareness and appreciation of
the Holy Gita, particularly among the youth, are very welcome. These represent
concrete methods of keeping our spiritual and intellectual inheritance alive and
relevant.
I send my good wishes for the success of the Gita Jayanti 2009.
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message by
chairman of heb

S Rajendran
Chairman
Hindu Endowments Board
This is the 12th year that the Gita Jayanti is being celebrated on a large scale in
Singapore. Gita Jayanti celebrates the birth of the Bhagavad Gita in the battlefield of Kurukshetra, celebrated in the great epic of Mahabharatha.
The Gita appeals to the scholar, the devotee, as well as the thinker and the man of
action. It is a book that captures the very essence of the Upanishads.
The Upanishads speaks of methods to attain the Ultimate and also attempts to
describe the Ultimate. It is a vast ocean of philosophic thought. Bhagavad Gita
puts forth the message of the Upanishads in a practical way. Man needs guidance
in his life. He finds this guidance in the Bhagavad Gita. The Gita may therefore be
described as the method by which the worldly man, the man of action can attain
the Ultimate.
The unique nature of these celebrations in Singapore has been that every year a
new organisation takes the leadership role. This year the leadership is taken by the
Marwari Mitra Mandal. They are supported by the previous lead organizations as
well as many others. And these organisations have transcended the diverse cultural
and linguistic traditions of the Indian diaspora in Singapore: this is reflective of the
integrative and inclusive spirit of the Gita.
The Hindu Endowments Board has been supporting this effort and is happy to note
that the celebrations have grown in magnitude and dimension over the years.
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Ms Sundari Suppiah
President, Krishna Our Guide
|| OM NAMOH BHAGAVATE VAASUDEVAYA ||
Gita Jayanti, THE CELEBRATION of the year, celebrates the teachings of life skills as
imparted by the Supreme Personality , Bhagavan Sri Krishna.
Sri Krishna, The Purnavatar, revealed Himself to be the perfect child, student, friend,
sportsman, musician, wrestler, warrior,yogi,king,statesman,charioteer,teacher, strategist and
sannyasin. Krishna actively lived the Gita as a man of action who attains perfection by resisting
evil and harmonising God with the world.
It is indeed commendable that the Hindu Temples and organizations in Singapore have worked
together all these years to bring to perfection THIS CELEBRATION ------- the propagation
of the TRUTH. KRISHNAM VANDE JAGAD GURUM

hindu centre (1999)

Gurunathan M.
President, Hindu Centre
The Hindu Centre was one of the early lead organizer for the Gita Jayanti celebrations in
Singapore and has been playing a key role in all subsequent events, ever since. It is indeed very
heartening to see the sustained progress in the scale and dimension of the events related to the
Gita Jayanti. Over the years, events pertaining to various age groups and interest groups have
been added to the related events. They include continuously growing types of competitions for
various age groups from the pre-primary children to youths. Surely it speaks volumes of the
success of the event when one sees over 200 children participating in Gita chanting in the same
category, as has been the case in some recent years. Another major event in the horizon has been
the International Gita Forum, which features top authorities on Gita from around the globe
discussing intricacies of Gita with packed audiences. Certainly Gita Jayanti is coming of age.
This year Marwari Mitra Mandal is leading the torch of this great Yajna with the whole
hearted support of many organizations and temples, including the Hindu Centre.
The timeless message of the Gita is as relevant today as at any other period in history. The
world is fragmented by divisions of value systems and philosophies. Religions are used as tools
of disintegration and disharmony and violence. It is in such crucial junctures of history that the
integrating message of the Gita, touching the very soul of spirituality becomes doubly important.
May the message of the Gita spread far and wide and may the Gita Jayanti celebrations
achieve ever greater success in Singapore.
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messages from previous lead organizations

krishna our guide (1997)
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Sohan Lal Dhawn
President - Geeta Ashram
I wish to congratulate the organising committee of the twelfth annual Geeta Jayanti
celebration. On this day Lord Krishna gave his universal massage of immortality of soul
and doing one’s duty irrespective of rewards. Doing your duty [karma] is in your hands but
not its rewards.
In the battle field Arjuna was sad, dejected and refusing to fight and do his duty as a
warrior. It was Lord Krishna’s message that arose him, invigorated him and made him
to fight and do his duty. The teachings of Geeta are for the whole of mankind and are as
relevant and inspiring as of old.
I wish all the success for this Geeta Jayanti celebrations. Jai Shree Krishna.

chinmaya seva centre (2000)
In His Service
Chandru Bharwani
President, Chinmaya Seva Centre
On behalf of the Chinmaya Seva Centre I would like to congratulate the Gita Jayanti
organizers - an outstanding group of people who for the past twelve years have worked
consistently and tirelessly to enhance a generation of Hindus deeply proud of their
own heritage, sure of their dignity and highly appreciative of their oneness in midst of
cultural diversity.
The children of today are the citizens of tomorrow. To mould their thoughts and aspirations
is the true fulfillment of a national education. Through the means of chanting, quiz,
oratorical and essay writing competitions based on the Sreemad Bhagavad Gita the ideal
given to them in their early childhood alone can inspire them in the future giving them
courage to face their problems, the guts to pursue their purpose diligently and the heroism
to live and act according to their convictions. A generation growing up thus, determined to
gain their goal, consistent in their endeavor and deeply proud of their cultural past, alone
can render true service to our nation – Singapore.
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messages from previous lead organizations

geeta ashram (1999)

Hindu Endowments Board wishes
Gita Jayanti 2009
all success

amriteswari society (2003)

Rajan Menon
Chairman, Amriteswari Society
AUM NAMAH SHIVAYA
We are very happy that this is the 12th year Gita Jayanthi will be celebrated.
The celebrations are significant in the light of the current difficult economic
conditions. The US Financial Tsunami is causing great difficulties to many
countries and their peoples. Various business and management concepts which
were in vogue dealt with acquisition of material wealth and maximisation of profits
in total disregard of the quality of the means used to achieve them. Greed was
overwhelming.
The Bhagavad Gita provides lessons that do not prohibit the search for money,
power, comfort and health. The Gita teaches the pursuit of such goals with
a human perspective and without getting personally attached to the process
and results: Lord Krishna’s advice to Arjuna “You have a right to perform your
prescribed duty, but you are not entitled to the fruits of your actions”.
Sincerely hope the Gita Jayanthi Celebrations will show how the pollution of the
human mind can be removed, thereby improving the quality of his actions and their
results, for the benefit of mankind.
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messages from previous lead organizations

sri sathya sai society (2002)

Isin

International Pte Ltd

156 Cecil Street #09-01 Far Eastern Bank Building Singapore 069544
Tel: 6222 1347

Fax: 6223 4613

E m a i l : v e e n a p k @ s i n g n e t. c o m. s g

K N Ajaya Kumar
President, Singapore Malayalee Hindu Samajam
Singapore Malayalee Hindu Samajam is proud to see that Gita Jayanti, the
prestigious event of Singapore Hindus is continuing its victorious journey planting the
principles of Dharma in the mind of everyone who is willing to give a listening ear!
From “where to learn all this”, the job of those who seek knowledge is now reduced
to just ensure their personal presence where these things are happening. Chanting,
forums, competition... avenues are many.
Armoured with the power of this dharma teachings in a crucial war field, may the
mankind be able to choose their ways correctly which will gain them that invisible
hand’s assistance to cross all the hurdles one come across, particularly the pitfalls the
present day economic situation placed in front of different people in different forms.
May all those who do their duty be rewarded with a way to get through victoriously!
May this noble event continue to happen for ever for common good. May many
follow this path successfully. Hari Om!

sri aurobindo society (2005)

K S Rajah
President, Sri Aurobindo Society
GITA JAYANTI is now being celebrated annually. It has become an accepted
spiritual event in Singapore’s Hindu calendar for many organizations. It is specially
satisfying to see the way volunteers from different organizations rally round the event
organizer every year without regard to who the event organizer is for the year.
I was a Hindu Centre official when Gita Jayanti took its first steps. It was my
privilege to see a small society with a handful of members like the Sri Aurobindo
Society take the leadership role. The Sri Aurobindo society took the responsibility
confident that volunteers from all organizations will step forward to help any
organization that becomes the event organizer.
The message of the Gita is for all of us.
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messages from previous lead organizations

singapore malayalee
hindu samajam (2004)
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Kirpa Ram Sharma
President, Shree Lakshminarayan Temple
The Gita Jayanti, or the birthday of the Bhagavad Gita, is celebrated throughout the
World by all the admirers and lovers of this most sacred scripture on the eleventh day
(Ekadashi) of the bright half of the month of Margaseersha (December-January),
according to the Hindu almanac. It was on this day that Sanjaya narrated to King
Dhritarashtra, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna and thus made the glorious
teachings of the Lord available to us, and to people of the world, for all times.
The Gita Jayanti marks one of the greatest days in the history of mankind. Nearly six
thousand years ago on that day a dazzling flash of brilliant light lit up the firmament of
human civilization. That flash, that marvellous spiritual effulgence, was the message of
the Bhagavad Gita, given by the Lord Himself on the battlefield of Kurukshetra. Unlike
ordinary flashes of light which die away after a split second, this brilliant flash of that
memorable day has continues to shine through the centuries, and even now illumines
the path of humanity on its onward march to perfection.
The Gita is the most beautiful and the only truly philosophical song. It contains sublime
lessons on wisdom and philosophy. It is the “Song Celestial”. It is the universal gospel.
It contains the message of life that appeals to all, irrespective of race, creed, age or
religion. The Gita was given to us about six thousand years ago through Arjuna, an
Indian prince, by Sri Krishna, the Lord incarnate. The teachings are based on the
Upanishads, the ancient, revealed metaphysical classics of India. The Gita shows a
way to rise above the world of duality and the pairs of opposites, and to acquire eternal
bliss and immortality. It is a gospel of action. It teaches the rigid performance of one’s
duty in society, and a life of active struggle, keeping the inner being untouched by outer
surroundings, and renouncing the fruits of actions as offerings unto the Lord.
The Gita is a source of power and wisdom. It strengthens you when you are weak, and
inspires you when you feel dejected and feeble. It teaches you to embrace righteousness
and to resist unighteousness. The Gita is not merely a book or just a scripture. It is a living
voice carrying an eternally indispensable and vital message to mankind. Its verses embody
words of wisdom coming from the infinite ocean of knowledge, the Absolute Itself. The
voice of the Gita is the call of the Supreme. It is the divine sound explained. The primal
source of all existence, all power, is the manifested sound, Om. This is the Divine Word.
It is Nada Brahman, whose unceasing call is: “Be ye all ever merged in the eternal,
unbroken, continuous consciousness of the Supreme Truth.” This is the sublime message
that the great Gita elaborates and presents in all comprehensiveness and in a universally
acceptable form. It is verily this message of the Bhagavad Gita that I wish to recall and
reproclaim with emphasis to you. To be always consciolls of the Divine, to ever feel the
Divine Presence, to live always in the awareness of the Supreme Being in the chambers
of your heart and everywhere around you, is verily to live a life off fullness and Divine
perfection on earth itself. Live in the spirit oj the teachings of the Gita. Mere talks or
lectures will not help you in anyway. Become a practical “man-of-the-Gita “.
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shree lakshminarayan
temple (2006)

Special Alangaram at the temple
for Krishna Jeyanthi 2008

Sri Krishnan Temple
152 Waterloo Street Singapore 187961
Tel: 6337 7957, 6339 4232 Fax: 6334 2712
Email: srikrishnatemple@hotmail.com

Arimilli Radha Krishna
President
Singapore Telugu Samajam
It gives me immense pleasure to know that Gita Jayanti 2009 organizers are bringing
an informative souvenir “Gita Vani 2009” to commemorate the eleventh anniversary of
the Gita Jayanti celebrations.
It is commendable that Hindu temples and organizations come together under the
auspices of Hindu Endowments Board, Singapore and are conducting month long
celebrations in gratitude of the teachings in Gita.
On behalf of Singapore Telugu Samajam, I take this opportunity to wish the Gita
Jayanti 2009 every success in its pursuit of propagating the teachings of Srimad
Bhagavad Gita.

kannada sangha
singapore (2008)
B. K. Ramadas,
President, Kannada Sangha (Singapore).
Kannada Sangha (Singapore) was honoured and privileged to host the eleventh Gita
Jayanti celebrations in 2008 and the International Gita Forum 2008. In fact, it was
a great learning experience for all of us and provided us a unique opportunity to work
closely with many other Hindu organizations and Temples in Singapore.
Bhagavad Gita, as espoused by Lord Krishna, has been a great source of knowledge
and it remains very relevant in today’s world. When one delves deeply, you can
clearly see that most of modern day Governance and Management Techniques were
clearly mentioned so many centuries ago.
The growing participation of young children through various competitions is encouraging
and will stand them in good stead in multi-racial, multi-religious Singapore.
We wish the Gita Jayanti 2009 Organising Committee under the leadership of
Marwari Mitra Mandal all success in this noble Endeavour.
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messages from previous lead organizations

singapore
telugu samajam (2007)

Makanjee’s
Specialised in

All Kinds of Sarees
Widest Range of:

Beautiful Sarees
Salwaar Khameez Suits
22ct Gold Jewellery
P.O. Box 108, Lautoka. Phone : 666 0008
Fax : 666 1487, 666 8638

message from previous chairman
(gita jayanti 2008)

Jagadish C V
Chairman, Gita Jayanti 2008
As an ardent student of the Gita and as the previous Chairman of the Gita Jayanti
celebrations it is very heartening to note that the Gita Jayanti celebrations are on
full swing for the 12th year in succession in Singapore. This effort is very unique for its
Yajnic spirit and diverse community participation in the spirit of cultural integration.
While last year, it was led by Kannada Sangha, this year it is being led by Marwari
Mitra Mandal.
The Bhagavad Gita, or The Song Celestial, presents the quintessential wisdom of
the Vedanta in two basic ways, Sadhya - or What is to be known, and Sadhana - or
The means of knowing it. The Gita is indeed one of the very foundations of Indian
spiritual tradition, being well known as one of the prasthana thrayas – along with the
Upanishads and the Brahma Sutras.
Gita is about the battlefield of Kurukshetra, Arjuna’s despondency and how
Lord Krishna shows Arjuna the way out of the despondency, throughy a mental
transformation. The allegoric battle field may well represent fighting the inner battle.
The battle between spirit and matter, between knowledge and ignorance, between self
control and temptations, between discriminatory and sensual life. How true it is when
we look in wards and find that this battle we are fighting non-stop. It is a different
thing that some are fully aware of this inner battle while others may not be conscious
of it. Gita is a paramount treatise of inner transformation, when one is in dilemma
drawn by various forces of value systems and priorities.
The Gita Jayanti celebrations have been able to reach across the various sections of
Indian community, by making it interesting and appealing to all age groups. We have
been very interested in the youth to be inclined to the Gita and the many competitions
associated with the Gita Jayanti have been very received over the years. The
International Gita Forum has attracted the intelligentia and the academics through very
quality lectures by outstanding authorities on various dimensions of the Gita.
I wish the current Gita Jayanti celebrations all success and pray to Lord Krishna for
its continued success in years to come, led by new organzations in the future.
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message from chairman
(Gita Jayanti 2009)

Rajan Bagaria
Chairman, Gita Jayanti 09 Organizing Committee.
Gita Jayanti 2009 is being celebrated on 15th February.09. This is culmination of a
string of activities during the preceding year. This year Marwari Mitra Mandal is the
lead organization but as usual various other Hindu Temples and Organizations have
contributed to the amazing success and year to year growth of this celebration.
I express my sincere thanks to one and all who came forward and spared their
valuable time to attend meetings and to arrange various events, to the volunteers who
did wonderful selfless service. In this context I do not hesitate to single our Kannada
Sangha, Gita Ashram and Chinmaya Sewa Centre for taking major share of the
responsibility and we place on record our appreciation and thanks.
I am also grateful to large number of donors who did not desert us even in the present
economic downturn, and have contributed much needed funds, as also to various
sponsors for sponsoring events or other items.
As usual Gita Jayanti 09 is being celebrated under the auspices of Hindu Endowment
Board and I convey our thanks to HEB for all the help they have extended to us in
this regard. Our thanks are also due to management of Sri Srinivasa Perumal Temple
for providing us the venue to hold the functions at nominal or sometimes at no cost.
The number of participants in various Gita competitions has been going up. Due to
growing interest by children a new category of age group below 10 was added this
year. The number of shalokas to be chanted has also been doubled and soon all
participants will begin to memorize whole chapters.
For Gita Champion contestants memorized and chanted the 9 Gita Dhayan
shalokas as well as all the 43 shalokas of chapter 3 of Gita. The response has been
overwhelming and we can rightly be proud that our objective of spreading the timeless
message of Hindu Scriptures and greatness of Hindu Culture is going forward.
I also convey my thanks to shri D D Gupta Ji for being co-chairman and shouldering
all the responsibility in guiding the whole event, and shri C V Jagdish for
spearheading International Gita Forum celebration on a grand scale.
MAY GOD CONTINUE TO BLESS US ALL.
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Kamal Kishore

Star Fund Raisers for Gita Jayanti 2009:

Sunil K Garg

Sitting (from left):Jagadish C V, Arjan Daswani, Tanigan S T, Kamal Kishore, Tibarewala S K, Narayana Mohan R, Sunil Kumar, Dr Ram K Gupta, Rajan
Bagaria, Gupta D D, Dayani H P, Patel N C, Srinivasan G, Dr Rajashree Murthy, Usha Ananda, Padmini Chandrashekar, Dr Vijaya Kumar, Krishna Kumar
M, Agarwal C B

standing (from left): Sunil K Garg, Venkataramani R, Anand Chandrasekar, Divya Anand, Dr Sandhya Kumar, Sumant Balakrishnan, Prof Chowdari,
Ganesan K, Vivek Kumra, Ramaprasad, Sneh Kant Gupta

Gita Jayanti 2009 - Management Team

GJ 2009 - Management Team
Advisory Committee

Gita Champion Competition Sub Committee

Chairman:

Rajah K S

Chairperson:

Padmini C (CSC)

Secretary:

Tanigan S T

Members:

Members:

Nathan V R (late)
Prof Rao A N
Gurunathan M
Dayani H P

Meena A C (CSC)
Ranjini Rao (CSC)
Sumant Balakrishnan (SAS)

Quiz Competitions Sub Committee

Main Committee
Chairman:

Rajan Bagaria (MMM)

Co Chairman:

Dau Dayal Gupta (MMM)

Vice Chairmen:

Jagdish C V (KS)
Srinivasan G (DBBS)

Hon. Secretary:

Dr Ram K Gupta (MMM)

Treasurer:

Kamal Kishore (MMM)

Hon. Joint Secretary:

Sunil Kumar Garg (MMM)

Dau Dayal Gupta (MMM)

Vice Chairmen:

Jagdish C V (KS)
Prof Rao A N (KS)

Members:

Patel N C (SAS)
Sneh Kant Gupta (MMM)
Shivananda I (KS)
Guruprakash (KS)
Rama Prasad K (KS)
Dr Ananda A L (KS)
Dr Vijaya Kumar S (KS)
Jayanthi R (SAS)

Anand Chandrasekar (CSC)

Vice Chairperson:

Dr Sandhya Kumar (KS)

Gita Vani Publication Sub Committee

International Gita Forum 2008 Sub Committee
Chairman:

Chairman:

Chairman:

Sneh Kant Gupta (GA)

Vice Chairman:

Kirpa Ram Sharma (LNT)

Members:

Arjan T Daswani (GA)
Patel N C (SAS)
Dayani H P (GA)
Kamal Kishore (MMM)
Sunil Kumar Garg (MMM)

Editor:

Krishna Kumar M
Publicity Sub Committee

Chairman:
Members:

Volunteers Sub Committee
Chairman:

Dr Vijay Kumar S (KS)

Vice Chairman:

Narayana Mohan R (HC)
Sumant Balakrishnan (SAS)

Member:

Rama Prasad K (KS)

Gita Havan Sub Committee
Chairman:

Sunil Kumar Garg (MMM)

Chief Priest:

Sunil Kumar (AS)

Vice Chairman:

Vivek Kumra (GA)

Member:

Agarwal C B (MMM)

Parsadam Sub Committee

Kamal Kishore (MMM)

Vice Chairman:

Narayana Mohan R (HC)

HEB Member:

Ganesan K (HEB)

Usha Ananda (CSC)

Members:

Divya Anand (CSC)
Dr Ananda A L (CSC)
Ranjini Rao (CSC)
Meena A C (CSC)

Kamal Kishore (MMM)

Members:

Rama Prasad K (KS)

Chairman:

Manak Maheshwari (MMM)

Vice Chairman:
Members:

Dr Ram K Gupta (MMM)
Narayana Mohan R (HC)
Dr Rajashree Murthy (KS)

Monthly Gita Chanting Sub Committee

Gita Chanting, Essay and Oratorical
Competitions Sub Committee
Chairperson:

Chairman:

Reception Sub Committee

Finance Sub Committee
Chairman:

Dr Rajashree Murthy (KS)
Dr Vijaya Kumar S (KS)
Krishna Kumar M

Chairman:

Tanigan S T (KOG)

Member:

Sunil Kumar Garg (MMM)

Legend:
AS: Amriteswari Society; CSC: Chinmaya Seva Centre; KOG: Krishna Our Guide
SDBBS: Sngapore Dakshina Bharatha Brahmana Sabha;
HC: Hindu Centre; HEB: Hindu Endowments Board; GA: Geeta Ashram;
KS: Kannada Sangha; LNT: Shree Lakshminarayan Temple;
MMM: Marwari Mitra Mandal; SAS: Sri Aurobindo Society;
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Acting in the Yajna Spirit
Swami Chinmayananda

To those who know what service is, work is not
considered as slavery or drudgery, but it reflects the
joy of life. .... All work is noble, when we undertake
it in the right spirit of selflessness and detachment.
The Upanishads glorify service as
the highest pinnacle of right living.
Dedicated and noble work alone
can polish an individual to the state
of true culture and right discipline.
To those who know what service
is, work is not considered as slavery
or drudgery, but it reflects the joy
of life. Man is not born to revel in
idleness. Nature will whip the idle
onto the road of activity and thereby
evolve them steadily to a state of
joy. That state is characterised by
dynamic outer activity, yet inner
peace.
Vedanta has never permitted
escapism, though many uninformed
people contend it does. The earliest
Upanishads emphasised that one
who cannot live a noble life of
renunciation and self-restraint
must unavoidably live a life of
intense activity, striving to fulfil
one’s desires through honest means;
teaching oneself to live in cheerful
enthusiasm, dedicated to the service
of man and glorification of the Lord.

drudgery and become an act of devotion?

necessary to prepare a student for
the higher flights of meditation. To a
seeker, dedicated work is a means for
the inner purification of his mental
impressions – vasanas.
Each of us is born into a life
ordered by our vasanas; and the
circumstances around us provide
an opportunity to exhaust them.
Therefore, whatever field we are
working in today, that becomes
the place to polish our inner
equipment. All work is noble, when
we undertake it in the right spirit of
selflessness and detachment.
Of themselves, actions are neutral –
neither good nor bad. It is the doer’s
motive that determines the quality
of the action. Even the makers of
secular laws recognised this. In
the penal code, one is accused of
manslaughter only when intention
to murder is proved; if not, it only
amounts to culpable homicide.
Actions which spring from
selfishness leave vasanas behind,
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H H Swami Chinmayananda was
a world renowned authority of
the scriptures of India, especially
Bhagavad Gita and the Upanishads.
He was born in 1916 and attained
mahasamadhi in 1993. He worked
relentlessly for about 40 years to
bring about spiritual revival in India
and abroad. He was the author of
more than thirty books dealing with
the philosophical principles behind
the religion. He made mysterious
and elusive vedantic principles easily
understandable for common people.
He was the founder of Chinmaya
Mission. Swami Chinmayananda was
one of the 20th century’s most worldrenowned and revered exponents of
Vedanta, the foundation of Hindu
religion and culture.

ESS AY

The one who intensively plunges
into life – eager and anxious to meet
its challenges with truth and purity
as standards – to such a person,
actions do not cling. Living the
entire lifetime in a spirit of paying
homage to the Lord, detached from
anxiety for the fruit of actions and
from the ego-sense, is lauded not
only by the Bhagavad Gita, but also
by the Upanishads. Such actions are

What is true work and when does work transcend

creating more and more agitations;
but selfless actions lead to their
exhaustion. We must, therefore,
learn to act renouncing the ego and
egocentric desires. However, this
is easier said than done, because
these are powerful and deep-rooted
urges. The baser urges can only
be eliminated by working in a
spirit of dedication to a higher and
nobler ideal. To act with a spirit of
surrender is to act in the spirit of
yajna.
Yajnas were the most popular
community rituals known in the
Vedic times. On the banks of a
flowing river, in a grand structure
erected for the purpose, people
assembled in a spirit of utter
dedication. Everyone worked
together without a selfish motive.
Each person tried to contribute
toward the yajna. Their only
purpose was the common welfare of
all. As a single happy community, all
invoked the blessings of the Lord.
The ritual itself centred around a
fire-trough. Into the blazing fire
everyone offered a mixture of nine
grains accompanied by the chanting
of Vedic mantras. The invocation
of the Lord was a prayer for
community happiness, the nation’s
glory, and the welfare of the world,
and not for the fulfilment of any
personal desires. These yajnasalas
were communal classrooms, where
people learned the spirit of working
together without egocentric desires.
This yajna spirit was later
completely veiled from the people,
and only the pomp and show of
the ritual continued to attract
the attention of the masses. At
such a time it must have been a
revolutionary concept to have Lord
Krishna expound karma yoga to
them in the language of the already
known ritual:
The world is bound by actions other

than those performed for the sake
of yajna. Therefore, O son of Kunti,
perform actions for yajna alone,
without any attachment. (Bhagavad
Gita, 3.9)
Every action can become a sacred
yajna if we act without ego or

If we are to gain mental poise and
beauty from the work undertaken,
we should be efficient in the
performance of all our actions.
People tend to be efficient while
performing their own work, but
when it comes to voluntary or
social work, they become careless

Yajnas were the most popular community rituals known
in the Vedic times. On the banks of a flowing river,
in a grand structure erected for the purpose, people
assembled in a spirit of utter dedication. Everyone
worked together without a selfish motive. Each person
tried to contribute toward the yajna. Their only purpose
was the common welfare of all. As a single happy
community, all invoked the blessings of the Lord.
egocentric desires. Even the dreary,
dull, routine activities of all walks
of life can be divinised into sacred
worship (puja) if we perform
them as offerings to the Lord.
We generally dedicate our actions
to the family, and naturally our
achievements are small and limited.
Our abilities will increase according
to the glory of the altar of our
dedication. Thus, the ambassador
of a country, otherwise an ordinary
man, can sign for his country on
trade agreements. It is no longer
he as a person who is signing for
his personal gain; he signs for the
country that he represents. Thus
the spirit underlying the most
popular Vedic ritual can be practiced
not merely in the yajnasala, but
also brought to bear in all actions,
whether in the home, office, factory,
or in the fields.
In the above verse, Lord Krishna
has advised Arjuna to perform all
his duties as an army officer in the
spirit of yajna. He emphasises two
points – actions must be performed
efficiently, and they must be
undertaken and executed without
attachment.
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and inefficient, and work only
half-heartedly. Without a high
ideal, people do not find an altar
exalted enough to negate their ego
and egocentric desires in order
to execute a selfless program of
work. Therefore, naturally we find
a larger play of the shameless ego
and its baser desires all over the
world. To be released from the
bondage of our past is to rediscover
a freed personality, capable of
seeing life as it is and reacting to
life spontaneously without being
controlled by vasanas. So let us
do all our actions in a spirit of
dedication to the Lord; then all our
work – good, bad or indifferent –
will become a continuous worship
of Him.
Apart from performing all duties
and fulfilling all engagements
with maximum efficiency, we
must also have an attitude of
‘unattachment’ within. The word
‘unattached’ (asaktah) is often used
in the Bhagavad Gita, but unless
we understand its full import, we
are apt to misunderstand the entire
philosophy behind it. All of us
have attachments. We are attached

With Best Compliments from

Adani Global Pte Ltd
Blk 66 Marine Parade Road
#07-10 Singapore 449300
Tel: 6576 4611 / 9627 6837
Email: spatwari@singnet.com.sg
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to our parents, spouse, children,
work, property and so on. But what
is attachment? It is certainly not
physical. When we say that we are
attached to our pets we only mean
a mental attachment. Whenever we
have a strong feeling of ‘want’ for any
being or thing, that is attachment.
The intensity of attachment is

world, making it what it is, and not
one of them seems to demand even a
passing recognition from the people
benefited by them. They all perform
their duties and attain fulfilment in
the very performance.
The entire world of cosmic powers
and natural phenomena function

The concept of yajna stems from the recognition of the
one supreme Divinity that is at once the core of all and yet
transcends the universe of names and forms. All are but
the one infinite Self, Brahman. ... In the song of Truth, the
heart begins to beat with the highest of divine impulses.
Actions performed by such an individual are no more
ordinary actions, but they become expressions of the
supreme Will.
always directly proportional to the
intensity of our demand of ‘I want’.
Thus, there are two factors: ‘I’ the
ego, and ‘want’, the desire to possess
and enjoy. The ego-identification
with the body, mind and intellect,
and egocentric desires together
constitute attachment.
Our lingering anxiety to gain and
enjoy specific fruits from the actions
spoils our inspiration to act and
saps our present efficiency. When
we perform our work efficiently, we
grow and our community grows
with us. While performing any
action we can refuse to burden
ourselves with worries and anxieties
over the results of action. The
results of actions depend upon the
quality of our action. Therefore,
the seeker should function purely
in the spirit of work for the sake
of the work. We see this spirit
everywhere around us; from the
twinkling stars to the flowing rivers,
nature serves the world in the yajna
spirit. The sun shines, but demands
no appreciation from anyone. Rain
falls; rivers flow; plants flower; trees
bear fruit; oceans heave; towering
mountains stand – all serve the

instinctively in the service of others.
Even before life appeared on the face
of the earth, the elemental forces
had prepared the field through
their constant activities, performed
in a spirit of dedication. As life
developed and evolved at all levels,
we can easily recognise different
degrees of yajna activities, which
maintain the harmonious growth of
existence.
Every sentient and insentient
member of the cosmos instinctively
follows the law of seva, the universal
law of sacrifice. Man alone is given
the freedom to act as he likes, but to
the extent he disobeys that universal
law, to that extent he suffers,
because he, with his arrogant and
egoistic actions, brings a discord
to the harmony around him. But
when individuals in a community
strive cooperatively, without ego or
egocentric desires, the cosmic forces
that constitute the environment
will also cherish them. In short,
when man works with the yajna
spirit, the outer circumstances
miraculously change their patterns
to be conducive to the common will
of the community, which strives for
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the good of all.
In nature, this law of seva was
set in motion at the beginning of
creation. It is a natural law. He
who understands nature’s laws and
lives in harmony with them will be
benefited by nature. The more we
probe into the secrets of nature,
the more nature reveals her laws,
and by obeying them, we increase
our harmonious existence with the
phenomenal world.
The concept of yajna stems from
the recognition of the one supreme
Divinity that is at once the core of
all and yet transcends the universe
of names and forms. All are but
the one infinite Self, Brahman.
This perception of the play of
the one Self, both as matter and
spirit – both as ourselves and the
world around us – is the true vision
of the Lord of the universe. By
dedicating ourselves to the service
of the nation, the commuity, the
home, and the individuals around
us, we are dedicating ourselves to
the one infinite Self, who expresses
through all. Thus, by seeing
Brahman everywhere, and His play
in all activities, the devoted servant
is never bound by the result of his
actions, but attains the intimate
inner experience of the Self-Divine.
An individual, whose limited egoistic
ideas are replaced by the constant
recognition of the Lord as Supreme,
becomes an efficient instrument for
the expression of the Divine Will.
The purification of our personality is
possible only when the mind is made
to sing constantly the divine song
praising the glories of the One Self.
In the song of Truth, the heart begins
to beat with the highest of divine
impulses. Actions performed by such
an individual are no more ordinary
actions, but they become expressions
of the supreme Will.

With Best Compliments
from

Geeta Bhakt
Vasudeva Sutam Devam
Kansa Chanura Mardanam
Devaki Paramanandam
Krishnam Vande Jagad Gurum
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T he Evolution Of Arjuna
Sadhu Vaswani
Arjuna is symbolic of “I,” the ego.
Krishna is symbolic of the Heart,
the Atman.

The Gita Is Samvada, A Dialogue Between Arjuna And
Krishna. The evolution of Arjuna is that of one who started
as an intellectual with a questioning mind, and how became a
gopi-soul, full of bhakti, devotion to Sri Krishna.

Arjuna is an intellectual: and until
he, under the grace of his Guru –
Krishna - is transformed, he moves
in the world of “I”.
He argues. He is obstinate. He is
self-centred. He does not surrender
his will to the Divine Master.
He moves in the world of desire
(trishna) , the world of Vikaras. He
has yet to attain to sthira-buddhi. He
moves on the plane of mind, manas.
He is not fully awake: he is asleep.
It takes him time to assimilate
the word of the Guru: “Uttishta!”
“Stand up! Awake, 0 Arjuna! “ He is
enthralled by maya, by appearances,
and so is unable to understand how
the Guru asks him to combat his
relatives, his cousins, his dear ones.
Arjuna is a dancer in the world
of desires. Krishna asks him to
renounce desires and be a fighter.
Desire sits as a heavy weight upon
him.

On the Kurukshetra, Arjuna’s
greatest fight is with his “I”, the ego.
Arjuna becomes new, but not till he
chooses Krishna as his Guide and
Guru. And having chosen Him, he
– Arjuna - chooses forever. What
you choose with sthira buddhi, with
consciousness that has risen above
the fluctuations of the mind, that
abides! Krishna ever after becomes
Arjuna’s all-in-all.
Krishna is a symbol of the Heart.
Krishna is a Lover. Yes, the Guru
is a lover of his disciple. The Guru·
falls in love with Arjuna and, step
by step, leads him on to what,
having chosen once, Arjuna never
renounces, but chooses forever,
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chooses Krishna as his Master for
all the ages of time, chooses Krishna
in time and in eternity.
This choice necessarily means (1)
conflict; and (2) conquest. The
conflict is between desire and the
Atman, between sensuality and the
spiritual, between self-approbation
and the Guru’s call. When, in this
conflict, Arjuna hath conquered his
self-will, his passions, he, for the first
time, sees, and seeing, rejoices! “Now
I know, Master,” saith he to Krishna,
“now am I blessed, indeed!”
Arjuna, who started as an
intellectual with a questioning mind,
now is become a gopi-soul, full of
bhakti, devotion to Sri Krishna.
Arjuna is henceforth at peace with
the world. He hath fought the War,
hath fought it nobly. And he hath
achieved his peace. Henceforth he
sits quiet at the feet of his Master.
The agitation of his mind is gone:
the quietness of true love now fills
him. He gazes at his Master and
finds that his beloved Krishna is
beautiful, is wise, is loving, is kind!

ES SAY

The weight, the burden, falls from
him, only after he has the vision of
Krishna. And the vision does not
come to him, until Krishna’s grace –
kripa - descends upon him. Then it
is, that Arjuna is filled with remorse.
And he lifts up his voice to Krishna,
saying to him: “Master, forgive me!
Whatever I have said unto Thee,
not knowing what Thou really art,
whatever words of irreverence or
forgetfulness I have spoken, I ask of

Thee, Master, to forgive it all!”
Arjuna, alas, was drunk with
the intoxication of the ego, until
Krishna’s revelation achieved the
annihilation of the ego. And in one
supreme act of self-annihilation,
he saw the glory of the true Self,
the glory of his Guru. He saw!
And on the Kurukshetra Plain, he
confronted his relatives and cousins.
The Kauravas were impersonations
of desires. He saw, and he
conquered!

With Best Compliments from

Chinmaya Seva Centre, Singapore
Our Vision

“The inner transformation of individuals
through knowledge of Vedanta,
spiritual practices and
service to society
resulting in a happier world around us.”
Param Pujya Gurudev

H.H. Swami Tejomayananda

H.H. Swami Chinmayananda

Head of Chinmaya Mission worldwide

Our Ongoing Activities
*Geeta Gyana Yagnas *Upanishad & Bhagavat Geeta classes *Youth & Balvihar classes
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Bhagavad Gita
in Daily Life
Swami Tejomayananda
Head of Chinmaya Mission, World wide

Practical application of the values
explained in Srimad Bhagavad
Gita in our daily lives can be very
rewarding. This is a very vast topic,
but we will see it briefly, in relation
to the three aspects: our daily life,
Bhagavad Gita, and its practical
application.

We find that a person reacts to
a situation in different ways at

Assimilation of Knowledge
When knowledge sinks in
and is really absorbed, then it
automatically comes into play in
our life. There is no gap between
the knowledge and its practical
application. When the knowledge is
comprehended intellectually, but not
assimilated or internalised, then this
contradiction becomes evident - I
know something, but do not know
how to apply it to my life.
An example will make this clear.
Imagine that you are given a glass of
water, milk or juice, and just as you
are about to drink it, someone stops
you and says, “Wait, there is poison
in it.” What will your response be?
You will not think, ‘Let me taste
and see.’ Even if you suspect that the
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ESS AY

Our Daily Life
Let us begin with our daily life. Our
typical routine is to get up, finish
our morning routine, go to the
school, college or office, and then
relax or socialise in the evening,
eat and sleep. Day after day the
cycle is repeated. In this routine,
we have to deal with material
things, living beings and varying
situations and experiences. None
of us can avoid it. Life is nothing
but perceptions, and responses
to those perceptions. We are
continually faced with circumstances
or situations, to which we have to
respond. And respond we must, to
each experience, whether we like it
or not, whether we are ready for it
or not. This response may be right
or wrong, good or bad, but one
thing is certain – every one has to
respond! This is true, irrespective of
our status – poor or rich, literate or
illiterate, powerful or weak.

different periods of time. Also,
different people respond to the same
problem or situation in different
ways. Some are mature, some
immature, some impulsive, some
contemplative – and therein lies the
difference.
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man is joking, it is unlikely that you
will drink it. The moment you hear
that there is poison, the knowledge
takes place. You know that it is not
juice or milk; it is poison. The next
step is also clear – that if you drink
it you are inviting death. Thus, even
though the sentence is a simple
one, you internalise the knowledge
immediately. You do not wonder
how to apply that knowledge or
whether to put it into practice!
You just leave the glass right there
and keep going. This is what is
meant by knowledge – immediate
understanding and prompt action.
Our problem is that our knowledge
is not as clear as this. So, even
though our Scriptures tell us that
there is no happiness in the world
of objects, and it is confirmed by
our own logical inference and first
hand experience, we continue to
feel that there may be some lurking
happiness – if not in one object,
maybe in the other.
Swami Rama Tirtha told a story
once, about a slightly mad person in
a small town, who used to play with
children. One day, this man told the
children that the rich landlord in
the town was planning a display of
fireworks in the evening, after which
he was going to distribute sweets to
everyone. So all the children went to
his house promptly in the evening
and found that there was no such
function or show and no sweets
were being distributed – nothing
at all! So they were disappointed.
But they found the mad man also
standing there. They asked him,
“Didn’t you know that there was
no function here and no sweet
distribution?” He replied that he did

The Bhagavad Gita teaches us how to live with things, beings
and experiences that we come across in our daily life. If we
really understand what is taught, we will be able to use it.
Knowledge is meant for practical use. If it is not used, then
such knowledge is useless for us. ... I may know what is
written in the Gita, but unless it becomes my knowledge, it
is of no use to me.
know. The children were puzzled
and asked him, “Then why did you
come?” He responded, ”I came
here just in case it was true. If the
landlord was indeed distributing
sweets, I did not want to miss it.” We
are also like that mad man. Though
we know that happiness does not
lie in the object, somewhere the
thought lingers, “Maybe there is
something in it.” It simply means
that our knowledge remains at a
superficial level. If the knowledge
sinks in, then practical application
will happen automatically. There
will be no contradiction or gap.
The Bhagavad Gita teaches us
how to live with things, beings and
experiences that we come across in
our daily life. If we really understand
what is taught, we will be able to use
it. Knowledge is meant for practical
use. If it is not used, then such
knowledge is useless for us.
It is said in the Gita, “jïätvä
çästra vidhänoktaà karma kartumihärhasi – having understood
what is stated in the Scriptures, act
accordingly.” The sentence appears
simple; let us see its implications.
All of us suffer in life at some time
or other. There are many reasons
for this, but one key factor is our
thoughtless action. All of us know
it. The flip side of it is actionless
thought, when thought is there, but
no follow-up in action. If we do not
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act according to our knowledge and
understanding, there is a danger
that slowly our knowledge and
understanding will start changing,
coloured by our actions. For
instance, all of us know the value
of getting up early in the morning
and doing our exercises, meditation,
study or any such activity. I decide
to get up at 5:00 am every morning,
but the next day I feel lazy and don’t
get up in time. Then I feel guilty
and resolve that I must get up early
the next day. Again it is the same
story and a whole week passes by
like that. Then the thought rises:
‘What is the use of getting up so
early – the birds also get up early,
what do they achieve… ‘ Thus,
slowly my knowledge and concepts
start changing because I do not
implement them in action. Instead
of the actions being performed
according to our knowledge and
understanding, our concepts begin
to be moulded by our actions
(buddhi karmänusäriëé)!
When knowledge is assimilated, it
naturally becomes a part of our life.
The trouble is that we hear or read,
but do not absorb the knowledge. It
still remains the knowledge of the
Gita, the knowledge of Sri Krishna
or Veda Vyasa or that of the Guru.
It does not become our knowledge.
I may know what is written in the
Gita, but unless it becomes my
knowledge, it is of no use to me.
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Gurudev put it across beautifully
once. Someone told Him that he
had gone through the Gita many
times, but things were still the same.

we have to cognise the difference
between stone, clay or gold! All
material objects have a place in the
scheme of our lives and every object

“rahimana dekha baòeà ko laghu na déjiye òäri, jahað käma
äve süé kahað kare talaväri – seeing the big one, do not
ignore the small, because the job that can be done by a
needle cannot be done by a sword.” It does not mean that
the sword is useless; we need swords and other weapons
in warfare. Each has its place, importance and value; what
one thing can do, the other cannot. So give each object the
value it deserves.
Gurudev replied, “It is good that you
have gone through the Gita so many
times, but let the Gita go through
you once!”
Equal Vision of the Bhagavad
Gita
Let us now discuss the main point
made by the Gita about living with
things, beings and experiences.
There is one watchword in the Gita
and that is samatä – equanimity.
This equanimity has many nuances
- equanimity with respect to
objects, equanimity with respect to
living beings and equanimity with
respect to experiences – the pairs of
opposites.
Equanimity with regard to
Objects
Let us begin with objects, then
proceed to experiences and finally
human beings, the most difficult
to deal with. All of us possess
many objects – house, furniture,
car, television, jewellery etc. In this
context the Gita uses the phrase
‘sama loñöäçma käïcanaù’ –
equanimity towards a lump of clay,
a piece of stone or gold. We may
wonder what it means; after all

has its special importance and value.
We must recognise this and respect
every thing. If I have a thousand
rupees with me, then I must
understand that I have exchange
value worth that much. But
normally when we look at an object
or material, our outlook is different.
If someone asks us which is more
precious – gold or stone, we will
automatically reply that gold is more
precious. But remember that if we
want to hit someone, a stone is more
handy than gold! You can build a
house with stones and bricks, but
not with gold. If you want to make
ornaments, you should use only
gold, a stone is of no use there. So
samatä here implies recognition of
the due value of material objects in
practical life, and not giving undue
importance to them.
The saint Rahim pointed this out
when he said, “rahimana dekha
baòeà ko laghu na déjiye òäri,
jahað käma äve süé kahað kare
talaväri – seeing the big one, do
not ignore the small, because the
job that can be done by a needle
cannot be done by a sword.” It
does not mean that the sword is
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useless; we need swords and other
weapons in warfare. Each has its
place, importance and value; what
one thing can do, the other cannot.
So give each object the value it
deserves.
People often use objects as status
symbols, to declare their own
superiority. Further, objects are
often valued more than people.
Also, people are valued based on
what they possess. I remember a
story about a brother and sister
that I read in my childhood. The
man was very rich, but his sister
was very poor. He used to host
lavish parties, but would never
invite his sister. She thought that
after all he was her own brother
and a formal invitation was not
necessary. She went to one of the
parties with her children. However,
her brother insulted her and told
her never to come again. In her
anguish, she prayed to Goddess
Lakshmi. Slowly, by Her grace,
she became rich. Then the brother
invited her to one of the parties.
Decked in all her finery, wearing
a lot of jewels, she went to her
brother’s house. When the food
was served, she quietly started
feeding her ornaments! Aghast at
this, the brother asked her what
she was doing. She calmly replied
that he had invited them, not her,
and hence she was giving them the
food.
We must understand how to value
each object; know how much value
to give and to which objects. This
is called equanimity. All objects
are important. If we give them due
importance and the right place in
our lives, we will not have problems
because of them.
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Taking myself as the reference point, I need to live with
all types of people. They may be close relatives or mere
acquaintances. Living with near and dear ones is the most
difficult. Initially, when I heard Jesus Christ’s saying ‘Love
thy neighbour’, I thought that it was a limited vision and he
should have said ‘Love all beings’, but later I realised that he
was right, because loving all beings is easy, but truly loving
our neighbour or a person close to us is indeed difficult.
Equanimity in Experiences
Regarding our experiences, the Gita
states that we should maintain our
equanimity through the pairs of
opposites, characterised by heat and
cold, joy and sorrow and honour
and dishonour – çétoñëa sukha
duùkheñu tathä mänäpa mänayoù.
Pujya Gurudev wrote a beautiful
commentary on this verse. Heat and
cold signify all the experiences at
the body level. Joy and sorrow are
the experiences at the mental level,
and honour and dishonour at the
intellectual level. None can escape
these pairs of opposites. Rich or
poor, educated or uneducated, all
have to experience heat and cold.
They are symbolic of the state of
our body – sometimes we are in
good health and sometimes unwell,
afflicted by some disease. So too, joy
and sorrow, honour and dishonour
are experiences that everyone must
go through. How are we to maintain
our equanimity through it all?
Here we have to understand that
equanimity means freedom from
our personal likes and dislikes. If
we neutralise our likes and dislikes,
then we can remain stable in all
situations. If we insist on a specific
thing, and refuse to accept any other
alternative, then we will be elated
if we get what we like and dejected
if we get what we do not like.
Similarly, if our likes and dislikes are

strong at the mental level, it will not
be possible to remain stable in both
joy and sorrow. A situation cannot
remain the same at all times, because
change is the changeless law of this
world. If we accept one thing, we
should be ready to accept the other
also, or we should reject both. Thus,
we can either accept both or reject
both. In Sanskrit it is said: “ägate
svägataà kuryät gacchantaà
na nivärayet – When something
comes, welcome it; when something
goes, do not stop it.” This is called
equanimity of mind.
This can be practised in many
ways. A devotee sees everything
as God’s will and he is at peace.
No happening in life, pleasant or
unpleasant, can agitate him. Some
people consider all that happens
in life as a result of their own past
karmas; their mind also remains
peaceful. A person who has gained
the Vedantic vision says that all
these are only appearances. The
Self alone is real. He abides in that
knowledge and accepts all things
that come and go. Without samatä
(equanimity), we will continue to
swing dizzily between elation and
dejection, happiness and sorrow.
Equanimity towards People
We need equanimity to live with
people. The Gita says (6.9):
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suhån-miträryudäsénamadhyastha-dveñya-bandhuñu,
sädhuñvapi ca päpeñu
samabuddhir-viçiñyate.
He, who is of the same mind to the
good-hearted, friends, enemies, the
indifferent, the neutral, the hateful,
relatives, the righteous and the
unrighteous, he excels.
We categorise people based on
their relationship with us, and our
relationship with them. A person
may be our well-wisher, another may
be our intimate friend, yet another
an enemy. One may be neutral or
indifferent, another hateful for no
reason, yet another a relative or a
loved one. A person may be friendly
to me, but inimical to someone else.
I may also be friendly to someone
and neutral with respect to someone
else. Taking myself as the reference
point, I need to live with all types of
people. They may be close relatives
or mere acquaintances. Living with
near and dear ones is the most
difficult. Initially, when I heard Jesus
Christ’s saying ‘Love thy neighbour’,
I thought that it was a limited vision
and he should have said ‘Love all
beings’, but later I realised that he
was right, because loving all beings is
easy, but truly loving our neighbour
or a person close to us is indeed
difficult.
If someone tells me that a man in
Timbuctoo has been criticising me,
it does not affect me at all, but if
someone tells me that a disciple of
mine is saying negative things about
me, I will be keen to know who it is,
and it will affect me.
The Gita advises us to have
equanimity (samatä) with respect
to people. There are two kinds of
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people – those who have difficulties
and those who are difficult. We have
to live with them, learn to accept
every individual per se, without
agonising over why that person is
the way he or she is. For instance,
we see various types of trees, plants,
flowers and fruits in a garden and
accept them as they are. We do not
say that the apple should be like
a mango, a mango like an orange
and so on. We accept the mango
as it is, the orange as it is and the
lemon as it is. We don’t complain
about the sourness of the lemon and
insist that it should be sweet like a
mango. Similarly with vegetables –
the bitter gourd is bitter and that
is its speciality. We visit a zoo and
enjoy seeing all the animals, without
saying that a lion should be like a
tiger, a tiger should be like a deer
and so on. We do not want to see a
lion that is tame like a cow. We want
the lion to be like a lion, true to its
nature. We also know that we can go
near a deer, but we cannot approach
or play with a tiger, a lion or a snake.
We don’t hate those animals; we just
accept them as they are.
We do not complain that fire is hot.
Being fire, it is hot; we accept the
fact and learn to use it. If we have to
live with different types of people,
we should know their nature. We
will have to understand who is
inimical to us and which person
is friendly towards us. We should
understand it, without beginning
to categorise each one as good or
bad, or wondering why that person
is what he/she is. Based on our
knowledge of the persons, we should
modulate our relationship with
them. If I know that a particular
person is dependable, I can entrust

In our relationship with people, equanimity (samabuddhi)
means acceptance of all. With respect to experiences, it
means maintaining our balance of mind. With respect to
objects, it means looking at things as they are, understanding
their value and dealing with them accordingly. Reflect
deeply on these thoughts and assimilate them, so that they
become useful in your daily life.
him with responsible work, but if
I know that he is not dependable,
then I should avoid giving him any
major work. However, we often
entrust such undependable people
with our work and set ourselves up
for disappointment and frustration.
The fault is entirely ours. When
a person is rude to us, we react in
dismay, “How could that man be
so rude?” But he has already shown
how rude he can be! If we ask him
how he could say such a thing, he
may well respond, ”I have already
said it!!”
There is no point in constantly
complaining about people. The first
step is to accept them as they are.
The next step is to learn to relate
with them in an appropriate manner.
You can scold or correct your child,
but not the elders in the family or
your boss in the workplace. You can
lay rules for the maid in your house,
but not in someone else’s house.
In one of the houses I visited, I
found a poster saying, “Accept
me as I am, do not try to change
me.” We want to be accepted by
everyone as we are, but we are
unable to accept others as they are!
There is an oft-quoted incident in
the life of Socrates. His wife was
very short-tempered and she never
understood his greatness. One
day, when he was in the midst of
a serious philosophical discussion
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with a group of people, she rushed
in, abused him in a terrible manner
and finally brought a bucket of
water and poured it over him! He
remained quiet and calm. When
someone asked him why he did not
protest or scold his wife, he smiled
and said, “It is nature’s law that
thunder is followed by a shower.” He
knew her nature and also knew that
she did not understand. He simply
accepted her as she was and learnt to
put up with her.
In our relationship with people,
equanimity (samabuddhi) means
acceptance of all. With respect to
experiences, it means maintaining
our balance of mind. With respect
to objects, it means looking at
things as they are, understanding
their value and dealing with them
accordingly.
Reflect deeply on these thoughts
and assimilate them, so that they
become useful in your daily life.

From a talk given at the Nicholas
Piramal office in Mumbai on Sep. 2,
2007.
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Message by Swami
Chidanand Saraswati
Swami Chidanand Saraswati
Dear Divine Souls,
I hope that - by God’s Grace - this
finds you and all your loved ones in
the best of health and happiness at
this sacred time of Gita Jayanti. I am
so glad to hear that Gita Jayanti is
being celebrated in Singapore at this
time. It is beautiful to see that you
all, even living so far from India, are
maintaining your deep connection
to your spiritual roots and heritage.
This is of vital importance today,
particularly for the youth, and I am
impressed by your commitment and
devotion.

I am so glad to hear that Gita Jayanti is being celebrated in
Singapore at this time. It is beautiful to see that you all, even
living so far from India, are maintaining your deep connection
to your spiritual roots and heritage.
Gita is the most beloved scripture of
India, a scripture of scriptures. It is
the Hindu’s Holy Testament, the one
book that all masters depend upon
as a supreme source of scriptural
authority.” The Gita provides wisdom
and upliftment, comfort and solace
to people of all ages, from all walks of
life, from all corners of the Earth.

As Paramhansa Yogananda (one of
the great spiritual leaders of India
who spread the message of the Gita
to the West) said, “The Bhagavad

Mahatma Gandhi said, “When
disappointment stares me in the
face and all alone I see not one ray
of light, I go back to the Bhagavad49
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nine years -- from the age of 9 - 17
-- in meditation, yoga, seclusion
and silence in the Himalayas. Today,
he is world renowned as a spiritual
leader, visionary and divine guide.

ES SAY

Sometimes people refer to Gita
Jayanti as the “Birthday of the
Bhagavad Gita;” however, divine
wisdom cannot be said to take birth!
One cannot really say that the Divine
Song has a birthday. Actually, Gita
Jayanti is the anniversary of the day,
nearly 6000 years ago, when Sanjaya
recited the words which Bhagwan
Shri Krishna spoke to Arjuna, on
the battlefield in Kurukshetra, for
the blind King Dhritarashtra. Along
with the epic of the Mahabharata,
this Divine Song was transcribed
into words by Maharishi Veda Vyasji
for the benefit of humanity.

“Bhagavad Gita” literally means Song
of God, Song of the Soul, Song of
the Spirit. Like any truly divine
song, the language of the original
lyrics and the religion of the original
singer are irrelevant. For once it
has been written and sung, the song
itself becomes alive, bursting forth
across oceans and mountain ranges,
breaking all barriers of caste, creed,
nationality. Such is the power of a
divine song. However, as the original
“singer” of the Gita is Bhagwan
Shri Krishna, Himself, this is the
holiest and most sacred of all the
songs of God. Therefore, its power
to transform, to heal, to uplift is as
limitless as the Singer.

Gita...I immediately begin to smile in
the midst of overwhelming tragedies
and my life has been full of external
tragedies. If they have left no visible,
no indelible scar on me, I owe it all to
the teachings of Bhagavad Gita.”

whom we must do righteous battle,
from whom we must not shy away in
fear. If we give the reins of our lives
to God (as Arjuna made Krishna his
divine charioteer), we will surely be
victorious.

parcel of God. We are His Divine
children and He lives within us. To
explicate this message, the Gita is
divided into 3 sections, each of which
goes into detail of one word of “Thou
Art That.”

The Gita consists of 700 shlokas
divided into 18 chapters. It has
been said that the Upanishads are
the cows, Krishna is the cowherd,
Arjuna is the calf, and the Gita is
the milk. But, it is not just any milk.
This milk is nectar that flowed from
the Gods with the power to heal the
sick, comfort the lonely, guide the
lost, uplift the fallen and bring peace
to the troubled. The milk is gentle
and pure enough for a baby, but
strong enough for a warrior.

The Gita is a “Map of Life” for
it clearly shows us not only the
destination but also the clearest
and best path to reach there.
However, like any good map, the
Gita does not give us only one path.
Rather, throughout the Divine
Song, Bhagwan Krishna explains
how - through devotion, through
wisdom, and through action - one
can reach the ultimate destination

The first section, made up of the
first 6 chapters, details “Thou.” The
section is about who we, as people,
are. It instructs us how to live, how to
be and the nature of our beings. This
section is dedicated to “Karma yoga”,
the path of selfless service and action.

The Gita as Map of Life
The Gita was spoken as Arjuna
surveyed the battlefield of
Kurukshetra. Suddenly, the great
warrior was dismayed and laid down
his arms. He told Krishna that he
could not fight. “I see in the opposing
army my cousins, my uncles, my
revered teachers. It would be better
to renounce the kingdom than to
fight with those who are so close to
me,” he bemoaned. Thus begins the
Bhagavad Gita. But the teachings of
the Gita are not applicable merely to
life on a battlefield, when war with
our relatives is imminent. Rather
the true battlefield is within us.
Through the story of Arjuna and
the battle, Bhagwan Shri Krishna
gives us lessons for our lives. The
real Kurukshetra is within us. Each
of us is Arjuna, struggling with
right and wrong, temptation, fear
and frustration. Our bodies are
our chariots, being driven all too
frequently by our senses as the
horses. The mind, ego, desires, lust
and greed are the evil Kaurvas with

The second section is details “That.” It
talks about the Divine, the nature of
the Divine. This section is dedicated

A central message of the Gita is “Thou Art That;” we are
all part and parcel of God. We are His Divine children and
He lives within us. To explicate this message, the Gita is
divided into 3 sections, each of which goes into detail of
one word of “Thou Art That.” The first section, made up
of the first 6 chapters, details “Thou.” The second section
is details “That.” It talks about the Divine, the nature of
the Divine. The third section explains “Art”, the nature
of being.   It elucidates the connection between the
individual soul and the Supreme Soul.
of union with God. For different
temperaments He lays out different
paths, all the while reminding us
that true, earnest yearning and pure,
surrendered love for God are the
surest and simplest way to attain
liberation.
The lessons of the Gita do not
require one to be a great scholar or
a great philosopher. Nor do they
demand decades of exacting penance
to earn God’s favor. Rather, Bhagwan
Krishna offers infinite and eternal
comfort by His words, “whoever
comes to me with devotion will attain
me.”
Thou Art That
A central message of the Gita is
“Thou Art That;” we are all part and
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to “bhakti yoga,” the path of devotion.
The third section explains “Art”, the
nature of being.   It elucidates the
connection between the individual
soul and the Supreme Soul. It
is the section dedicated to “jnana
yoga” the path of knowledge and
wisdom.
The Gita explains that, although
different people have different
temperaments which are suited
to different paths, ultimately the
truth is one. The destination is one,
although the paths may vary. So,
the Gita does not espouse one path
over another. Rather, it teaches us
that each of the 3 paths leads to
God - but people should follow the
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path which is most suited to their
own individual temperaments.
Ast, Vyast, Mast and Swasth
The Gita teaches us to be ast, vyast,
mast and swasth. What do I mean?
First, as we read the words, as the
voice of Bhagwan Shri Krishna
speaks to us, we become ast, emerged
in God. The Gita becomes the
blanket that wraps itself around
us in the cold, dark of night. His
words speak to us through the Gita,
comforting us, teaching us and
guiding us.
Then, as we study the message and
the wisdom of the Gita more, we
learn how to be vyast. Vyast - in
essence -means “doing while being,
and being while doing.” This is
Bhagwan Shri Krishna’s message.
So many people today assume that a
spiritual path is one of idleness, one
of silent contemplation high on a
mountain top. But, Krishna teaches
otherwise. We should be the hands
that do God’s work - this is Karma
Yoga. We should not only be divine,
but we should DO divine. “Serve,
serve, serve, do your duty on Earth.”
But, again, vyast is a different kind
of “doing” than most people do. It
is “being” while “doing.” What does
this mean? It means having your
work be prayer, be meditation. All
the time your hands are doing, your
mind should be being. Have His
name be on your lips and in your
heart, and have His work be on
your hands.
From ast and vyast, we become mast
- ever happy, ever joyful, ever blissful.
When you are immersed in Him and
His work is flowing through you,
what else can you be? When you are
ast, vyast, and mast, you automatically
are swastha - or completely healthy,

The message of the Gita is as relevant for people living in
India and also the West today as it was for the people of
India more than 5000 years ago. It is as relevant for Hindus
as for people of all other religions. It teaches Hindus how
to be better Hindus, but it also teaches Muslims to be
better Muslims, Christians to be better Christians, and
Jews to be better Jews. For, if something is really “truth,”
it must be universal.
and in perfect balance. But swastha
does not imply only perfect physical
health; rather, it is a full health of
body, mind, soul and spirit. Every
pain, every ache, every discomfort
becomes prasad as you lay it in
His lap. His love and His presence
dissolve all that hurts both within
and without. Your body and your
soul become in perfect harmony.
The central message of the Gita is to
perform your duties diligently and
piously, but without any expectation
for what the results will be. You
must till the soil, plant the seeds,
water and tend the seedling, and take
care of the tree without any thought
of how much fruit this tree will
bear. You must be God’s gardener,
carefully tending the garden, but
never becoming attached to what
will blossom, what will flower, what
will give fruit or what will wither
and die. Expectation is the mother
of frustration, but acceptance is the
mother of peace and joy.
Bhagwan Shri Krishna says,
“Stand up! Do Divine! Be Divine!
Don’t expect, but accept!” Life is
about the journey, not about the
destination. If the reins of your
life-chariot are in His hands, you
will be ever happy, ever peaceful.
This is the lesson of ultimate
surrender that we must take to
heart. Put all your assets in the
Divine Insurance Company, and
you will always be taken care of.
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Relevance of the Bhagavad Gita
The message of the Gita is as relevant
for people living in India and also the
West today as it was for the people of
India more than 5000 years ago. It is
as relevant for Hindus as for people
of all other religions. It teaches
Hindus how to be better Hindus, but
it also teaches Muslims to be better
Muslims, Christians to be better
Christians, and Jews to be better
Jews. For, if something is really
“truth,” it must be universal. Truth is
not limited to a religious framework.
If it is truth, it must pertain to
all. Such is the profound truth of
Bhagwan Shri Krishna’s words.
Like Mother Ganga, like the rays
of the sun, the Bhagavad Gita does
not discriminate. Mother Ganga
does not bring water to only Hindus’
farms. The sun does not shine only
on Hindus’ flowers. Similarly, the
Gita does not provide light and
inspiration to only Hindus’ minds
and souls.
Aldous Huxley said, “The Gita
is one of the clearest and most
comprehensive summaries of the
perennial Philosophy ever to have
been made. Hence its enduring
value, not only for Indians, but for all
mankind.” Sometimes it seems that
today people in the West actually
need this wisdom even more than
people in India. People in the West
seem to hold even more tenaciously
to their agendas, their expectations
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The Gita is a journey from depression, despair and
despondency to devotion. Arjuna was despondent and
dismayed as he surveyed the battlefield of Kurukshetra.
Suddenly the great warrior laid down his arms. He told
Krishna that he could not fight. .... Lord Krishna takes
Arjuna on the journey from despondency to devotion devotion to God and devotion to his own dharma. That
is the Divine gift of the Gita: to carry us from a state of
despair to a state of joy.
and their desires. The message in
much of the West is “If you work
hard, you will succeed, you will
become prosperous.” So, people
don’t work for the sake of being
God’s hands. They work to reap the
benefits, and when the benefits don’t
come or don’t come quickly enough,
they are frustrated.
It seems that people everywhere need
both the message and the comfort
of the Gita a great deal. The lives
of people today seem colored by
indelible scars. I hope they will all
turn to the Gita as the remover of
pain and the bestower of light.
“Follow the Rules and Enjoy
Your Stay”
The Gita provides the guiding
principles for both peace in this life
as well as for ultimate salvation.
When I was in Japan, I saw a sign
that said, “Follow the rules, and enjoy
your stay.” While it is simple and
common, it is also profoundly true.
The rules for our lives are laid out in
the scriptures: do divine, be divine,
serve without expectation, love all,
hate none, heal all, hurt none, see the

Divine in all, surrender to God, be
honest, be humble, remember that
He is the real Do-er and we are only
His tools.
When we follow these rules our
lives overflow with joy and love and
peace. It is when we ignore these
commandments or amend them to
suit our own agendas that we bring
pain and turmoil into our lives. The
Gita is a complete yet concise listing
of all the teachings (“rules”) necessary
to achieve self-realization in this
life as well as eternal salvation and
liberation.
Additionally, because it was sung
by Bhagwan Shri Krishna Himself,
the Gita has the miraculous ability
to give the reader exactly the answer
and meaning he/she was searching
for. So, if you open it today in the
midst of a crisis at work you will
come upon a passage that will speak
something different to you than
when you open it a year from now,
looking for comfort after the death
of a parent. Similarly, youth will find
a different jewel in the treasure chest
than adults will. But, it is still a jewel

from the ultimate treasure chest.
The Bhagavad Gita shows us the
way to live with God, to live with
each other and to live with Mother
Earth in peace and harmony. This
wisdom and insight is as changing
as the River Ganga, able to address
the concerns of each generation,
yet as stable and everlasting as the
Himalayas themselves.
Despair to Devotion
The Gita is a journey from depression,
despair and despondency to devotion.
Arjuna was despondent and dismayed
as he surveyed the battlefield of
Kurukshetra. Suddenly the great
warrior laid down his arms. He told
Krishna that he could not fight. “I see
in the opposing army my cousins, my
uncles, my revered teachers. It would
be better to renounce the kingdom
than to fight with those who are so
close to me,” he bemoaned. Thus
began the Bhagavad Gita.
Lord Krishna takes Arjuna on
the journey from despondency to
devotion - devotion to God and
devotion to his own dharma. That is
the Divine gift of the Gita: to carry us
from a state of despair to a state of joy.
With love and blessings to you and
all your loved ones.
In the service of God and humanity,
Swami Chidanand Saraswati

The Gita speaks to the heart of Man. Its great teaching of Bhakti emphasises the truth that union
with God is open to all, and is not confined to a caste or creed.
And Bhakti is more than what Spinoza calls the “intellectual love of God”. Bhakti is communion
of Heart with the Eternal Heart. Bhakti does not mean the renunciation of social duties. Bhakti
asks that the social duties are done from love of God.
~~ Sadhu Vaswani
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Sankhya and Yoga
M P Pandit
THE Gita is essentially a Vedantic
work. Though there is mention of
Sankhya, Yoga, the overall setting,
Vedantic. It has, indeed, a synthetic
character inasmuch as it combines
the main features of the Vedanta,
Sankhya and Yoga. The Yoga that
the Gita advocates is something
practical related to life, synthesising
the various energies of knowledge,
devotion and works. It accepts the
starting point of the Sankhya. But at
a certain stag it negates some of the
main principles of the Sankhya and
in some ways it goes beyond.

The Gita Yoga aims at subjective
practice, an inner change. The
Patanjala Yoga has its external
limbs, internal limbs and it does
not speak of any inner change of

consciousness as the Gita does. The
Gita is particular in pointing out
that Sankhya and Yoga are not really
different, they are only different at
the starting point and the aim, but
the processes, the frame-work is the
same. The Sankhya, it is pointed out
in the second chapter, proceeds by
intellectual analysis, enumeration
- sankhya - of the various principles
of existence, the processes by which
the creation comes into being,
the reverse process by which you
withdraw from the movement of
creation. It is a way of knowledge.
But Yoga proceeds by works, selfless
devotion. In the Sankhya, there
is a trenchant dualism, two main
principles which are eternal. There
is the first Prakriti - Nature, which is
responsible for erecting this cosmic
activity and it presents all activities
to the silent Witness - Purusha, the
Soul. Prakriti has no consciousness
of its own, it is just an in insentient,
principle. And when the activities
of the Prakriti are reflected in the
Purusha, the Purusha seems to
feel that all this is his activity. He
comes under a certain illusion
and he ascribes all this worldmovement to himself. And there is
an appearance of consciousness. The
Sankhya philosophy doe not admit
that the Purusha has an inherent
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Sri M P Pandit served as the
personal secretary to the Mother
at the Sri Aurobindo Ashram, and
the Mother became the entire focus
of his life. He studied the classical
scriptures and living spiritual
traditions of India, following in the
footsteps of Sri Aurobindo and Sri T
V Kapaly Sastry. His writing career
spanned six decades, publishing
over 150 books and many
articles on subjects as diverse as
philosophy, spirituality, social and
political thought, science, religion,
mysticism and the classical texts
themselves. At the same time he
became a commentator on the
teachings whose powerful insights
went right to depths and essence of
the meaning.

ES SAY

The Sankhya of the Gita is not the
classical Sankhya enunciated in the
aphorisms of Eshwara Krishna.
It is the old traditional Sankhya
which speaks of many Purushas,
many souls, whereas the Gita does
otherwise. The Yoga of the Gita,
we have to remember, is not the
Yoga that has been systematised by
Patanjali. Patanjali’s yoga is fixed
in its lines, aims at suppressing the
mental activities and its union is in
samadhi, a samadhi which necessarily
rejects life-activity. The Yoga of the
Gita i different, it is large, flexible
and Rajayoga represents only one
element in it. In Patanjali’s system,
works, activities are tolerated till you
arrive at a samadhi state. But in the
Gita, works are treated as a means
for attaining union with the Divine
Consciousness.

The ideas of Sankhya and Yoga are integral to the
Bhagavad Gita. Evey chapter ends with an invocation
to Brahma Vidya and Yoga Sastra. The distinguished
author elucidates these two fundamental concepts of
Gita and how they differ from traditional notions, in
the light of Sri Aurobindo’s wisdom.
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consciousness; it is an appearance of
consciousness.
Now what is this Prakriti? Prakriti,
Nature consists of three gunas
which are essential modes of
energy. We have already discussed
the nature of the three gunas.
The Sattva, the mode of balance,
conserves, maintains the workings of
energy; Rajas creates the workings;
Tamas dissolves the workings of
energy. When these three gunas
are in equilibrium, well-tuned to
each other, harmonised, there is no
creation. Prakriti is silent, Purusha,
naturally is also silent. But if for
any reason there is a disturbance,
a disequilibrium in the three
gunas, there is the creation. And
this creation, which is reflected
in the Purusha, continues till the
Purusha withdraws his consent to
witness and the equilibrium is again
restored.
The Purusha of the Gita, however,
is different from the Purusha of the
Sankhyas. The Sankhya Purusha is
a witness and in the very process of
witnessing he sanctions. If he does
not witness, the movement cannot
go on. It is only if he observes,
watches, that there is an implied
sanction and the movement goes
on. But in the Gita, the Purusha is
not only the witness, not only the
sanctioner but also the Lord, the
Master. Besides being the sakshi,
the anumanta, he is the Ishwara
which position the Sankhya does not
envisage.
You will ask, accepted that there
is the dual cause of the Cosmos.Purusha and Prakriti, but how does
the consciousness arise? How arises
the ·conscious will to see or not to
see, to witness or not to witness?
According to the Sankhya, even

these are parts of nature. They
are operations of buddhi. What
is Buddhi? The Sankhya explains
that there are in all 24 principles of
existence. The Prakriti puts out and
works upon these principles. Of
them five are elemental conditions.
They are: first ether, then air, then
fire, water, earth; they are really
subtle principles which later take
the form of ether, air, fire, water and
earth. They form the foundations;
the characteristic property of ether
is sound; of air is touch; of fire is
form ~ of water is taste; and of earth
is smell.
The objective aspect of existence is
formed from these five elements.
and five sense-relations: of hearing,
tactile sensation, sight, taste and
smell If these are the objective
aspect, the visible aspect of creation,
existence, the subjective aspect
consists of 13 principles. They are
buddhi, - Buddhi is also called Mahat
- and this Buddhi is not just mental
intelligence. It is understanding
and will; both together constitute
Buddhi. Next comes ahankara,
the ego-principle which ascribes
everything to itself. And then
manas, the mind-principle with
its ten activities, sense functions,
five of knowledge, five of action:
Jnanedriyas and karmendriyas.,
Buddhi, being intelligence and
will, discriminates’, coordinates.
Ahankara brings in identification
with everything. The Sankhyas have
it that even this intelligence, even
this will, are Jada, insentient, very
much the same conclusion to which
modern science arrives. They say
even the mind and the workings of
the mind’, are products of material
energy, the same as the Sankhyan
conclusion. The Sankhyans hold
that this reflection of Prakriti’s
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activities in the Purusha causes the
light of consciousness to fall on the
workings of material energy. The
Purusha is deluded in ascribing to
himself what properly belongs to the
Prakriti. This, in brief, is the position
of the Sankhya.
Now, there are many things that the
Sankhya does not explain. Still on
the whole, it gives a certain rational
explanation of the processes of this
creation, the cosmic processes. A
question is asked, we can under
stand dualism, two principles,
but why bring in pluralism, that
is many souls, many Purushas. It
is pointed out,that it is a logical
necessity. If there was only one soul,
one Purusha, then if by my effort
I stop being the witness, being the
sanctioner, withdraw myself from
the activity and be silent, and if
there be only one Purusha, every
Purusha all over will undergo the
same transformation. But that does
not happen. What happens to me
remains with me. That explains,
says the Sankhya, why there are
many Purushas, plurality of souls.
Each conscious being has his own
experience. That is why, what
happens to one does not affect the
experience of others. If there be
only one Purusha, everything would
cease. That is the understandable
position of the Sankhya.
Now from this Sankhya philosophy
the Gita accepts one Prakriti, three
gunas, twenty four principles and
the passivity of the Purusha. But it
goes beyond. The Gita posits one
Self. There may be many souls but
behind all the souls there is one Self.
The Self that supports my soul is
the same Self that supports yours.
So all over the Cosmos there is .one
Atman, there is one Self. The second
difference to which we have drawn
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attention is that the Purusha in the
Gita is also the Lord of Nature,
apart from being the Witness and
the Sanctioner, He is the Ishwara Supreme Cause.
The Gita is not content with
speaking of the passive Purusha, it
also speaks of the active Purusha.
The Purusha has a capacity to
initiate action which the Sankhyans
do not admit. There is a dual state of
one conscious soul. The Self can be
passive, the Self can be active, what
you have to note is that this passivity
and the activity of the Self, are not
successive states as they are for us,
living as we do on the superficies of
existence. When we are active, we
are not passive. So we say either this
or that. But as Sri Aurobindo points
out in the Life Divine, it is so only as
long as you stay on the superficies
of life. Within yourself there can be
parallel states, simultaneous states.
At one level you can be passive, noninterfering, watching; on the surface
level you can be active. So both the
active Self and the passive Self can
be simultaneous states of existence.
And it is this that is portrayed in the
famous imagery of the two birds. At
one place they speak of one nature
and two birds; one bird enjoys that
nature, another one watches. In
another imagery, the two birds are
sitting on a tree, one on a lower
branch eating the fruit of the tree
and undergoing all the consequences
of pain and pleasure. On a higher
branch there is another bird,
watching, it does not eat the fruit,
but it watches and the moment the
lower bird turns its gaze and looks
at its companion bird above, it sees
the greatness of its own Self and all
its taste for eating the fruit drops
away. It no longer suffers. The two
birds are the two statuses of the soul
or the Self, active and not active.

The speciality of the Gita is that
this is not all. Above and beyond
the two Purushas is a still higher
Purusha, the transcendent uttama
purusha of whom the two lower
Selves may be treated as aspects.
This Purushottama concept is a
special contribution of the Gita
thought. Not only the three statuses
of the Purusha but even on the
matter of Prakriti the Gita speaks of
two Prakritis. The Sankhya speaks
only of the lower Prakriti. There is
a higher Prakriti, a higher Nature,
which is beyond the realm of
Ignorance. In the lower Prakriti the
individual being appears as the ego,
but in the higher Prakriti he reveals
himself as the Purusha.
So to realise that the go is not the
truth of our existence we have to go
beyond the formation of the lower
prakriti - apara prakriti as it is called,
and emerge into the higher Prakriti,
the para prakriti. The Gita else
where has a very pregnant phrase
that it is the higher Prakriti that has
become the soul, that has become
the jiva, not the lower Prakriti as
the Sankhyas say: para prakritir
jivabhuta. The essential nature of the
soul is the higher Prakriti.
In advancing these truths, the Gita
synthesises the ways of knowledge,
devotion and works. Also it brings
together the Vedantic position of the
Self and the Reality; the Sankhyan
position of the Purusha and Prakriti
at our level; yoga as a discipline, an
inner mean to rise out of the lower
Prakriti into the higher Prakriti
and realise the truth of our being,
the Purusha and not the creatureego which can be dissolved at any
moment. This Purusha can be
simultaneously passive, active and
also go beyond both and assume the
status of Purushottama.
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This in brief is Sri Aurobindo’s
analysis of the Sankhya yoga as
treated in the Gita.
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T he Concept of
Nirashrayatva in the Gita
Dr Sampadananda Mishra
The distinguished author takes on the concept of
nirashraya in the context of the Gita and its concept of
Karma Yoga. The less popular association of nirashraya
idea with that of the concepts in Gita is very interesting
and illuminating.

nirashraya has been mentioned only
once in the Gita (see 4:20), but the
force with which it is said, and the
context in which it is said leads to
a deeper understanding not only
of the nature of true happiness but
also the nature of a divine worker.
Ordinarily the word nirashraya has
a negative meaning. One would
not expect to be blessed with this
word which grossly means ‘without
support or shelter’, ‘destitute’ etc.
But in the Gita the word is used
in a very positive sense. In order to
understand the meaning of the word
in the light of the Gita we need to
understand not only the context in
which it is said but also the karma
yoga of the Gita .
The Gita has always stressed on
action. It says that it is not by
inaction but by action that one
attains knowledge and liberation.
But the karmayoga of the Gita
demands ‘a new birth of the soul
into a higher consciousness’.
According to the Gita’s teachings
this birth is possible by performing
action or doing work with an
aim to realize the Divine through
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Dr Sampadananda Mishra is the
Chief Co-ordinator, Sanskrit and
Indian Culture at the Sri Aurobindo
Institute of Research in Social
Sciences, Sri Aurobindo Society,
Pondicherry – 605002. Dr Mishra
did his MA in Sanskrit from Utkal
University and got his M Phil Degree
with gold medal from Pondicherry
Central University. The title of
his PhD thesis is ‘The Origin and
Development of Sanskrit in the Light
of Sri Aurobindo’. He has presented
numerous research papers in several
national conferences.
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ES SAY

Everyone in this world wants to be
happy. No one wants any suffering,
difficulties, pain or infirmity.
No one ever does anything with
the intention of being unhappy.
No one calls for any suffering.
We all run after happiness and
make every effort to find it. But
in spite of this intense craving for
happiness the world continues
to suffer and has more occasions
to be at pain than to be happy.
Why does it all happen? Is there
any solution to this? Can the man
really be happy? Will it be possible
for man to become free from all
sufferings? The Gita’s answer is
positive. The Gita is perhaps one
of the most revered texts, which
provides sufficient guidelines
for meeting the challenges, for
finding solutions to almost all the
practical problems of human life.
There are many beautiful concepts
found in the teachings of the Gita
which, when put into practice,
can liberate humanity from all its
suffering. Therefore, Sri Aurobindo
considered ‘the message of the Gita
to be the basis of the great spiritual
movement which has led and will
lead humanity more and more to its
liberation, that is to say, to its escape
from falsehood and ignorance,
towards the truth’.
Among all the key-words of the
Gita the word nirashraya is one
of the most powerful. The word
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When one looks at the general attitude of people
towards work, one finds that, ordinarily works are
performed for the fulfillment of certain personal
desires with the hope that it will bring happiness. To
the ordinary mind happiness means the fulfillment of
personal desires. When the desire is not fulfilled the
man is unhappy and that unhappiness brings him all
sorts of problems for him. ..... When one does work
without relying on any external factors he becomes
truly happy, he never suffers, does not grieve for any
loss, an eternal contentment pervades him, he becomes
nityatripta.
work. When the work is done
with this attitude then it becomes
divine work. And performance
of such divine work leads to the
attainment of a new birth. Further,
attainment of this new birth is not
the end of karma yoga. To continue
to work as an expression of this
‘new birth of the soul into a higher
consciousness’, is the real karma
yoga of the Gita. When the Gita
speaks of the performance of the
divine works it does not hint upon
any particular work and does not
distinguish the divine works by any
outward signs. The Gita’s way of
distinguishing ‘divine works are all
profoundly intimate and subjective;
the stamp by which they are known
is invisible, spiritual, supra-ethical’,
says Sri Aurobindo. It includes all
actions in the scheme of its divine
work. It insistently says that all
actions must be performed, but
from ‘a soul in Yoga with the Divine’,
yuktah kritsna-karma-krit (4:18).
Apart from this, the divine work
demands desirelessness, freedom
frompersonal egoism and a perfect
equality in the soul and the nature.
A Divine worker is endowed with
these four soul qualities.

It is in this context that the word
nirashraya has been mentioned in
the Gita. When one looks at the
general attitude of people towards
work one finds that ordinarily works
are performed for the fulfillment
of certain personal desires with the
hope that that will bring happiness.
To the ordinary mind happiness
means the fulfillment of personal
desires. When the desire is not
fulfilled the man is unhappy and
that unhappiness brings him all
sorts of problems for him. So the
happiness which the ordinary man
seeks is not the true happiness,
because it is dependant on external
factors. A perfect inner joy or peace
or the true happiness does not
depend on anything in the world
for its source. It is ‘the very stuff
of the soul’s consciousnesses’. The
word nirashraya refers to the absence
of that dependence (nir-without,
ashraya – dependence). One must
see carefully that the happiness
which he seeks is not dependant
on anything. It is this dependence
that generates desire, brings anger
and passion, breeds pain and grief.
When one does work without
relying on any external factors
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he becomes truly happy, he never
suffers, does not grieve for any loss,
an eternal contentment pervades
him, he becomes nityatripta. He is
happy with whatever comes to him,
yadr ichha labha santushta. He is not
affected by the dualities of pleasure
and pain, joy and grief. He lives in
a perfect equality in the soul and
nature. In all things he experiences
the imperishable Ananda, sukham
akshayam ashnute. All these happen
when one drops the dependence and
becomes nirashraya. If the idea of
nirashrayatva can be cherished from
the very childhood, the majority of
human problems would not even
arise.
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Brahma’rpanam Brahma Havir
Brahmagnau Brahmana Hutam,
Brahmai’va Tena Gantavyam
Brahmakarma Samadhina
The act of offering in sacrifing is Brahma, the oblation is Brahma,
the sacrifier himself is Brahma, the sacrificial fire as well is Brahma;
Brahma verily he attains, who realizes the presence of Brahma in action.
B.G. ch.4, v.24.
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The Theory and Practice of
Karma Yoga in the
Bhagavad Gita
Dr Prashant Khanna
Most of the world’s great spiritual
teachings have three important
components. They are :
(a) The occasion or the context of
the teaching. What brought
it about? What made it
necessary? Was it the need of
the hour?
(b) The personality of the Teacher,
i.e. the founders of many great
religious traditions, such as
Lord Rama or Krishna who
were Avatars or human beings
like Lord Buddha, Jesus
Christ, Mohammad and Guru
Nanak who were extraordinary
from their very childhood.

(c)

The temperament of the
disciple, i.e. his swabhava. To
what general category could he
be said to belong? What sort
of person was he? Was he a
contemplative by nature, a man

These questions are very important
in relation to the topic to be covered
in the present article.
(a) Though the Gita forms part of
the three texts which comprise
the Vedantic Yoga Darshan,
it is different in some very
significant ways.
“The peculiarity of the Gita
is that it does not stand
apart as a work by itself, the
fruit of the spiritual life of
a creative personality like
Christ, Mahomed or Buddha
but is given as an episode in
an epic history of nations and
their wars and arises out of a
moment of crisis in the life of
one of its leading personages.”
(Essays on the Gita by Sri
Aurobindo)
Its teaching is not given by an
enlightened guru to a seeker
of knowledge, a jignasu in the
tranquility of a hermitage or
an Ashram but rather on a
great battlefield where mighty
heroes, warriors, armies and
forces will engage in a fierce
clash. Kurukshetra is symbolic
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Humanity has also been
witness to great spiritual
teachers of a different kind
– like the great Rishis and
sages in our Vedas and the
Upanishads. They were people
who dedicated their lives to
attaining spiritual goals and
performed intense Tapasya. In
modern times, we have people
like paramhansa Sri Rama
Krishna, Swami Vivekananda,
Swami Dayanand and Sri
Aurobindo.

who thirsts for knowledge and
enlightenment or was he a man
of action or a lover and seeker
of God’s beauty and harmony.
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of the struggle and effort that
all human beings are called
upon to make to survive and
flourish in the world.
Arjuna is in a crisis where he is
face to face with two opposite
demands made on him by
the norms of ethical conduct.
Should he fight and kill his
Gurus and kinsmen or should
he abstain from war and save
them, in other words, the
crisis has arisen because of the
insufficiency of the moral law.
And it is this very insufficiency
which is the occasion that
necessitates and forms the
whole basis of the teaching of
the Bhagavat Gita.
(b) Similarly, here the Teacher is
not an extraordinary human
being who by self-discipline
has achieved spiritual
realization but God incarnate
who has all-knowledge and
all-power, who is the supreme
Lord of the Universe and is
present everywhere and in
everything that constitutes
this universe. He boldly tells
Arjuna, his disciple, “using
my divine status as my base,
I proceed to create this world
by my power of Maya” –
prakritim svam adhishthaya,
sambhavamyatma mayaya.
Lord Krishna further goes on
to add, “Who knows my divine
birth and action, when he
leaves the body, is not reborn
but comes straight to me –
janma karma cha me divyam,
yo enam vetti tatvatah, tyaktva
deham punar janma naiti
mameti sorjuna.
How many disciples are
fortunate to be able to
receive spiritual guidance so
personally. It is said about the
Gita that it flowed directly

from the mouth of the
Supreme Himself, manifested
as Lord Vishnu, ya svayam
padmanabhasya mukhapadmat
vinissrita.
(c) What sort of person is the
disciple, in this case Arjuna.
What is his temperament, his
swabhava. Arjuna is a warrior,
a kshatriya a man of action. So
far he has lived according to
the highest ethical standards
of conduct that society could
expect from him.
Lord Krishna describes the path of
Karma Yoga as being tangled and
one about which even the seers are
bewildered? Why is that so? The
reason is not far to seek.
The Bhagavad Gita is one of those
very rare scriptures that deals with
the question of action in sufficient
detail. It splits the question into its
three components, viz. how to make
a choice, how to act subsequently
on the basis of that choice and lastly
how to deal with the consequences
once the choice has been made and
acted upon.
This world presents itself as a
complex network of different forces,
influences, factors and very often,
like Arjuna, we find ourselves at
a loss to figure out which is the
best course of action or the one
which we should adopt. We could
say, in a sense, ‘Life is nothing but
continuous making of choices.
Therefore the first difficulty is the
difficulty of choice.
If we are able to overcome the first
difficulty and are able to decide the
course of action we should follow,
we are confronted by the second
difficulty which is how to carry out
that particular course of action. In
other words what are the best means
to adopt for reaching our ends? It
could therefore be said that the
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second difficulty is the difficulty of
execution.
Even if, we have been able to decide
on the right course of action and the
best means to adopt for reaching
our goal, we still have a major
problem which is what to do in case
of failure? We all know that one of
the biggest causes of tension in our
lives is the fear of failure. How to
cope with adverse consequences?
Therefore, the third difficulty is the
difficulty of acceptance?
To tackle the first difficulty, we
need to understand what are the
general causes of our actions? Here
the Gita adopts the Sankhya view
that the choice of our actions,
behaviour, reactions is governed by
the constant play and interaction of
the three gunās of Prakriti. These
gunās interact with one another and
influence our actions and behaviour.
Gunā guneshu vartante – the gunās
are fully entwined in one another.
Therefore, the only solution to the
difficulty of making a truly free
and right choice is to rise above
the play of the gunās, by becoming
nistraigunya. How does one do that?
The solution offered by the Gita is
to contemplate on the truth of the
play of the gunās, to practise vichāra.
But this contemplation and practice
of vichāra should be dynamic and
sincere. It should be one which
encourages sincere questioning, i.e
questioning with humility to know
and understand rather than dispute
in order to prove the superiority of
one’s intellect. The more we become
aware of the fact of the play of the
gunās the more control we acquire
on this play as AWARENESS IS
CONTROL.
The first step therefore, is to make
the sattva gunā, the predominant
gunā in our daily life, for it is the
gunā of harmony and balance.
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But control still is not rising above
the gunas, it only involves the ability
to keep the gunās in partial check
and influence their action.
Furthermore, the Gita tackles the
second difficulty, i.e. the difficulty
of execution by again adopting
the Sankhya view that through
ignorance, usually we allow the
our ego to form the centre of our
personalities. But like the gunās,
the ego too is very much a part of
prakriti and the sense of our being
separate individuals with a separate
identity is wrong, illusory and false.
This mechanical action of the gunās
creates in us a false sense of our
being agents who decide and act
freely. Whereas we need to realize
that in reality we are acting only
under the influence of the gunās. We
should therefore give up the sense of
‘doership’.
As the Gita itself declares in 3.27:
prakriteh kriyamānāni gunaih
karmāni sarvashah |
ahamkāra vimuda-atmā kartāham iti
manyate ||
While the actions are being entirely
done by the modes of Nature, he
whose self is bewildered by egoism
thinks that it is his “I” which is
doing them.
The Gita asks us to realize that we
are not the ego. Our true self is the
Lord within, who dwells in our
hearts – hriddesh-erjuna tishthati and
from there He governs our destinies
– bhrāmayan sarvabhutani yantraārudhuni mayaya.
But how does one do that? If I am
not going to be the performer of
my actions, then who will be? The
Gita asks us to bear in mind that
Lord Krishna is the Lord of Prakriti
and therefore of this universe which
too is a creation of Prakriti. He is
the doer of all actions. All actions
originate in Him, are sustained

in Him and culminate in Him.
Giving up the sense of doership
will automatically lead to side
stepping the second difficulty, i.e. the
difficulty of execution.
aham hi sarva yagyānām bhoktā cha
prabhur-eva cha |
na tu mām-abhijananti tattvenaatashchyavanti te ||
It is I myself who am the enjoyer
and the Lord of all sacrifices,
but they do not know Me in the true
principles and hence they fall.
Therefore, we should always try
to act from what is our highest
state of consciousness at any given
moment. No doubt, in a crisis, we
are very agitated and may not be in
the best frame of mind for taking
the right decision or deciding on
what are the best means to adopt
for implementing our decision but
whatever we do and however we do
it, at least later, we can and we must
offer it to Him who is the ultimate
Lord of all actions.
If we have understood the solution
offered above to the first and the
second difficulties on the path of
karma yoga – the difficulty of choice
and the difficulty of execution and
means, then the solution to the
third difficulty, i.e. the difficulty of
reconciliation should by now have
become obvious.
If we learn to act from whatever
state of consciousness happens to
be our highest at a given moment
and are able to bear in our minds
that ultimately it is the Lord who
is the real doer of all actions, then
we also overcome the difficulty of
reconciliation. If we can offer to the
Lord, the act of choosing our actions
before beginning to act on them; if
we can offer to the same Lord the
means we adopt in the performing
of our actions; then it inevitably
follows that we need to and must
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train ourselves to offer also the
result of our actions to Him.
We need to remember that He is
both omniscient and omnipotent
and once we learn to trust
and entrust ourselves to His
omniscience and omnipotence, then
He will know how to best turn our
actions, right or wrong to our best
advantage. Since He knows best and
we accept His decision with utmost
humility and joy, every act can result
only in success.
What we most need is His grace
to turn what was earlier only an
act of faith, acceptance and glad
surrender on our part into an act
of understanding, concurrence and
appreciation. In His will is our peace
and by His grace is our knowledge,
understanding and wisdom.
This, in brief is how karma yoga can
be said to be part of the Supreme
Secret of the Gita. I can only
conclude by reading out shloka 27 of
the 9th chapter of the Bhagavat Gita:
yadkaroshi yadashnāsi yajjuhoshi
dadāsi yat |
yattapasyasi Kaunteya tatkurushva
madarpanam | |
Whatever thou doest, whatever thou
enjoyest, whatever thou sacrificest,
whatever thou givest, whatever
energy of tapasya, of the soul’s will
or effort, thou puttest forth, make it
an offering unto Me.
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The Yoga of the Gita and The
Integral Yoga of Sri Aurobindo
Dr Ananada Reddy

Along the evolution of its
consciousness, mankind has
caught revelations of Truth which
it has enshrined in its Scriptures.
Around these evolved a religious
consciousness, philosophies and
sects. In the blind enthusiasm
of their loyalty to their faith, the
devotees attached themselves with
exclusiveness to their respective
Scriptures denouncing all others as
partial truths or inferior aspects of
the truth or errors. They declared
that their Scripture alone has the
supreme and full knowledge and
vision. Such bigoted exclusions have
been the cause of many religious
wars and such battles are still a
ghastly reality of the present-day
world.

Secondly, not only do the ‘manyminds of a half-ripe knowledge at
all’ attach themselves blindly and
passionately to their respective

Scriptures, but they tend to force
upon themselves and others the
whole mass of the gospel that they
admire. This error too needs to
be rectified in the light of proper
understanding. It is true that Truth
is one but it manifests itself in Time
and Man. Therefore, every Scripture
has got two elements: the temporal
and the eternal. The temporal aspect
is the one that reflects the ideas,
the culture, the need of the hour.
It is the contextual form given to a
Scripture which is relevant only to
the times and the country or culture
where it was produced. With the
change and mutations of Time, it
must change or be left behind, for,
man’s consciousness continually
rearranges itself, shifts its emphasis
on different values, takes up new
truths etc. The eternal element in a
Scripture is what is of permanent
value which, cutting across time and
space, can be experienced, lived and
enriched. It is only when a Scripture
is ready to shed off its old slough, is
capable of renewing itself and “the
stuff of permanent truth constantly
reshaped and developed in the inner
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ES SAY

Truth is one and eternal. From it are
derived all other truths which are
reflected in the different Scriptures.
“Precisely for that reason it cannot
be shut up in a single trenchant
formula, it is not likely to be found
in its entirety or in all its bearings in
any single philosophy or Scripture
or uttered altogether and for ever by
any one teacher, thinker, prophet or
Avatar,” emphasised Sri Aurobindo
(Sri Aurobindo, Essays on the Gita,
p.2)

“Sri Aurobindo considers the message of the Gita to be the
basis of the great spiritual movement which has led and
will lead humanity more and more to its liberation, that is
to say, to its escape from falsehood and ignorance, towards
the truth” - The Mother
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thought and spiritual experience of
a developing humanity”, that it can
continue to be of living importance
to mankind. “The rest remain as
monuments of the past, but have no
actual force or vital impulse for the
future.” (Ibid, p.3)
The Gita, unlike many other
Scriptures, is one in which there is
very little of the purely temporal
or local. Almost all of the Gita
embodies the eternal and universal
truths because they do not belong
to the merely intellectual or even to
the luminous levels above the mind;
they belong to the eternal truths
of spiritual experience which could
be verified by any spiritual seeker
across the length and breadth of
time and space. There have been
attempts in the past to mould the
ideas of the Gita into a particular
sectarian thought, but, essentially
its thought is rich, many-sided and
synthetic, reconciling and unifying
all existing philosophic thought and
all available spiritual experience.
It was perhaps this synthetic
aspect of the Gita that had
attracted Sri Aurobindo to it in
the very beginning of his political
life at Baroda. On his return to
India in 1893, after staying in
England for fourteen years, he had
immediately plunged himself in
India’s independence movement
which ultimately led him to his
arrest, in May 1908, on a charge of
conspiracy. It was during his one
year solitary confinement at the
Alipore jail in Calcutta that Sri
Aurobindo read the Gita, practised
its teachings and realised its highest
truths. He narrated his experience
of the cosmic consciousness and of
the Divine as all beings and all that
is’, in the following manner:
“He [Krishna] placed the Gita in
my hands. His strength entered
into me and I was able to do the

The Gita, unlike many other Scriptures, is one in which
there is very little of the purely temporal or local. Almost
all of the Gita embodies the eternal and universal truths
because they do not belong to the merely intellectual or
even to the luminous levels above the mind; they belong
to the eternal truths of spiritual experience which could
be verified by any spiritual seeker across the length and
breadth of time and space.
Sadhana of the Gita. I was not only
to understand intellectually but to
realise what Sri Krishna demanded
of Arjuna and what he demands of
those who aspire to do this work.
His strength again entered into me.
..I walked under the branches of the
tree in front of my cell but it was
not the tree, I knew it was Vasudeva,
it was Sri Krishna whom I saw
standing there and holding over me
his shade. I looked at the bar of the
cell, the very grating that did duty
for a door and again I saw Vasudeva.
It was Narayana who was guarding
and standing sentry over me. Or I
lay on the coarse blankets that were
given me for a couch and felt the
arms of Sri Krishna around me,
the arms of my Friend and Lover. I
looked at the prisoners in jail...and
as I looked at them I saw Vasudeva”.
(SABCL, II, p. 4)
Sri Aurobindo had realised the
“essential principles” of the Gita; he
had become the “very rare soul”:
“Very rare is the great soul who
knows that Vasudeva,
The omnipresent Being, is all that
is.” (The Gita, VII. 19)
Yoga of the Gita and Sri
Aurobindo’s Yoga
“Our Yoga is not identical with
the yoga of the Gita, wrote Sri
Aurobindo, although it contains all
that is essential in the Gita’s Yoga”.
(SABCL XXII, p. 70) When we
say that the Integral Yoga differs
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with the Gita’s Yoga, it does not
mean that there is a conflict between
the two. Just as the Vedas were
a starting point for the synthesis
of the Upanishads, just as the
Upanishads themselves acted as
a beginning for the Gita’s grand
synthesis, the Gita’s synthesis itself
can be taken as a springboard for the
greater synthesis of Sri Aurobindo’s
Integral Yoga. In a letter to a
disciple, Sri Aurobindo clarified:
“It is not a fact that that the
Gita gives the whole base of Sri
Aurobindo’s message; for the Gita
seems to admit the cessation of birth
in the world as the ultimate aim or
at least the ultimate culmination of
yoga; it does not bring forward the
idea of spiritual evolution or the
idea of the higher planes and the
supramental Truth-Consciousness
and the bringing down of that
consciousness as the means of the
complete transformation of earthly
life.” (SABCL, XXII, p. 69)
It may perhaps be necessary here
to give a sketch of Integral Yoga
before we proceed in our analysis of
the differences between these two
Yogas—”Integral Yoga” or the Yoga
of Self-Perfection and the Gita’s
Yoga or the “Purushottama Yoga”.
And, perhaps, the best we can do is
to give the sketch in Sri Aurobindo’s
own words. Hereunder is a long
letter written by Sri Aurobindo
in 1934 which explains clearly his
philosophy as well as his method of
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Yoga-sadhana:
“The teaching of Sri Aurobindo
starts from that of the ancient sages
of India that behind the appearances
of the universe there is the Reality
of a Being and Consciousness, a Self
of all things, one and eternal.
“Sri Aurobindo’s teaching states that
this One Being and Consciousness
is involved here in Matter. Evolution
is the method by which it liberates
itself; consciousness appears in what
seems to be Inconscient, and once
having appeared is self-impelled to
grow higher and higher and at the
same time to enlarge and develop
towards a greater and greater
perfection. Life is the first step of
this release of consciousness; mind
is the second; but the evolution
does not finish with mind, it awaits
a release into something greater,
a consciousness which is spiritual
and supramental. The next step
of the evolution must be towards
the development of Supermind
and Spirit as the dominant power
in the conscious being. For only
then will the involved Divinity in
things release itself entirely and it
become possible for life to manifest
perfection.
“But while the former steps in
evolution were taken by Nature
without a conscious will in the
plant and animal life, in man
Nature becomes able to evolve by a
conscious will in the instrument. It
is not, however, by the mental will
in man that this can be wholly done,
for the mind goes only to a certain
point and after that can only move
in a circle. A conversion ‘has to be
made, a turning of the consciousness
by which mind has to change into
the higher principle. This method
is to be found through the ancient
psychological discipline and practice
of Yoga. In the past, it has been
attempted by a drawing away from

There are several ranges of consciousness between the
ordinary human mind and supramental Truth-Conscious
ness. These intervening ranges have to be opened up
and their power brought down into the mind, life and
body. Only afterwards can the full power of the Truth
Consciousness work in the nature. The process of this self
discipline or Sadhana is therefore long and difficult, but
even a little of it is so much gained because it makes the
ultimate release and perfection more possible.
the world and a disappearance into
the height of the Self or Spirit. Sri
Aurobindo teaches that a descent
of the higher principle is possible
which will not merely release the
spiritual Self out of the world,
but release it in the world, replace
the mind’s ignorance or its very
limited knowledge by a supramental
Truth- Consciousness which will
be a sufficient instrument of the
inner Self and make it possible for
the human being to find himself
dynamically as well as inwardly
and grow out of his still animal
humanity into a diviner race.
The psychological discipline of
Yoga can be used to that end by
opening all the parts of the being
to a conversion or transformation
through the descent and working
of the higher still concealed
supramental principle.
“This, however, cannot be done at
once or in a short time or by any
rapid or miraculous transformation.
Many steps have to be taken by
the seeker before the supramental
descent is possible. The first process
of Yoga is therefore to open the
ranges of this inner being and to
live from there outward, governing
his outward life by an inner light
and force. In doing so he discovers
in himself his true soul which is
not this outer mixture of mental,
vital and physical elements but
something of the Reality behind
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them, a spark from the one Divine
Fire. He has to learn to live in his
soul and purify and orientate by
its drive towards the Truth the
rest of the nature. There can follow
afterwards an opening upward and
descent of a higher principle of
the Being. But even then it is not
at once the full supramental Light
and Force. For there are several
ranges of consciousness between
the ordinary human mind and
supramental Truth-Conscious ness.
These intervening ranges have to be
opened up and their power brought
down into the mind, life and body.
Only afterwards can the full power
of the Truth Consciousness work in
the nature. The process of this self
discipline or Sadhana is therefore
long and difficult, but even a little
of it is so much gained because
it makes the ultimate release and
perfection more possible.
“This is Sri Aurobindo’s teaching
and method of practice. It is not his
object to develop any one religion
or to amalgamate the older religions
or to found any new religion—for
any of these things would lead away
from his central purpose. The one
aim of his Yoga is an inner selfdevelopment by which each one
who follows it can in time discover
the One Self in all and evolve a
higher consciousness than the
mental, a spiritual and supramental
consciousness which will transform
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Because of this emphasis on collective yoga, Sri
Aurobindo’s Yoga gets also the dimension of an Integral
Yoga “which is as total and integral as the aim set before

but he never spoke of any physical
transformation.” (Ibid, p. 93)
3.

it, viz., the total, and integral change of the consciousness
and nature.”
and divinise human nature.” (SABCI
XXVI, pp. 95-97). In the light of
this description of Integral Yoga,
we can now see that there are quite
many major differences between the
Yoga of Sri Aurobindo and the Yoga
of Sri Krishna.
1.

The Gita Yoga aims at an
utter perfection of action
in life based on a cosmic
consciousness. But, Sri
Aurobindo’s yoga “aims at
the conscious union with
the divine in the supermind
and the transformation of
nature”. (SABCL, XXII, p.
104). “By transformation I
do not mean some change
of the nature” clarified Sri
Aurobindo,—”I do not mean,
for instance, sainthood or
ethical perfection or yogic
siddhis (like the Tantrik’s) or
a transcendental (cinmaya)
body. I use transformation
in a special sense, a change
of consciousness radical and
complete and of a certain
specific kind which is so
conceived as to bring about
a strong and assured step
forward in the spiritual
evolution of the being of
a greater and higher kind
and of a larger sweep and
completeness than what took
place when a mentalised being
first appeared in a vital and
material animal world.” (Ibid,
p. 98)

This transformation of the
consciousness ending in a
transformed body can be achieved

only by the descent of supermind.
All other levels of consciousness—
including the highest, that of the
Overmind that manifested through
Sri Krishna—are not capable
of transforming earthly life. The
best they have been able to do is
‘to modify and influence’ man’s
life. Supermind is the vast Truth
Consciousness—satyam, ritam,
brhat, “of which the ancient seers
spoke; there have been glimpses of
it till now, sometimes an indirect
influence or pressure, but it has
not been brought down into the
consciousness of the earth and fixed
there. To so bring it down is the aim
of our Yoga.” (Ibid, p. 101).
2.

Sri Krishna does not speak
of any evolution beyond the
human species. He speaks
of a heightened human
consciousness, a consciousness
that can at best reach,
through the realisation of the
cosmic consciousness, the
luminous transcendence of the
Purushottama. Sri Aurobindo
speaks of the evolution of a
New Race beyond the human
race, ‘a step in the spiritual
evolution on the earth’.

Sri Krishna never set out to arrive
at any physical transformation, so
anything of the kind could not be
expected in his case.
“Neither Buddha nor Shankara
nor Ramakrishna had any idea
of transforming the body. Their
aim was spiritual mukti and
nothing else. Krishna taught
Arjuna to be liberated in works,
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The Gita speaks of the
liberated action of the
individual in union with ‘the
Divine in spiritual being,
consciousness and delight,’
whereas, for Sri Aurobindo
individual yoga is only an
inseparable part of ‘a collective
Yoga’ of the divine Nature in
the human race’. “The liberated
individual being, united with
the divine in self and spirit,
becomes in his natural being a
self- perfecting instrument for
the perfect out flowering of the
Divine in humanity.” (SABCL,
XXI, p. 587)

Because of this emphasis on
collective yoga, Sri Aurobindo’s
Yoga gets also the dimension of an
Integral Yoga “which is as total and
integral as the aim set before it, viz.,
the total, and integral change of the
consciousness and nature.” (SABCL,
XXII, p. 101)
4.

“The Gita does not speak
expressly of the Divine
Mother; it speaks always
of surrender to the
Purushottama— it mentions
her only as the Para Prakriti
who becomes the Jiva, that is,
who manifests the Divine in
the multiplicity and through
whom all these worlds are
created by the Supreme and
he himself descends as the
Avatar. The Gita follows the
Vedantic tradition which leans
entirely on the lshwara aspect
of the Divine and speaks little
of the Divine Mother because
its object is to draw back from
world-nature and arrive at the
supreme realisation beyond it;
the Tantric tradition leans on
the Shakti or Ishwari aspect
and makes all depend on
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the Divine Mother because
result of Sri Krishna’s policy,
perfection on humanity. The law for
its object is to possess and
and that to destroy the Kurus, humanity is to pursue its upward
dominate the world-nature
to destroy the power of the
evolution towards the finding
and arrive at the supreme
Kshatriyas, to establish an
and expression of the Divine in
realisation through it. This
undisputed imperial authority
the type of mankind, taking full
yoga insists
advantage of the
on both the
free development
His law is to harmonise his life with the life of the social
aspects the
and gains of
surrender to aggregate and to pour himself out as a force for growth all individuals
the Divine
and perfection on humanity. The law for the community and nations and
Mother is
groupings of men,
or nations is equally to perfect its corporate existence
essential, for
to work towards
by a free development from within, aiding and taking
without it
the day when
there is no
mankind may
full advantage of that of the individual, but to respect
fulfilment of
be really and not
the object of and to aid and aided by the same development of other only ideally one
the yoga.
communities and nations. Its law is to harmonise its life divine family, but
with that of the human aggregate and to pour itself out even then, when it
“In regard to the
has succeeded in
Purushottama the as a force for growth and perfection on humanity.
unifying itself, to
Divine Mother is
respect, aid and be
the supreme divine Consciousness
and the unity of India were
aided by the free growth and activity
and Power above the worlds, Adya
his objectives.” (SABCL, IV,
of its individuals and constituent
Shakti; she carries the Supreme in
Trans., p. 142)
aggregates.” (SABCL, XV, pp.
herself arid manifests the Divine in
63-64).
the worlds through the Akshara and If Sri Krishna had worked for the
Kshara. In regard to the Akshara
unification and ‘a single imperial
This ideal envisioned by Sri
she is the same Para Shakti holding
authority in India.’ Sri Aurobindo
Aurobindo may seem at present
the Purusha immobile in herself
envisioned and laboured for the next to be far from being realized by
arid also herself immobile in him at
step in social evolution—the step
the present imperfect human race.
the back of all creation. In regard to
towards a total human unity:
“Still the ideal, having once made
the Kshara she is the mobile cosmic
its way to the front of thought,
Energy manifesting all beings and
“Thus the law for the individual
must certainly be attempted,
forces.” (SABCL, XXII, p. 72)
is to perfect his individuality by a
and this ideal of human unity is
free development from within, but
likely to figure largely among the
And the concept of the Divine
to respect and to aid and be aided
determining forces of the future;
Mother is as crucial to the Integral
by the same free development in
for the intellectual and material
Yoga as that of Purushottama to
others. His law is to harmonise
circumstances of the age have
the Gita Yoga, for, as Sri Aurobindo his life with the life of the social
prepared and almost impose it,
wrote to a disciple: The Mother—
aggregate and to pour himself out
especially the scientific discoveries
the Divine Mother’s “embodiment is as a force for growth and perfection
which have made our earth so small
a chance for the earth-consciousness on humanity. The law for the
that its vastest kingdoms seem now
to receive the supramental
community or nations is equally to
no more than the provinces of a
into it and to undergo first the
perfect its corporate existence by
single country.” (SABCL, XV, p.
transformation necessary for that to a free development from within,
262)
be possible.” (SABCL, XXV, P. 49)
aiding and taking full advantage
of that of the individual, but to
6. On the level of the evolution
5. On a more pragmatic level, Sri respect and to aid and aided by
of consciousness, Sri
Aurobindo is continuing and
the same development of other
Aurobindo has brought down
fulfilling the work initiated
communities and nations. Its law
in himself the Supramental
by Sri Krishna in the political
is to harmonise its life with that of
Consciousness, which in
field. “There is no doubt that
the human aggregate and to pour
the evolutionary scheme,
the Kurukshetra war was the
itself out as a force for growth and
lies beyond the Overmental
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For the coming millennium which shall see a greater human
unity, based on a true spirituality, what is needed is not only
the integral and all comprehensive vision and Yoga of Sri
Aurobindo that goes beyond even the Gita, but also the
Force and Consciousness of the Supermind of which he is
the harbinger.
Consciousness, of which Sri
Krishna was the incarnation.
As explains Sri Aurobindo,
“Krishna is the Anandamaya;
he supports the evolution
through the Overmind leading
it towards the Ananda.”
(SABCL, XXVI, p. 136)
On 24th November, 1926, there
was the descent of Sri Krishna
into Sri Aurobindo’s physical, the
significance of which is, according to
Sri Aurobindo : “Sri Krishna is not
the supramental Light. The descent
of Krishna would mean the descent
of Overmind Godhead preparing,
though not itself actually, the
descent of supermind and Ananda,”
(Ibid).
Because of this complete identity in
consciousness with Sri Krishna, Sri
Aurobindo once wrote to a disciple :
“If you reach Krishna you reach
the Divine; if you can give yourself
to him, you give yourself to me.”
(SABCL, XXVI, p. 137)
To another disciple he wrote
“He [Krishna] is here in the
Ashram [Sri Aurobindo Ashram,
Pondicherry] and it is his work that
is being done here.” (SABCL, XXV,
p. 56)
For the coming millennium which
shall see a greater human unity,
based on a true spirituality, what is
needed is not only the integral and
all comprehensive vision and Yoga
of Sri Aurobindo that goes beyond

even the Gita, but also the Force and
Consciousness of the Supermind of
which he is the harbinger.
“Krishna opened the possibility
of Overmind with two sides of
realisation, static and dynamic.
Buddha tried to shoot from mind
to Nirvana in the Supreme, just as
Shankara did in another way after
him. Both agree in overleaping the
other stages and trying to get at a
nameless and featureless Absolute.
Krishna on the other hand was
leading by the normal course of
evolution. The next normal step is
not a featureless Absolute, but the
supermind.” (SABCL, XXII, 402-3)
For, it is Superman alone who has
the divine Knowledge and Will to
transform man and to fulfil earth :
“The superman shall wake in mortal
man
And manifest the hidden demi-god...
His bright unveiled Transcendence
shall illumine
The mind and heart, and force the life
and act
To interpret his inexpressible mystery...
His living cosmic spirit shall enring,
Annulling the decree of death and
pain,
Erasing the formulas of the
Ignorance...
A mightier race shall inhabit the
mortal’s world.
On Nature’s luminous tops, on the
Spirit’s ground,
The Superman shall reign as king of
life,
Make earth almost the mate and peer
of heaven
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And lead towards God and truth
man’s ignorant earth,
And lift towards godhead his
mortality...
Thus shall the earth open to divinity...
Nature shall live to manifest secret
God,
The Spirit shall take up the human
play,
This earthly life become the life divine.”
(SABCL XXIX, pp. 705-7, 11)
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Gita: Mahabharata Story
K S Rajah
A person who picks up a copy of the
“Bhagavad Gita” can very easily make
the mistake of thinking that the
Gita is a stand alone text that starts
with the blind king Dhritarashtra
(meaning the blind mind) asking
Sanjaya (meaning impartial
introspection) about the battle taking
place between the Pandavas and the
Auravas in verse 1 chapter 1 and
ending with the last verse of chapter
18. That would be a mistake because
it would overlook the fact that the
Gita is a text that appears in the
Mahabharata in the section referred
to as “Bhishma Parva.”
Bhishma Parva is in
the Mahabharata. Each book has
many sections. Bhishma Parva
is the sixth of 18 books. An even
bigger mistake would be made
if one regards the Gita as a “war
story” with a little bit of psychology,
morality and philosophy thrown in
to encourage warriors who hesitate
to kill in the field of battle.  
The mistakes are easily avoided if it
is noted:
(i)

(ii) That Bhishma Parva is the
eighth child of King Shantanu
and Ganga, the first wife
of Shantanu. The children
drowned represent different
levels of intelligence known to
man and still being explored by
science.

(iv) That the war was not between
nations or persons of different
faiths but between men who
are friends and relatives or
related in some ways.
The Gita appears in the Mahabharata, because Vyasa, the author
of the Mahabharata, was dictating
a story about spiritual values to
help men realise his true being
symbolised by persons who are
characters in the story.
The focus in the Gita on the role
of Sri Krishna as the Guru on
Yoga will then be readily seen as
a message not just for warriors
beginning to have doubts about
killing friends and relatives but
also recognise the fact that the
enemy you slay belongs to the
larger family of fellowmen. And
you kill to do right and put down
what is evil.
The five Pandava brothers will then
be seen as representing the different
elements arising from the life force.
Yudhishthira represents the ether
element. Bhima represents the air or
life force element. Arjuna represents
the fire element. Nakula represents
the water element. Sahadeva
represents the earth element in
men and that fact should be kept in
mind when the characters and their
conduct is considered.
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The spiritual symbolism of the
Mahabharatha story and the Gita is
clearly illustrated by Paramahansa
Yogananda in his great work on
the Gita entitled “God Talks With
Arjuna.”
The geneological descent of the
Kurus Pandus from King Shantanu
is used by Vyasa to tell the story
of the step-by-step descent of the
universe from the One and man
from spirit into matter. The Gita
dialogue concerns itself with the
process by which the descent of man
may be reversed from the limited
consciousness and the proud boast
that reason, intelligence, science
and military might is our solution
as individuals and nations to all our
problems.
The Gita’s answer is that man
must reascend from the limited
consciousness and acquire a higher
level of consciousness of his true
self, the soul of his being and
become one with the infinite spirit.
The different paths open to man
through yoga is spelt out by Arjuna
asking the questions that we all ask
or should be asking and Krishna
answering them patiently. Krishna
even reveals his cosmic form so
that the question all young men
of science ask today as to whether
one can see the cosmic form of the
divine is answered by the Lord
revealing his cosmic form.

ES SAY

That the Gita is a text that
appears in the Mahabharata
in the section referred to as
Bhishma Parva.

(iii) That the five Pandava brothers
are the children of the second
wife of King Shantanu,
Satyavati.
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T he Beginning of
Discipleship
Scott Teitsworth
CHAPTER II: Samkhya Yoga
1)

Sanjaya said: To him who was
thus filled with tenderness,
whose eyes were filled with
tears, and agitated, and who
was in distress, Krishna spoke
these words.

2)

Krishna said: In the midst of
this difficulty, whence comes
to you this dejection typical of
non-Aryans, heaven-barring
and disreputable, O Arjuna?

Almost everyone misses the boat
on this one, revealing their pro-

religious prejudice. Vedanta, the
philosophy of the Gita, does not
subscribe to the notion of heaven,
nor does it give any importance to
reputation. (Heaven is disdained as
early as II,42, and often thereafter.
An indifferent attitude to honor and
disgrace is mentioned specifically
in VI,7; XII,18&19; and XIV,25.)
Notions of heaven and social
repute are external values referring
to religious and social stature,
and not part of the science of the
Absolute, brahmavidya. This tells
us that Krishna is not castigating
Arjuna here, he is teasing him. It’s
as if he’s saying “What’s the matter
Arjuna? Aren’t your unquestioned
beliefs supporting you now? Do
they hold up in the midst of battle?
No? Does that mean delusion isn’t
good enough for you any more?”
Krishna is in fact proud of him, and
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ES SAY

The narrator shows us what would
be unseemly for the participants
to mention. Arjuna is agitated and
upset. Sanjaya lets us know that
this is an outgrowth of his extreme
tenderness. His heart is breaking for
the tragic situation everyone around
has become caught in, through
failure to honor their natural state of
divinity. Seeing how far humans fall
below their magnificent potential is
very sad. Precisely because Arjuna
cares so much, Krishna will teach
him. But first he has to sound him
out as to whether his dedication
goes beyond mere sadness to a real
desire to discover the antidote.

It’s as if Lord Krishna is saying “What’s the matter Arjuna?
Aren’t your unquestioned beliefs supporting you now?
Do they hold up in the midst of battle? No? Does that
mean delusion isn’t good enough for you any more?”
Krishna is in fact proud of him, and is preparing to pay
him the ultimate homage by teaching him.
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is preparing to pay him the ultimate
homage by teaching him.

trans-Aryan or universal wisdom.
3)

In order to be properly prepared
to learn from a guru, the seeker
must work free of the death-dealing
arrows of religious and social
upbringing.
Krishna’s teasing has a
methodological component as
well. When a distraught seeker
comes to a teacher, the first thing
to ascertain is if he is only seeking
solace, or whether he is sincerely
seeking intelligent liberation. The
teacher may make some gentle,
diversionary, possibly lightly
mocking comments to make the
determination. In response to such
a test, Arjuna will state his case
with philosophical exactitude,
proving he is after more than a
consoling pat on the back. Only
then will Krishna see fit to instruct
him.
There is another important clue
invariably overlooked in this verse.
Krishna happens to be black
himself, which makes him a nonAryan. The word Krishna literally
means black. The philosophy of the
Gita harks back to the pre-Vedic
wisdom of the ancient Indians,
who were dark skinned. When the
Aryan invaders conquered India,
they drove those Dravidian people
into the far south and instigated
the Vedic religion, which not
surprisingly lodged them at the
top of the hierarchy that replaced
the democratic spirituality of the
ancients. So Krishna calling Arjuna
a non-Aryan is not a slight but a
high compliment. He recognizes
that Arjuna has transcended his
Aryan genetics enough to long for

Give yourself not to
impotence, O Arjuna, it does
not befit you. Cast off this
base faint-heartedness. Arise,
O Terror of Foes!

Have you ever seen a
dog on a leash being
dragged along, whining
and rolling its eyes in
terror? Not likely. They
strain forward with every
atom of their being,
blissfully
investigating
every nuance of their
environment, wagging
their tails in delight. Such
is the proper attitude of
a seeker of truth.
Krishna lays it on a little thicker,
exhorting Arjuna to be his old
self, a brave, potent warrior. When
Arjuna does not take the bait, it
proves he is ready for instruction.
Commentators who take every
utterance of the Guru at face
value are invariably led astray
by these lines, straining to fit
these orthodox Vedic (religious)
values into the Gita’s anti-Vedic
philosophy. Krishna is essentially
saying, “Don’t you want to go
back to being ordinary, by giving
up your passing urge for wisdom
instruction? That’s the path
of temporal glory.” Arjuna will
assure him there is no going back,
once he has seen through the
tawdriness of flimsy allures such
as heaven and wealth.
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4)

Arjuna said: How could I
encounter with arrows in
battle Bhishma and Drona,
who are worthy of worship, O
Krishna?

Have you ever seen a dog on a
leash being dragged along, whining
and rolling its eyes in terror? Not
likely. They strain forward with
every atom of their being, blissfully
investigating every nuance of their
environment, wagging their tails in
delight. Such is the proper attitude
of a seeker of truth. Unfortunate
conditioning may make us afraid
to participate in this wondrous
world in which we have taken
up temporary abode, but when
everything extraneous is subtracted
through insightful contemplation
our natural eagerness is effortlessly
restored. This is the conversion that
Arjuna is requesting of his guru,
and Krishna will be delighted to
oblige. His dutiful role as granted
by the world has pinched him, and
now the only clothes that will fit
are those perfectly tailored for him,
his true dharma.
Arjuna here expresses a basic
realization of the seeker, that
the world is worthy of worship.
It is astoundingly beautiful and
endlessly, artistically complex. He
no longer has the slightest urge to
damage it or disrupt its flow out of
selfishness.
5)

Desisting from the killing of
the Gurus, who are highly
honorable, it would be more
meritorious in this world even
to have to eat of a beggar’s
pittance. Choosing, on the
other hand, to kill these
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Gurus as fortune-seekers, I
should be feasting even here
on blood-stained benefits of
life.
Paraphrase: I can shirk my duty
and get nothing, or I can do my
duty and commit a terrible crime.
Neither option is acceptable.
Arjuna is expressing his difficulty
accurately, without exaggeration.
He demonstrates a dialectical or
yogic balance in what he says. This
is the dilemma of a philosopher/
seeker, not a coward. Yet his
dialectics are flawed, as shown by
the negative results he foresees.
Krishna will counterbalance this
negativity with positivity in equal
measure in verse 37 of this chapter.
Proof that this section is important
is found in the meter. Almost all
of the Gita is phrased in four lines
of eight syllables each. On rare
occasions the meter expands to
eleven beats per line. There are 19
of these scattered around, plus 36
describing Arjuna’s vision of the
Cosmic Form in Chapter XI, and
they invariably highlight verses of
special note. The first four instances
are verses 5-8 here, where Arjuna
states his case clearly and requests
discipleship of Krishna.
6)

Neither is it clear which
would be of greater advantage
to us: that we win or that
they win over us. Those
very persons are standing
ranged before us, the Sons of
Dhritarashtra, killing whom
we would no longer wish to
live.

Arjuna demonstrates more dialectic

The Gita’s response to
aggression is not to fight
back and not to give up
and slink away either. We
are to stand grounded in
our very nature, which
is the Absolute, discard
selfish
motives
and
desired outcomes, and
play the game expertly
as it unfolds around us. To
paraphrase the I Ching,
“He who acts from these
deep levels makes no
mistakes.”
insight here: he has examined the
current dilemma from both horns,
or both poles, and seen that it is
not advantageous that either one
prevail. He does not yet know
how to attain a dynamic synthesis
through yogic contemplation, but
he knows he needs something more
than ordinary logic affords.
Before approaching Krishna,
Arjuna has carefully subtracted his
personal feelings from the equation.
This is necessary for a proper
dialectic as well as philosophical
basis from which to address the
guru. The simplistic argument of
many commentators that Arjuna
should be taught to return to a
positive state of combativeness
sabotages the Gita’s elegant insight.
The Gita’s response to aggression
is not to fight back and not to give
up and slink away either. We are
to stand grounded in our very
nature, which is the Absolute,
discard selfish motives and desired
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outcomes, and play the game
expertly as it unfolds around us. To
paraphrase the I Ching, “He who
acts from these deep levels makes
no mistakes.” Or as Nataraja Guru
puts it, “Achieving the state of yogic
balance reveals the Absolute.”
7)

Struck down by the evil of
a tender disposition, with a
mind confounded in regard
to what is right to do, I ask
you: that which is definitely
more meritorious do indicate
to me. I am your disciple; do
discipline me coming thus for
refuge to you.

It is easy to get caught up in what
Arjuna should do in this situation,
and believe that Krishna will show
him unequivocally what he is called
to do. Few realize that Arjuna does
the correct thing at this juncture:
he turns to a Guru. This is precisely
the right act at the moment when
doubts overwhelm you, when social
dictates no longer have meaning.
Where the ordinary person would
blindly stumble ahead or look
for a hiding place, Arjuna has the
wisdom to admit his limitations
and ask for help.
Suggestions to turn to a beacon of
light when in distress are common
to many religions, whose exemplars
may be considered gurus—
removers of darkness—in their
own contexts. All agree that acting
blindly when in a confused state is
a recipe for trouble.
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T he Classical
Reservoirs of Vedanta
Prof A N Rao
The culmination of knowledge on
Vedas or the apex of Vedas is the
Vedanta. Sage and philosopher
Badarayana systematically
expressed the cardinal points
of Vedanta in the form of brief
poetic or prosaic lines or Sutras,
which were called Vedanta Sutras
or the Brahma Sutras. Knowledge
of the ultimate or the Brahman
was the subject. This knowledge
was gained by the direct intuition
of the great sages and later
pronounced, repeated orally, and
later recorded are the Upanishads.
The Upanishads, the Brahma
Sutras and the Bhagavad Gita
are the three classical reservoirs
of Vedantic knowledge; usually
titled as the prasthana thraya. The
interrelationship between these
three texts is very interesting.

“Anubhava” or experience and
“pramana” or intuition are the
two main means or approaches
to knowledge. Doubts and
misconceptions are to be well
cleared by reasoning to understand
the reality of Brahman, who or
which is the self existing entity.
Reasoning is an important aid.
Human intelligence refers to both
the teacher and the taught. The
teacher simplifies the doctrines or
formulae stated in the Sruthis or
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All the three of them inquire and
approach the same subject of
knowing or experiencing Brahman
from different angles. Another
name of Upanishads is Sruthi
Prashthana, based on elaborating
on the Sruthis that were heard.
The eternal truths were declared
elaborately in the Upanishads
and they form the main source of
the Vedanta, studied with respect
and submission. Faith and belief
helped develop intuition. Gaining
Upanishadic knowledge is not by
blind faith, but always through
enquiry and interrogation. Most
of the Upanishads are taught

as question and answer texts,
discussions or as we call in
modern terms, tutorial sessions.
In learning, there is no blind
following; reason should prevail
always. Individual thinking and
contemplation lead to meditation
or upasana. “In the enquiry into the
nature of Brahman, it is not merely
Sruthis that are valid means of
knowledge as in the case of enquiry
into the nature of Brahman.
Knowledge of Brahman has to
culminate in intuition.” So says
Sankara Bhashya.

5 Chander Road, Singapore 219528. Tel: 6293 0195, 6293 0460 Fax: 6293 4056
Email: info@lakshminarayantemple.com Website: www.laksminarayantemple.com

DAILY POOJA
		

6.00 am

-	Temple open to public

			

6.40 am

-

Morning prayer and Aarti

			 12.00 pm

-	Temple Closes

			

4.00 pm

-	Temple Opens

			

6.40 pm

-	Evening Aarti

			

9.30 pm

-	Temple Closes

EVERY TUESDAY
2.30 pm  5.00 pm Mahila Satsang Bhajans, Pravachan (Hindi),
					Aarti and Prasad
7.00 pm  8.45 pm Srimad Bhagvalam Katha (Hindi) by
					Temple Priest followed by Aarti and Prasad

EVERY SATURDAY
5.00 pm  9.30 pm Bhajans & Gita Discourse by
					Devkinandan Dass and his group in English

EVERY SUNDAY
			

8.00 am

-

Prayers and Havan by Temple Priest

11.00 am  11.30 am

-

Bhajans by Smt Nisha Rani Sharma and Group

12.00 pm  12.30 pm

-

Pravachan by Temple Priest

12.30 pm  12.35 pm

-	Recital of Hanuman Chalisa / Ekta Gaan

			 12.35 pm -	Aarti, Shantipath, Jai Gosh followed by
					
Prasad & Preetbhoj
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explain them in easy terms with
examples. The student should use
his intelligence in grasping the
teaching with his own reasoning
and get the doubts cleared. “Dry
reasoning can find no admittance
here. Reasoning proffered by
the Sruthi alone becomes helpful
to develop intuition” – Sankara
Bhashya.
Discourses were given by the
teacher to selected pupils, who
came with different backgrounds.
They had infinite faith or sraddha,
as the driving force. They also
had one pointed determination
with spiritual earnestness. Vedic
God Indra was a student who was
taught the knowledge of Brahman
– Chhandogya Upanishad – “
Everything in the universe has this
subtle reality for itself, that is the
Atman and THAT THOU ART
– TAT TVAM ASI”. Nachiketas
was the young boy who was blessed
by the teachings of Lord Yama.
Each Upanishad has left its own
illustrious announcement.
Bhagavad Gita is also called as
Smrithi Prasthana, since the essence
of Sruthis are remembered in a
cogent way. Gita is a dialog of
700 verses of Bhishma Parva of
Mahabharatha authored by revered
Vyasa. Since it is a composition by
human being, it is called Smrithi,
like Manu Smrithi, Vishnu Purana
and others.
The glory and greatness of
Bhagavad Gita cannot be
reemphasized. The teachings
therein are applicable at all
times to everyone who likes to
lead a meaningful, peaceful life,
irrespective of the time, place,
society or nation. Many great
scholars have summarized the
teachings from time to time for the
benefit of mankind. In essence are
the following:

(1) The soul of all beings –
Jivatma – is part of the
Supreme - Paramatma . It is
the soul that has a body which
is functioning.
(2) In maintaining the world or
universal order, there is God,
all should be obedient to
Him.
(3) Righteousness or Dharma
should be the main principle
of life. It is a Divine order
and all should follow this
axiom.
(4) There should be a limit for
desires and aspirations in
life.
(5) Both living and the world
should be respected and
regulating them properly
is part of our duty, with or
without benefit.
(6) Compassion and love to
others should extend and
reach the world order –
“vasudhaiva kutumbakam”.
(7) Following the scriptural
doctrines in everyday life
brings refinement or samskara
to individual, family and
society.
(8) Spending at least a few
minutes everyday in Prayer to
God is essential.
(9) Ardent faith and belief in
God at all times, helps to
reduce or wipe out the ego
and acknowledges the help of
the Supreme.
(10) Mental peace – shanti – all
efforts should culminate in
peace.
The main objective of celebrating
the Gita Jayanti annually in
Singapore is to spread the above
and other glorious teachings of
Gita.
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Brahma Sutras are also known
as Nyaya Prasthana., since many
different methods are followed to
explain the nature of Brahman.
Sruthis were heard, Smrithis
were remembered. Nyayas are
the principles that govern the
interpretations of Vedanta.
The Brahma Sutras emphasise
that the traditional method of
interpretation alone should be
or is followed in understanding
the Vedanta. Reasoning is the
basis for all deductions. It
became necessary to elaborate the
condensed meanings of Sutras
and therefore all the great masters
both ancient and recent, known
and unknown, made special efforts
and prepared lengthy treatises –
bhashyas on Brahma Sutras. The
Katha Upanishad clearly states – “
this knowledge of Brahman is not
achieved by speculation only; when
taught by another, it becomes easily
intelligible”. (K U 2.9).
Thus the tradition always
recognizes reason based on
intuitions and leads the seeker
towards the knowledge of Vedanta.
Each one of the above great texts
or thrayas ends up at the same
destination.

With Best Compliments from

Lalasis Trading Pte Ltd
141, Middle Road,
#03-04, GSM Building,
Singapore-188976
Tel: 6337 2722
Fax: 6336 1359
Email: lalasis@lalasis.com
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Prize Winners for Various Competitions
held under Gita Jayanti 2009
Gita Champion – Category 1
Gita Champion
1st Runner up
2nd Runner up
3rd Runner up
4th Runner up

Varsha Satish
Akash G.Raj
Venkata Raghav Namuduri
Sookthi Kav Bhat
Sneha G.Jaya

Saraswathy Darma Muneeswaran Kindergarten
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
St. Anthony’s Primary School
GIIS-Balestier Campus
GIIS-Queenstown Campus

Gita Champion – Category 2
Gita Champion
1st Runner up
2nd Runner up
3rd Runner up
4th Runner up

Pawan Kumar Neglur
Soundarya Krishnan
Abinaya Rajesh
Aditi Saayujya
Lakshmi Pradeep

GIIS-East Coast Campus
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
GIIS-Queenstown Campus

Gita Champion – Category 3
Gita Champion
1st Runner up
2nd Runner up

Srikanth Radhakrishnan
Janani Sundararajan
Kandala Sai Surya Kiran

GIIS-Queenstown Campus
National University of Singapore
Bedok South Secondary School

Gita Chanting – Category 1
I Prize
II Prize
III Prize
Consolation
Consolation
Special Mention
Special Mention
Special Mention
Special Mention
Special Mention

Sandhya R
Sreehari Krishnan
Neeraja Menon
Dhruti Bhatta
Nikitha Prasad
Swayam Sidharth Tripathy
Varsha Satish
Vishhal Venkatesh Sarojini
Anjan Srivatsa Melkote
Nivedita Valliammai S

GIIS-Balestier Campus
Saraswathi Kindergarten
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
DPS International School
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
Overseas Family School
Saraswathy Darma Muneeswaran Kindergarten
Sarada Kindergarten
GIIS-Balestier Campus
Sarada Kindergarten

Gita Chanting – Category 2
I Prize
II Prize
III Prize
Consolation
Consolation

Pawan Kumar Neglur
Soundarya Krishnan
Kokul Siddharth. V
Abinaya Rajesh
Shreya Sampat

GIIS-East Coast Campus
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
Victoria School
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
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Gita Chanting – Category 3
I Prize
II Prize
III Prize
Consolation
Consolation

Srikanth Radhakrishnan
Aditi Waikar
Amitkumar Gamane
Nikita Cowlagi
Kandala Kiran

GIIS-Queenstown Campus
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
Victoria School
Chij Katong Convent
Bedok South Secondary School

Oratorical - Category 2
I Prize
II Prize
III Prize
Consolation
Consolation

Aishwarya Prakash
Adarsh Kumar
Abinaya Rajesh
B. Pritika Shenoy
Sushmitha Balachandar

GIIS-East Coast Campus
Overseas Family School
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
GIIS-East Coast Campus
GIIS-Queenstown Campus

Oratorical - Category 3
I Prize
II Prize
III Prize

Aashish Rajesh
Muthhukumar Palaniyapan
Srikanth Radhakrishnan

GIIS-Queenstown Campus
Victoria Junior College
GIIS-Queenstown Campus

Essay Writing - Category 2
I Prize
II Prize
III Prize
Consolation
Consolation

Preethi Chandrashekar
Soundarya Krishnan
Abinaya Rajesh
Prajwal Srikanth
Radhika Thakur

United World College Of South East Asia
GIIS - Queenstown Campus
GIIS - Queenstown Campus
DPS International School
GIIS - Queenstown Campus

Essay Writing - Category 3
I Prize
II Prize
III Prize
IV Prize

Shreya Kankanhalli
Aditya Nagendran
Srikanth Radhakrishnan
Muthhukumar Palaniyapan

United World College Of South East Asia
United World College Of South East Asia
GIIS - Queenstown Campus
Victoria Junior College

Jayendra Minakshisundar
Soundarya Krishnan
Ajayanandan Yadunandan
Ashwini Venkat
Pawan Kumar Neglur
Prajwal Srikanth
Gaury Nagaraju
Nirali Zaveri
Bhavana Ramadas
Abinaya Rajesh

Singapore American School
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
DPS International School
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
GIIS-East Coast Campus
DPS International School
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
GIIS-East Coast Campus
GIIS-Queenstown Campus
GIIS-Queenstown Campus

Gita Quiz
I Place
I Place
II Place
II Place
III Place
III Place
IV Place
IV Place
V Place
V Place
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Gita Champion Competition 2009
The Gita Champion Competition introduced during Gita Jayanti 2008, is specially meant
for children and youth who are inspired to take up a much bigger challenge in chanting the
Bhagavad Gita – who aspire to be the very best among those who are good.
The response to Gita Champion Competition this year - Gita Jayanti 2009 has increased to
4 times that of last year! Three categories of children and youth age 5 to 20 years chanted
to perfection the 9 Gita Dhyana Shlokas and all the 43 Shlokas of Chapter 3 of the Gita –
Karma Yoga.
The audience sat spellbound and it was pure bliss listening to the divine chanting of these
blessed children and youth who have also totally involved their parents and grandparents
in the chanting of the Gita in their homes!
Thus the response from parents and children to Gita Champion this year was excellent
and has surpassed the organisers’ expectations. This is a clear indication that our children
and youth have unlimited potential in carrying forward the timeless message of the Hindu
scriptures and the greatness of Hindu culture.
Padmini Chandrashekar
Chairperson, Gita Champion Sub-Committee

Champion Of Gita Champions!
Gita Jayanti Committee is happy to announce a new Competition for children and
youth!
The Gita Champion Sub-Committee invites all children of age 15 years or below as on
the day of Gita Jayanti Celebration – 15 February 2009 – to learn and chant ALL the
700 shlokas of the Bhagavad Gita within the next two years!
The cash prize of S$1000/- that will be awarded to the winner – who will be receive the
title Champion of Gita Champions is being sponsored by some sincere devotees of the
Lord.
The Gita Champion Sub-Committee requests all parents and children to give their
whole-hearted support to this competition newly introduced this year.
For further details and training, please call Padmini Chandrashekar at 673 88 434 /
9627 9416 or email: padminic@singnet.com.sg.
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International Gita Forum 2008,
Singapore
Objective: The objective of the International Gita
Forum (IGFS2008) is to take the Gita to those who
might not be religious in the conventional sense of
the word, but who seek fundamental spiritual values
and truths. The aim is to reinterpret the ideas of Gita
in the context of current issues, moral and political
dilemmas, technological isolation of man, progress
of science into manipulation of the basic processes
of life itself and economic predominance. The need
for the spiritual illumination provided by the Gita
is never as necessary as it is now, in the darkness
of a world torn apart by cultural fragmentation,
terror, rank materialism, nanotechnology, genetic
manipulations and global competition. The relevance
of Gita today is perhaps more than that of the time
of its very birth! The International Gita Forum
attempts to translate the Universal and integrating
message of the Gita to the language and ethos of
modern living by illustrious speakers well versed
in the art of modern living and eternal values as
applicable to today’s dynamic and ephemeral society.
Critical analysis and ruthless investigation into truth
have been the very essence of Hindu thought from
Upanishadic times. And we hope International Gita
Forum (Singapore) 2008 will contribute its mite in
this sacred search.
Session 1: “Bhagavad Gita – Timeless Solutions
to Contemporary Problems” by Swami
Swaroopananda
Session Chair: Shri C.V. Jagdish.
Synopsis: The Bhagavad Gita – a timeless and
most practical scripture set on a battlefield in a
war between good and evil has a practical appeal
for modern times. It is a manual for everyone who
aims at goodness in the world of conflict and change.
It gives us a lofty insight to everyday events and
contemporary problems, which are familiar to all of
us and how this discovery could transform our daily
living.

In his speech, Swami Swaroopananda, explained the
teachings of the Gita against the backdrop on the
vedantic teachings that is based upon. The concept
of the Brahman being the sole Reality (adviteeya, as
the Swami put it) forms the basis of Sri Krishna’s
exhortation of true knowledge, jnana, to Arjuna.
Swami Swaroopananda spoke of the timelessness
of the teachings of the Gita and how it has helped
millions through the ages overcome internal conflict
and move onto a higher realization. The Bhagvad
Gita is truly the perennial philosophy that should
be used as an active handbook for leading a fulfilling
and self-actualizing life.
Speaker profile: Swami Swaroopannanda is a
direct disciple of the world renowned master of
Vedanta and champion of India’s spiritual wisdom,
Swami Chinmayananda. At a very early age Swami
Swaroopananda was convinced that beyond our every
day superficial joys and sorrows, there was something
higher. His conviction inspired him to seek out the
“Real answers to Real Problems” through Vedantic
and spiritual studies at the Chinmaya Mission.
As Acharya of many Chinmaya Mission centres
throughout the world, Swamiji has touched the
lives of thousands of eager seekers, adults, youth
and children alike. The audience sits spellbound by
his amazingly practical and extremely user-friendly
approach to spirituality. He reminds us that there is
a greater and more compelling Truth that provides
the solutions to all our problems, enabling us to live
a truly happy and positive life.
Swami Swaroopananda is at present the Director of
the prestigious Chinmaya International Residential
School in Coimbatore and Acharya-in-charge
of the Asia Pacific region. As a senior Swami of
the Chinmaya Mission, he has a global reach and
carries an irresistible appeal to devotees, whichever
country he happens to visit. Singapore has been very
fortunate in hosting his talks on several occasions.
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Session 2: “Galvanizing Individual Thought and Session 3: “The Theory and Practice of Karma yoga
Action (GITA) For Leadership and Management” in the Bhagavad Gita” by Shri Prashant Khanna
by Dr Charles Chow
Session Chair: Shri K.S. Rajah
Session Chair: Shri S.K. Guruprakash
Synopsis: The Bhagavad Gita is one of those very
Synopsis: This is an East-East approach to rare scriptures that deal with making choices, acting
understanding leadership based on two ancient upon them and dealing with the consequences in
documents on war. Frameworks from Sun Zi’s “Art an enlightening way. The Bhagavad Gita identifies
of War” are reinforced by perspectives from The Prakriti- universal nature, comprising the play and
Bhagavad Gita for a collation of leadership traits interaction of the three gunas as the prime mover
that are effective, efficient and inclusive. While and prompter of our various actions. Therefore, even
individual courage is vital to unleash inherent when we seem to be acting selflessly, we continue
potentials, there is also a need for clarity and to be very much part of Prakriti and act under its
commitment to remain detached from results, influence whereas the whole aim of Karma Yoga is
regardless of significance.
to be able to rise above the play of the gunas and live
in and act from a spiritual consciousness.
In his speech, Dr. Chow laid down the foundations
of both the texts, Sun Tzi’s “Art of War” and the What would be the basis of action performed outside
Bhagvad Gita. While Sun Tzi’s classic laid down the hold of Prakriti? How is one to know whether
the rules of warfare and victory at war, the Gita one has been made to do a particular action under
went much beyond that. Though delivered on the the influence of Prakriti or from a Yogic state of
battlefield, it was much more than just a treatise on consciousness? The test of Karma Yoga is how one
the conduct of war. It was a spiritual doctrine that feels if one is without any action. Does one feel restless
tackled and dispatched very fundamental problems and uneasy or is one able to remain equally happy
and dilemmas faced in life. It provides an answer to while performing action as while not performing
situations of inner conflict that all human beings action, i.e. ‘doing nothing’ (naishkarmya)?
encounter and encourages man to perform action
in its most perfect sense with complete detachment Finally, the highest and most liberating action is that
and regardless of the result.
which is done as an offering to the Supreme who is
the Lord of the Sacrifice and of All Action.
Speaker’s profile: Dr Charles Chow is a Professional
and an Entrepreneur who undertook studies in In his speech, Shri Prashant Khanna explained
Philosophy from the University of South Australia. what occasioned the teachings of the Bhagvad Gita.
As a Manager of International Operations with Trade It was, as he put it, “the insufficiency of the moral
Development Board, Singapore, Dr Charles Chow law” to address the conflicting paths of action
was managing India as a Trade Destination. In one available to a person at critical moments in his life.
of his trips to India, he happened to read a Book on The solution offered by the Gita is for the person to
Bhagavad Gita and was fascinated by its values. He act from a state of consciousness that is his present
continued his research on Gita and even compared highest and to surrender all actions to the Supreme
it with Sun Zi’s principles about the “Art of War” Godhead. He also emphasized that the Gita is not
His research on The Bhagavad Gita was published a prescriptive doctrine but rather tries to elevate the
in Singapore Management Review in 2007 and in state of consciousness that a person acts from and to
the World Congress of International Federation of have detachment in all actions while also performing
Scholarly Associations of Management in 2008. Dr all actions with perfection.
Charles Chow has drawn similarities and contrasts
by comparing “Bhagavad Gita” and “Sun Zi’s Art of Speaker’s profile: Shri Prashant Khanna considers
War”.
himself extremely fortunate to have been born to
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parents both of whom were deeply interested in
Indian spirituality and who were working with the
Mother in the Centre for education. Shri Khanna’s
upbringing and education for the next 25 years took
place under the care and direct guidance of The
Mother of. As a young child, he also had the privilege
of having Sri Aurobindo’s Darshan several times.

entirety, purnanubhava, as he put it. Sri Krishna was
a mahayogi who had such an experience. His name
signified attraction and refinement, characteristics
that he personified. During his speech, Shri Ganesh
gave several instances of Sri Krishna’s compassion for
mankind and the personal sacrifices he undertook for
the upliftment of all. He was the very embodiment of
dharma and was the force behind its establishment
He has been a keen student of Sri Aurobindo’s on earth and showed the way to evolve into a higher
writings and poetical works over the past forty state of consciousness through detached action, right
years. Residing in Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Delhi, knowledge and bhakti.
for the past twenty-two years he regularly delivers
illuminating talks on Sri Aurobindo’s philosophy
and poetry and also on his interpretation of India’s Speaker’s profile: Shaatavdhaani Dr Ganesh, by
ancient scriptures like the Bhagavad Gita. Shri profession, is a Mechanical engineer with Master’s
Prashant Khanna frequently conducts workshops degree in Metallurgy from the Indian Institute of
and classes on the Bhagavad Gita, The Life Divine Science, Bangalore. A multifaceted personality Dr
and meditation in the Sri Aurobindo Ashram at Ganesh is a man of many talents. Holding a Master’s
Delhi as well as other parts of India and is much degree in Sanskrit from Mysore University and a D
sought after as a speaker expounding the teachings Litt (Doctor of Literature) in Kannada from Hampi
of Sri Aurobindo and The Mother.
University, Dr Ganesh is deemed to be an authority
in Sanskrit and is also well versed in at least 15 other
languages including Kannada, Telugu, Sanskrit and
Session 4: “The spirit of the Bhagavad Gita Prakrit. He has won acclaim for his proficiency in
as demonstrated in the life of Sri Krishna” by (classical) Greek and Latin.
Shataavadhaani Dr R Ganesh
A well-known composer of classical music and
Session Chair: Prof. A.N. Rao
yakshagana expert, Dr Ganesh has been instrumental
in reviving the ancient art form of ‘Avadhana’ in
Synopsis: No amount of preaching can substitute Kannada. ‘The art of ‘Avadhana’ or concentration is
or be able to effectively convey as much as practical a tremendous intellectual feat that both entertains
demonstration does. The greatness of this ‘song and thrills the audience at once. This almost
celestial’ stands mainly on the fact that it is the superhuman capability of the Avadhani is an insight
spiritual outpouring of an ideal man who spared into the unknown potential of the human mind.
no effort in enriching the people and society of He is also an ‘Ashtabhashavadhani’, meaning he
his time. This selfless act of a visionary who was performs in eight different languages simultaneously.
simultaneously farsighted and yet was intensely Dr R Ganesh who has published more than 2
living in the present, deeply involved with his world dozen books in Kannada, English and Sanskrit
and yet who stood away with a sage-like detachment is a prolific speaker and thinker whose discourses
has only made His discourse in the battlefield a on the Bhagavad Gita, the Vedas, Vedic mantras,
classic for the seekers of all time.
Upanishads, Dharmashastras, Arthashastra, the
Mahabharatha, Ramayana, Kalidasa, Baana, Bhaasa,
In his enthralling speech, Shri Ganesh took the Mankuthimmana Kagga, Kumaravyaasa Bhaaratha
audience on a whirlwind tour of ancient Hindu and Pampa Bhaaratha are highly acclaimed.
scriptures while bringing out the various aspects of
Sri Krishna’s mighty personality. He said that for a
person to preach a doctrine as profound as the Gita
it was first necessary to have experienced life in its
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Galvanizing Individual Thought and
Action (GITA) during a Recession
Charles Chow Hoi Hee
Introduction
To help overcome prevailing
economic gloom, the Singapore
government has implemented
in particular SPUR (Skills
Programme for Upgrading and
Resilience) and a “Resilience
Budget” for 2009, besides rallying
families and bonding communities
for more self-help options. As
a “small speed boat in open sea”,
Singapore needs to hunker
in harbor during this storm,
according to Senior Minister Goh
Chok Tong1, not to be idle and
wait, but to use time wisely to
upgrade both engine and crew in
order to seize new opportunities
when the economy recovers.
Bouncing back is about changing
insights: To be ready when the
time is ripe.

1 Speech at Marine Parade’s
Chinese New Year Celebration Lunch
held on 1 February 2009 at Roland
Restaurant.

“GITA”
In manufacturing, to galvanize
is to coat with zinc in order to
prevent rust. The same word also
means to shock somebody into
action. So, for the purpose of this
discussion, “galvanize” refers to
both protection and action, i.e. to
shield against own delusion and
to toughen the individual sword
to strive better. “GITA” is about
aligning individual aptitude and
attitude towards work. According
to Mahatma Gandhi, happiness
is when what you think, what
you say, and what you do are in
harmony. On the other hand, joy
is a sustained feeling of intense
happiness when one is able to see
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Dr Charles Chow Hoi Hee is a
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Managing Director of East-West
Gateway Pte Ltd (www.ewg.com.sg)
in Singapore.For further clarifications,
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At the individual level, “a recession
is when your neighbor loses his
job, a depression is when you lose
yours”. Ronald Reagan shared this
joke during his 1980 Presidential
campaign, adding that recovery
was when then-President Jimmy
Carter lost his job. Both recession
and depression lack clarity

regarding work. The former
is about unemployment of the
masses while the latter deals
with under-employment of the
senses. Based on the wisdom in
The Bhagavad Gita, this article
will highlight key tools that can
Galvanize Individual Thought and
Action (GITA), especially during
a recession.
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all in one and one in all. There
is strength from within, enjoying
inaction in the midst of action.
The Bhagavad Gita – An
Outline
Also known as Srimad Bhagavad
Geeta (literally, “ The Song of
God”), this book is commonly
regarded as Smruti (“what is
remembered”, the teachings of
divine incarnations, saints and
prophets) which is different from
Shruti (“what is heard”, teachings
actually revealed by God to man
as in the Vedas and Upanishads).
After assessing about 2,000
versions of The Bhagavad Gita
published since 1785, Sinha
(1987, 87) concludes that the
Syrian Christian Sect founded
in Kerala around 68AD and the
Christian colonies set up on the
Malabar Coast around the fourth
century introduced monotheism
into The Bhagavad Gita by
focusing on Krishna as the one
god for devotion. Removal of
the Indian caste system can be
attributed to Muslim influence
resulting from extensive trade
with the Middle East through
the port of Alexandria since
around 250 AD. In The
Bhagavad Gita, categories of
human activity are linked to
parts of a body and not to social
status: Brahmanas (intellectuals)
representing the head, Kshatryias
(warriors) the hands, Vaisyas
(trade and agriculture) the body
and Sudras (service) the legs
(Gita XVIII:41-44). All can
attain perfection only when they
focus solely on their designated
work (Gita XVIII:45).
Concentration creates clarity

(Chatterjee 2006, 94).
The Shield
Unlike other religions, Hinduism
has neither a founder nor a
prophet. Hence it has many
differences compared to
conventional religions. There
are three key aspects. First is
the individual state of readiness.
When a student is ready, the
teacher appears because “as we
think, so we become” (Easwaran
1998, 43). This self-discovery
process cannot be hurried or
restrained. Individual diligence
would assist knowledge
acquisition, and intelligence is
an expression of its proper use.
But wisdom is a divine gift. The
Hindu concept of svadharma
(Satguru 2003, 68) explains the
orderly fulfillment of an inherent
nature. It is an individual response
to innate ability necessary for
the “purpose in life” (being the
Sanskrit translation of dharma,
and sva means personal), like a
bird flies, a fish swims. Indeed,
everyone has talents with unique
ways of expression (Chopra 1996,
95). This requires individual
courage to accept and to adapt.
Second is the individual state
of turbulence. Every moment
is an expression of the state of
interaction of own gunas (the
Sanskrit word for “strands”).
These comprise sattva (light/
goodness/knowledge) that
brings harmony and happiness in
bloom; tamas (inertia/delusion/
ignorance) that leads to confusion
and contempt in gloom; and
rajas (motion/passion/greed)
that ignite action and activity
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in vroom. Sharma (1999, 107)
describes sattva as synergy, tamas
as negative energy (his term:
“negergy”) and rajas as energy. He
also uses the terms “bloom, gloom
and boom” (p.111). However, I
prefer “bloom, gloom and vroom”
to better illustrate dynamics of
the gunas. Together they weave a
personality profile. When sattva
is dominant, the person would be
compassionate and benevolent.
If rajas prevail, the personality
would be enthusiastic and
dynamic. The tamas project a lazy
profile. Hence, the gunas express
the state of individual composure.
Third is the individual state of
reflection. Decision effectiveness
thrives on awareness. The link
between thinking and doing
is called yoga in Sanskrit.
Whichever route chosen, an
individual requires commitment
to maintain the link. There are
basically three modes – karma
yoga, jnana yoga and bhakti
yoga. Karma (action) yoga is
about outwardly performing all
actions yet inwardly renouncing
the fruits. In so doing, one is
fully immersed in and yet not
perturbed by the myriad of
opportunities and excitement
inherent in uncertainties (Chopra
1996, 87). Jnana (knowledge)
yoga is about discriminating the
body and mind from the senses
until the practitioner knows
nothing but the self. This is the
acceptance of, and tolerance for,
own intrinsic nature. Basically
to do what needs to be done and
then be at peace with oneself and
be in equal regard with everyone
else. Bhakti (devotion) Yoga is
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unalloyed devotion to remain in
grace by offering everything to a
divine (Krishna), including food
eaten, help given, and individual
sufferings, however insignificant.
In so doing, perceptions of
pleasure and pain are removed.

part, but a vital component to
building a community. So, as
illustrated in Figure 1, the central
theme in The Bhagavad Gita is
that work is sanctifiable and work
is a sanctifying reality, viz.
•

The Gita teaches that one cannot
control the results of actions
but can only control individual
efforts instead. (Shreyans, 2008)
Therefore, it is important to have
proper counsel (Lord Krishna to
Arjuna) and to remain focused
on the process and not the results
or rewards. The three yogas are
not mutually exclusive. However,
individual composure and courage,
especially within a station in life,
would help steer the selection.
Basically, work is a transfer
of energy to transform (i.e.
construction or destruction)
or to tolerate (i.e. maintain or
sustain). The contribution of
individual work would depend on
frequency, intensity and motive.
For example, to the enlightened,
a brick is not a mere construction

“You have the right to work,
but never to the fruit of work.”
(Gita II:47).
“ The wise sees that there
is action in the midst of
inaction. Their consciousness
is unified, and every act
is done with complete
awareness.” (Gita IV:18)
“ The goal of all work is
spiritual wisdom.” (Gita
IV:33)

•

•

According to The Bhagavad Gita,
deep inside everyone is atman
that cannot be extinguished by
death or decay. At death, atman
is separated from the physical
body and continues with the
reincarnated. This entity cannot
be corrupted because it is part
of universal consciousness
called brahman that is without
(bra
hm

an)
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L

qualities and attributes, neither
existent nor non-existent. It is
not a denial of time or devoid
of history, but a transfiguration
akin to infinity. Not everyone
is operating this atman-brahman
link, therefore the cause for
individual suffering.
In aligning individual “aware
of being aware” with universal
consciousness, there is personal
clarity in commitment, courage
and composure. This is sustained
through nishkama karma (“selfless
action”) in the state of tat
tsam asi (“you are that”). This
personal and professional merge
is best captured by Dolye: “I
alone can do it but I cannot do it
alone.” (Sharma 2008, 5) This is
achieved when individual aptitude
and attitude are aligned. The
former is like our heartbeat that
does not divert our attention from
what we are doing. The latter is
a contemplative interior life that
resonates with multiple demands
on duty. Selfless action or
detachment is about “finding one’s
voice and connecting one’s voice with
one’s actions” (Sharma 2008, 5)
This facet of “actionless action”
(Easwaran 1998, 37) is a skill
and habit (Chatterjee 2006, 94).
Sanctification of work is seeking
strength from within. There is
always something divine in the
most ordinary of things waiting
to be discovered. This internal
compass is a “calling” that is to
be discovered and cannot be
developed. The Gita preaches
self-management, i.e. to be
attuned and be aligned with one’s
inherent calling. A guru is a guide
for one to (re)discover oneself and
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therefore also a companion along
this journey of self-discovery
(Gita VI:34).
Resilience
Applied to daily operations,
business survival is about the
creation and maintenance of a
unique advantage. Based on the
type of visible and tangible results,
there are basically four categories
to achieve unique advantage as
illustrated in the Figure 2. These
categories are not mutually
exclusive. A focus area remains
valid until the aspired results
are achieved. Then, the category
may shift so as to interact or to
reinforce with others in order to
ensure the sustainability of that
unique advantage.
Many tools help achieve unique
advantage. The more common
are those that produce visible and
tangible results. First documented
by Taylor (1911) as “scientific
management” and seen in a later
adaptation by Hammer and
Champy (1993) as “reengineering”,
productivity can be improved by
a myriad of best practices and
benchmarks to achieve business
excellence. Usually there is more
with less (efficiency) or less being
more (effective). Tools like Six
Sigma (De Feo & Barnard 2005)
and Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan
& Norton 1992) help locate the
gaps that impede output on the
premise that measurement can
lead to improvement.
In results that are tangible but
invisible, creativity tools advocate
“out-of-the-box” options like
Tony Buzan’s (1996) “mind

No
RESILIENCE

CREATIVITY
“out-of-the-box”

different yet same

distinctly different

(people + product + process)

intensely interesting

unique
advantage

VISIBLE

INNOVATION

PRODUCTIVITY

“Blue Ocean”,
new competition

“ more with less”
“less is more”

more differently

more of the same

Yes
Yes

TANGIBLE

No

Figure 2: Areas of Unique Advantage

mapping” and DeBono’s (2000)
“Six Thinking Hats”. Such
results can also be attributed
to chance, alacrity, serendipity
or synchronicity. Ultimately,
when conditions are ripe, the
stakeholders have to be ready.
Usually these tools do not
conform to convention yet achieve
relevant results.
Results that are visible yet
intangible can be attributed to
innovation. Developments can
be incremental or radical, but
results are real. For example,
Blue Ocean strategies (Kim and
Mauborgne 2005) help identify
new unexplored competition
resulting in intangible, like new
customer relationships, yet visible
(profitable) achievements. Other
examples include franchising and
market segmentation. Unlike
creativity that deals with new and
original ideas, innovation is about
renewing and implementing for
a specific purpose. The former
enjoys novelty while the latter
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strives to achieve more differently.
In the application of The
Bhagavad Gita to business,
results are usually intangible and
invisible as work becomes worship
thus increasing the resilience
of uniqueness. Resilience is to
see opportunities in adversities,
chances in a crisis thus adopting
a different, usually positive,
perspective to the same situation.
According to Rarick (2007), The
Gita advocates leaders to act in
the role of a servant which is not
inconsistent with the Servant
Leadership model as advocated by
Greenleaf (2002). Leadership in
The Gita is inclusive. Resilience,
however, includes being intensely
interesting usually reinventing,
redefining or reorganizing roles
of people, products and processes.
So, being resilient is to be the
same yet different, i.e. same
attributes yet different attitude.
With global recession confirmed,
The Gita can be another enduring
tool for business. The constant
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and candid commitment of
a leader can be contagious,
especially to campaign against a
crisis.
The Sword
Everyone needs to fulfill own
destiny like Arjuna to fulfill his
duty as a warrior. (Gita XI:34)
Therefore individual agility to
align business mission with daily
operations is vital, like a chariot
driver (Lord Krishna) working in
tandem with his warrior (Arjuna)
to navigate strategically in a
complex war zone. (Chakravarty
1995, 62) Roka (2006) advises
that in the present information
age, managers need to motivate
workers and The Bhagavad Gita
is a rich resource. In particular,
Gita XVII:28 mentions asat as
all work done without faith is
nothing. So, sincerity is vital for
all interconnectivities between
deeds and needs. Truth prevails.
A business needs to maintain a
culture of integrity in order to
sustain trust, inside and outside.

proven recipes for success for the
faithful. As stated in XVIII:67,
The Gita is not be shared with
those who are not ready or
unwilling to accept it. In addition,
The Bhagavad Gita does not
advocate blind compliance. (Gita
XVIII:63)

adapted The Bhagavad Gita to
support Lee Zhong Wu’s Thick
Black Theory that promotes a
shield against self-doubt and a
spear to take action regardless of
consequences, although not ruthless.
Virtues in the shield as outlined
above cannot be calibrated or

DISPOSITION
think1

think2

say2

do2

CONFUSION
“noise”

say1

CHARACTER
do3
do1

say3
think3

FIGURE 3: Essential Alignment

Every reading of The Bhagavad
Gita would usually convey fresh
meanings. Results are possible,
although not always precise. The
document contains useful guides
as a sword, but can only be helpful
when applied. In summary,
regardless of business position
or posture, every person has an
inherent duty to perform, just as a
bird flies, a fish swims.

Therefore, the essential tools in
The Bhagavad Gita are basically
about alignment and can be
graphically illustrated as in Fig 3.
Confusion prevails when what is
said, done and thought are not
congruent. When some alignment
is evident, a dis-position shows
individual characteristics although
that individual may not be
earnestly at peace. When all are
attuned, this status reveals the
true character of a person which is
the efficacy of self-management.

To be resilient is to remain
relevant. By focusing on the
process here and now, instead of
prospects in the past or future,
The Bhagavad Gita has indeed

Limitations of Findings
Not included in this analysis are
empirical case studies to showcase
actual implementation and success
in business. Chu (2005, 353-364)
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measured directly. So, there is
no way to specify the intensity
of courage, composure or
commitment needed for clarity on
duty.
Lastly, The Bhagavad Gita has
rich advice on decision making.
But, “every action is surrounded
by defects as fire is surrounded by
smoke.” (Gita XVIII:48) So, the
essence of knowing is in the doing.
Like a sword that can be used
for attack as well as defense, this
Holy Book provides insights to
motivation as well as caution. So
the zinc (protection) against rust
(depression) can be the alignment
of individual aptitude and attitude
towards work.

Conclusion
A recession compels reorientation.
Although the government can
provide financial and other injects
to stimulate the economy, the
ultimate local resilience lies within
every citizen. Being “detached”
is to be “aware of being aware”
to a constant and continuous
commitment to delink fruits of
labor from the right to work.
The Bhagavad Gita preaches this
selfless duty to personal mastery.
There is constant turmoil inside
everyone. To overcome, one
needs the shield to have courage,
commitment, composure and
clarity to discover individual
calling as the inevitable purpose
in life. Work is about aligning
aptitude with attitude. It is not
just being efficient and effective,
but also sustaining the efficacy of
self-management by sharpening
the individual sword of true
character. Based on the principles
in The Bhagavad Gita, work can
become worship and the desire
to do right prevails. Then a
boat may be small, but it will be
sufficient for its purposes even in
a stormy open sea.
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Four Important Verses
from T he Gita
Lata Jagtiani
Most of us are familiar with
Krishna as the infant, as the
makhanchor, as the child, and the
lover. These are all wonderful
stories that take us through the
various stages of Lord Krishna’s
life. Today I want to focus on the
Krishna of the Gita, our friend,
guide and philosopher who winks
at us and uses every trick in
the book to move us away from
darkness and towards light.
I have chosen four Gita verses that
do just that.
Wise people tell us that we should
not heed other people’s advice
when it comes to making critical
choices in our lives and that we
should “follow our own destiny”.
In Chapter Three of the Gita
Krishna takes the matter very
seriously. In my book, ‘Bhagavad
Gita in 365 Days,” the verse
appears under the date, March 17.
I cannot even begin to gauge the
impact this verse has had on my
own life: I quote:

Unquote

Essentially, Lord Krishna and
Shakespeare advocate honesty
when making one’s life choices.
One’s duty is first to oneself,
only after does one’s duty to
others arises. We are trying to
be doctors because there is great
status in being a doctor, we pursue
engineering because only wimps
take Arts, and we accept a wellpaying job that is guaranteed to
suffocate our innate talents. We
even marry somebody unsuitable
because he is wealthy or famous!
These are not crimes against
humanity, these are crimes against
ourselves. Eventually the unmet
need will lead to anger because we
have been cheating ourselves of
happiness. This anger will soon
explode and hurt innocents. Then
it begins to hurt humanity. That
is why, Shakespeare says, “ This
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ES SAY

“It is infinitely better to do one’s
own duty,
However deficiently one does it,
Than to do another’s duty
however perfectly one performs it;
Even if it were to require one’s
giving up one’s very life for it.
It is better to do one’s own
duty. To do another’s duty is
dangerous.”

I was reminded of Shakespeare
who said the same thing in the
16th century in his play, “Hamlet”,
and I quote him,”This above all:
too thine own self be true, and it
must follow, as the night the day,
thou canst not then be false to any
man.” Unquote
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Above All, to thine own self be
true”; that is also why Krishna,
my friend, guide and philosopher,
says, “To do another’s duty is
dangerous.”
Another verse that I believe forms
the core philosophy of the Gita
which appears under February 12,
is, I quote:
“Do your work, O Arjuna, fixed
in righteous action.
Always be guarded against
attachment, you must evenly
regard both,
Success and failure.
The essence of yoga is evenmindedness.”

then forget that you did it, drop
the remembrance of it in the well.”
While we must meet every success
with humility, every failure needs
our equanimity. It is a fact that the
greater the attachment to success
the deeper the pain when failure
follows. We need to focus on doing
the right thing and then once it
is done we need to completely
switch off from what happens
next. When an archer wants to
shoot something, he lifts the bow
and arrow and concentrates very
hard so that everything is in place
to hit the bull’s eye. Once the
arrow has left the bow, the archer
has nothing to do, he has no more
control over events once the arrow
has left the bow. Similarly when

Inaction, therefore, means busying oneself with matters
that will, in no way, enhance or improve one’s life, while
action signifies being involved with matters that will raise
our self-esteem and improve both our minds and our bodies.
So doing something that is inappropriate may appear to
be “action” in the sense that one is doing something but
it is really “inaction” because one is busying oneself with
matters that will lower our self-esteem and bring more
sorrow later.
How are our actions born? We
believe something needs to be
done and we do it, expecting
a certain result because of our
actions. However, our own
experiences are that although we
have done something correctly
the desired result does not follow.
Krishna asks us to do our work,
keeping the focus on the righteous
action and not on the desired
result. Of course, we all work
towards something but it is the
attachment to the result that
Krishna warns us against. There
is a lovely saying in Hindi, “Neki
kar aur kuae mein daal...” i.e. in
translation,” do a good deed and

we decide to do something, we do
everything carefully and once it is
done, there is nothing left to do
and one must then be detached
from the result.
The third verse that I find
extremely profound appears under
March 29 states:
“The one who sees inaction in
action and action in inaction
Is the wisest of all; such a one is a
sage.”
I find this verse so deep that it
leaves me speechless whenever I
read it. How often have I involved
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myself with telephone chatter and
thought I was doing something
by making a phone call, while I
had a deadline for a project? How
often do we watch a television
programme when the higher need
for us was to go and exercise
our aching and creaking bodies?
We feel that we are “acting” by
picking up the telephone remote
or the television remote and
keep ourselves busy by talking or
watching mindless soaps when, in
fact, something more important
waits its turn. Perhaps a child is
being neglected, an unpaid bill
has gone past its due date, and
the body hasn’t been exercised
for days... This is the story of our
lives. This is when we should be
able to see the difference between
“action” and “inaction.”
Inaction, therefore, means busying
oneself with matters that will,
in no way, enhance or improve
one’s life, while action signifies
being involved with matters that
will raise our self-esteem and
improve both our minds and our
bodies. So doing something that
is inappropriate may appear to be
“action” in the sense that one is
doing something but it is really
“inaction” because one is busying
oneself with matters that will
lower our self-esteem and bring
more sorrow later. This is the
destructive habit of choosing to
do that which is enjoyable first
and then being left with no time
or inclination to do that which is
life enhancing. Swami Dayanand
Saraswati’s details this through
his excellent book, “ The value of
values.”
How does one understand
“action in inaction?” This is
even more difficult to identify.
If a sage sits in one place and
meditates one might dismiss it
as inaction. However, it is really
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First we keep our attention focused on a sense-object,
that focus leads to attachment, that attachment, in turn,
leads to our increasingly desiring it, then if that desire
is unmet, it leads to anger, when one is angry one loses
one’s balance and cannot see things correctly, one forgets
what is really important because of the blinding rage.
This rage now warps our thinking and we behave in an
unintelligent manner that in turn leads to distress and
takes one away from the peace of mind, which is always
Man’s constant need.
the exact opposite. Persons such
as Shree Ramana Maharshi,
once they had realised the Self,
never traveled, never visited
anybody, lead a simple life and
didn’t involve themselves with
politics. Yet their very meditation
took them so deep inside the
workings of the mind that they
were able to guide millions of
people by their understanding,
their consciousness. They are
sitting in one place and yet, they
have, really gone so deep within
that, they exercise a positive
influence on the world. Swami
Vivekananda once said, “Few
understand the power of thought.
If a man goes into a cave. shuts
himself in, and thinks really one
great thought, ...that thought will
permeate the walls of that cave,
vibrate through space, and at last
permeate the whole human race.
Such is the power of thought...”

“When one dwells on sense-objects,
attachment for them arises,
From attachment springs desire,
and from desire comes anger,
From anger arises confusion, and
from that arises loss of memory.
All these cause the destruction of
intelligence,
And such sad, deep distress makes
one’s state hopeless,
And takes one even further away
from spiritual freedom.”

Thus, to dismiss a sage as a useless
person is to not understand what
the sage is really doing, he is doing
much more by sitting in one place
than millions might do by busying
themselves from one country after
another.

Krishna, with amazing clarity,
lays out before us the whole
sequence of events. First we
keep our attention focused on a
sense-object, that focus leads to
attachment, that attachment, in
turn, leads to our increasingly
desiring it, then if that desire is
unmet, it leads to anger, when
one is angry one loses one’s
balance and cannot see things
correctly, one forgets what is
really important because of the
blinding rage. This rage now warps
our thinking and we behave in
an unintelligent manner that in
turn leads to distress and takes
one away from the peace of mind,
which is always Man’s constant
need.

Finally, the verse that can make
even psychologists gasp appears
under February 21:

In fact, it is through this verse
that Krishna also gives us a hint
of how to control negative events
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in our lives. Start with the very
beginning. Krishna seems to say,
“Hey, you stupid, don’t dwell
on sense-objects, don’t desire
anything beyond limits, don’t make
it lose your temper and balance,
and you’ll be fine! Just don’t let
the outside control you, be guided,
and rooted in your centre and you
will cruise through life!”
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Nishkama Karma as
Natural Principle
Rachana Sharma
The Nishkama karma stands as
an archetype in Indian spiritual
consciousness. It is an ideal which
we all want to achieve but find
difficult to pursue as desire is always
present in advance in most of our
actions.
The purpose of this article is to
show that the reality is opposite.
Most of our actions, while
performing them, are nishkam by
virtue of the nature of consciousness
itself. Desire-less actions are more
natural in comparison to actions
with desire. Desire-less actions
are actually interwoven in the
structure of consciousness. In the
moment we perform an action,
though unknowingly, the state of
consciousness is actually desire-less.
So to achieve the status of nishkam
karmayogi, which is projected
as an ideal for human beings by
Gita, we need not be God but only
understand where this is located in
our own consciousness and nurture
it.

One of many features of this active/
creative consciousness is that it
never dwells upon the past or
future which passive side does. The
creative consciousness is always in
the present; busy with its activity for
the moment. All conscious activities
can actually be either active or
passive. For example, thinking of a
plan is activity when it is occupied
with preparatory steps but thinking
itself is a passive state if it is only
brooding over what conscious states
received from the world.
At any level whether conscious,
sub-conscious or unconscious,
the consciousness can be active or
passive.
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ESSAY

The human consciousness reveals to
us in many forms, among which, in
one sense, it is twofold; active and
passive. Anybody can ‘see’ these two
aspects in their daily life. Sometimes
our consciousness is up to some or
other activity and in other situation
it passively receives. The activity of
consciousness involves creativity
by default as without creativity the
action springs from either passive

consciousness or the system of the
brain which is largely automated
than conscious. Here the word
‘creativity’ should not be taken as
of its general usage. This creativity
does not necessarily imply creation
of something new but it only means
to take the stand of an active agent
who is up to his unique conscious
activity. This activity differentiates it
from its opposite passive condition
in which consciousness becomes
receptive.
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The situation is not simple.
These aspects are so minute and
intermingled with each other
that to draw a clear line between
them is not possible as to show
when it is creative and when it is
receptive. Many a times what we
take as consciousness’ creativity
is nothing but its reception from
its multitudinous forms and
sometimes, what we think as
consciousness’ passive state, is
actually active such as meditative
states. It might be surprising for
the readers because meditation is
considered a passive state where
consciousness is refrained from all
activities. But, to understand it as
an active state in my sense will bring
more clarity about my concept of
active/passive consciousness.
There are many forms of meditation
but the most common is that
in meditating state we see that
the direction of the phenomenal
consciousness follows from pure
consciousness to phenomenal
consciousness. We do not
worry about how phenomenal
consciousness is affecting the pure
consciousness but we only witness
this flow. This ‘direction’ actually
decides whether the consciousness is
active or passive. In the passive state
the consciousness is on receiving
side so the flow is from ‘receipt’ to
receiver consciousness but in activity
the rein of all activity going on is, in
agent’s hands.
Generally, we do not even realize
when our consciousness turns from
creation to reception and vise versa.
But, we do ‘clearly’ experience the
presence of both of them in our
consciousness.
When Gita talks about nishkama
karma, it actually intends to suggest
that one should try to stay in this
active consciousness to the most.
This state of consciousness is not

only active in the sense of visible
activity but it also analyzes among
all possible actions and decides
ad-hoc. But, to distinguish it from
passive side, we can understand
it as it can never be the part of
action-result-reaction itself because
as soon it becomes a part of it,
it is transformed into receptive
consciousness.
The active consciousness actually
never turns towards itself also, so
even self consciousness can be said
to be passive consciousness. But,
consciousness can also ‘perform’ self
consciously and in that condition it
will be active. One should not forget
that this active/passive distinction
does not ‘divide’ or show ‘two types’
of consciousness but we only intend
to show two different ‘states’ of same
consciousness. It is one and same
consciousness which transform from
one state to another.
The activity of this creative
consciousness is always nishkama
per se as desire itself is a passive
mode for obvious reason of being
a reception. To hope to receive
something may appear as an activity
but it is actually sitting on the
receiver’s end which turns the active
consciousness into passive.
A reader absorbed in reading,
straining his nerves to understand
what writer intends to say,
may appear as passive but his
consciousness is active in grasping
and manipulating the words to
his best understanding. Reading
pleasure is a natural flow but reader
is not ‘sitting passively’ to receive it.
A mason busy in putting one brick
on another is only directed by one
idea i.e. every brick should come on
another brick perfectly.
All activities performed by half
heart or half mind are nothing
but done with flipping from active
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to passive consciousness. If the
consciousness is creative/active, it
only acts/creates.
The creative consciousness
is actually the true nature of
consciousness. The passive state is
only originated from the absence of
activity. It can be understand with
the simile of light. It is the light
which is real the darkness is nothing
but the absence of light. That is
why it is the light which can travel
towards the darkness not vice-versa.
The darkness can not cover the light;
it is the light which dims away and
gives space to darkness.
The consciousness is consciousness
because it consists of activity. Can
you think of a conscious being that
is always at the passive end? But we
can think of a conscious being that is
always active and creative. We need
to understand our consciousness as
creative consciousness and practice
to be into it. When Gita says
“karmanyevadhikaraste.....”
It means that one can only perform
as a creative consciousness. Human
beings are designed like this only
that they are the creators. What
the creator receives back from the
universe is decided by what he
projected in the open space from his
centre of energy which is located in
his consciousness. To decide about
the reception does not come in
the scope of a projector and to be
receptive is to lose the opportunity
of being creative.
So, nishkama karma is more natural
to us than sakama karma. What we
need to do is only realize our true
nature and stick to it and the ecstasy
of being a conscious being will
naturally flow to us as this creative
consciousness is never depressed
and sad because it creates, corrects
and re-creates, and ‘recreates’ itself in
its creativity.
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What the Gita
Teaches Us ?
K Ramachandran
I found the name turned into an
acronym – Galvanizing Individual
Thought and Action (GITA) – by
Dr Charles Chow. It set me to
write out these lines.

the description in order that
Dritharashtra would hear and bear
the outcomes during the progress of
the battle. In effect what was sought
to be established was a “running
commentary” on the battle devoid
of technology and relying upon
“spiritual energies” latent within
us! How does study of GITA lead
to realizing such mental-spiritual
powers?
The other significant episode is the
“Vishwa Rupa Darshan”. In this
Sri Krishna endows Arjuna with
a vision of timelessness. Arjuna
describes the sight of his birth, of
generations ahead of him, death and
the passing of others after him. The
flux of birth, appearances, deaths
and disappearances overwhelms
him. He is a witness of the passage
of eternal time and frightened by
the vision that devastates his ego.
He pleads with Sri Krishna for the
ennobling form that brings peace
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The context for the GITA is the
anxiety of blind king Dritharashtra
to be kept informed of the
happening on the battle field where
the armies aligned to his sons, the
Kauravas, and the armies aligned to
his brother`s sons, Pandavas, were
arrayed in readiness for a battle.
The battlefield, Kurukshetra, was
far away from the palace wherein
the king stayed. Sanjaya was with
the king. Veda Vyas who was at the
palace understood the anxiety of the
blind king and sought to provide
relief. He had the power to grant
vision of happening at the battlefield
that would enable the blind king
“see” what is happening far away
between the two armies. The king
had the power to be endowed with
such “inner sight”. However, Veda
Vyas, who knew by foresight the
outcome of the battle also realized
that king would be overwhelmed by
emotion if he had direct “sight”. He
therefore endowed the “vision” to
Sanjaya. Sanjaya as the name says
was of equanimous mind. Veda
Vyas expected Sanjaya to moderate
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upon human kind and is endowed
with the vision of Sri Krishna with
Conch (Shanku), Discus (Chakra)
and Mace (Gadha). Arjuna
completely surrenders his identity
to Sri Krishna and realizes that the
“doer” is Sri Krishna as the Supreme
and that all that he witnessed in the
passage of time were but expressions
of Sri Krishna`s manifestations. He
realized (quoting from the poem
‘Charge of the Light Brigade’) that
his “duty was to do and die and
not to question why”! The “Vishwa
Rupa Darshan” was revealed to
Arjuna. Sanjaya who was reporting
to Dritharashtra, with his mentalspiritual power, was simultaneously
endowed with this vision. He
described to the king what Arjuna
was “seeing” blessed by Sri Krishna.
We see here a still higher level of
mental-spiritual power!
The general thrust of the GITA is
to eschew from Rajasic and Tamasic
thought, speech and conduct. The
pursuit of the Satvic leads to the
opportunity to elevate mentalspiritual power. The mind tends
towards being a witness of all that

is around and less prone to egoistic
thinking. Action tends to be as
a result of choice for the good of
all. The intellect tends to be pure
and free itself of doubts due to
reasoning. Such a Satvic state is
not the attainment of what we
noted above with mental-spiritual
power. Such a state is the laying of
foundation towards attainment of
the higher mental-spiritual power.
In order to attain the highest Satvic
state there is a four fold approach
implicit to the GITA. This applies
whether the path is Karma Yoga
or Sankhya Yoga both of which
are exhorted by Sri Krishna in the
GITA. If the pursuit of Yoga results
in performing without expectation
then such pursuit of Yoga is
exhorted.
All of us are endowed with Vasanas
(latent desires) right from birth.
Desires form the basis of our ego.
Desires take shape as we grow
from a child into old age. Desires
starts with Sprha (cognition) of
a source for pleasure. The mind
dwells upon this and develops into

an active pursuit – that is becomes
a Iccha (desire). Fulfillment of
Iccha encourages the mind to repeat
the pursuit. Non-fulfillment of
Iccha urges the mind not to give
up. What happens is Iccha results
in an endless pursuit of pleasure.
What is pleasure ? If we consider
pleasure in the context of “Vishwa
Rupa Darshan” it is meaningless.
In the context of Absolute Reality
the mind`s pursuit is a Trishna
(delusion). The emphasis in GITA
is to pursue Yoga to erase from the
mind its habit of being pleasure
oriented and being in a state of
Trishna. “Karmanye vadhikarasthe
maa phaleshu kadachan.” If we
succeed to purify the mind into
a witness state then what do we
attain? We move into higher states
of mental-spiritual power – Trishna
goes, instead Krishna manifests!
Pitasi lokasya chara charasya
Twamasya pujyasya guru gariyan
Jai Sri Krishna !!!

I read the Gita. Because it is the Eye of God. I sing the Gita. Because it is the Life of God.
I live the Gita. Because it is the Soul of God.
The Gita is God’s Vision immediate. The Gita is God’s Reality direct.
They say that the Gita is a Hindu book, a most significant scripture. I say that it is the Light of Divinity in
humanity. They say that the Gita needs an introduction. I say that God truly wants to be introduced by the Gita.
Arjuna is the ascending human soul. Krishna is the descending divine Soul. Finally they meet. The human soul
says to the divine Soul: “I need you.” The divine Soul says to the human soul: “I need you, too. I need you for my
self-manifestation. You need me for your self-realisation.” Arjuna says: “O, Krishna, you are mine, absolutely
mine.” Krishna says: “O, Arjuna, no mine, no thine. We are the Oneness complete, within, without.
The Gita is an episode in the sixth book of the Mahabharata. “Mahabharata” means “Great India,” India the
Sublime. This unparalleled epic is six times the size of the Iliad and the Odyssey combined. Surprising in size and
amazing in thought is the Mahabharata. The main story revolves around a giant rivalry between two parties
of cousins. Their ancestral kingdom was the apple of discord. This rivalry came to its close at the end of a great
battle called the Battle of Kurukshetra.
Excerpt from Commentary On The Bhagavad Gita by Sri Chinmoy
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Let the Light ofBhagavad
Gita Shine Everyday of
Your Life
Lata Vishwanath

Shrimad Bhagawad Gita is
an extraordinary collection of
divine poetry - a celestial song
that should be sung by people
of all ages and backgrounds.
The philosophy of Gita must be
imbibed by everyone so that one
can lead a happy life.

“If I don’t expect results of my
actions, how do I do better next
time? How do I know I am

successful?” A person is frequently
confronted by such quagmires in
daily life.
Maintaining a balance with a
person’s own goals and desires
with the values imbued by
Gita’s teachings wouldn’t be
an insurmountable task if the
Lord’s verses are followed and
understood in a totalitarian
perspective. A person who lets
Holy Gita‘s guiding light illumine
his every day life will go a long
way in being a successful and
happy human being. Happy
people spread happiness around
them and build a happy society.
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For an ordinary person much
of whose life revolves around his
work and family, however, even
though the profound teachings
of Gita are well understood but
to follow its principles often
becomes a challenge. The values
and morals he sets for himself are
often at odds with the person’s
own goals and aspirations in
an ever changing real worldthe world that beckons him to
be materialistic in order to be
successful. The person, hence
thrown in a quandary weighs his
success in his professional and
personal lives in terms of his
materialistic achievements.
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Karma yoga
Much has been written and
interpreted about chapter 3 of
Gita that talks about karma and
karma yoga.
As the adage “Work is worship”,
goes; work is an essential means
of survival.
na hi kaścitkśaṇamapi jātu
tiṣṭhatyakarmakṛt |
kāryate hyavaśaḥ karma sarvaḥ
prakṛtijairguṇaiḥ || 3.5||

Yogis have said karma means
action. Karma or work is the
basic tenet that predominates an
ordinary man’s life. Whether the
person is a student, a housewife
or a professional, all their waking
hours are spent in some form of
physical or mental activity. These
activities for the person are bound
to him as his duties. From the
moment of waking up, a person’s
daily activities of self cleansing
and those activities carried out
of habit do not need much of
thinking and planning. But soon
after the cleansing acts, when
body and mind are fresh after a
restful sleep; his actions begin
in the battlefield of the person’s
regime. For a student his actions
lie in his battlefield of school or
college. He has to interact with
his peers and teachers where his
real personality or characters
play their part for the required
action. He has to use his faculties
of listening, speech, writing
and understanding during the
course of his actions. That is
where his mind, intellect and
senses are working together in
harmony to face his day in his

kurukshetra(battlefield).
For a house wife and a mother
her karma is in taking care of
her children, to provide them
with food, inculcate good
habits in them, advice them
on their studies. Home is her
battlefield which she has to win
by maintaining a harmonious
atmosphere .There again it is
important how she uses her
faculties, her intellect and her
mind and maintains a perfect
balance so that she builds a happy
home.
A professional is a breadwinner
who has to face the boss in the
morning in his fiefdom of office,
interact with his subordinates and
maintain an amicable atmosphere
for a good teambuilding. As an
important member of the team
whose interest lies in completion
of a project or a task he has to use
all his senses, intellect and mind
at the best of their abilities.
Thus every person’s actions in this
world are directed towards a goal
that will produce a result. The
result could be immediate or long
term.
As is also evident the vital role
of the mind, senses and intellect
for a person while performing
the said actions. If the faculties’
and intellect’s performance are
enhanced and abilities of the
person improved then the results
can accordingly be seen in the
performer of the action. He or
she will be a better student, a
better wife, a mother and a better
professional. A better performer
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would no doubt to win lots of
appreciation from his teacher or
boss or the family members.
Imagine the joy in a family when
the child returns home in the
afternoon to show the mother
his excellent grades and father
returns home to narrate about his
promotion.
So, good actions driven by pure
senses, mind and intellect are
bound to produce good results.
Good results lift self esteem of
a person, provide motivation to
do even better and motivated
individuals thus feel happy and
successful.
As can been seen everyday action
in a person’s life revolves around
a goal but is not exactly result
driven. However, as illustrated,
with enhanced use of faculties
better results could be obtained.
Lord Krishna says in 47th and 48th
verse “ To work alone you have
competence, and not to claim the
fruits. Let not be longing for fruits
be the motive force of your action.
At the same time let not this
attitude confirms you in indolent
inaction.”
“Engage yourself in action
steadfast in yoga (the path of
selfless action combined with
devotion).” Work or action with
devotion is yoga as the lord says.
When a person does his everyday
duties with devotion without
expecting results he is a true yogi.
A person is in devotion when
he is devoted to his work and
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thinks of carrying out his work
to his utmost abilities. How can a
person be devoted to his work and
excel in his work and at the same
time not expect results?
By doing his actions in devotion
to the lord and remaining
detached to the fruits puts a
person in spiritual communion
and a person attains peace and
bliss and forever is a yogi.
Yoga of knowledge
How does a person involved in
actions become devoted to lord?
In other words can a person
devoted to his work be called a
devotee of lord? Lord himself
provides the answer when he says
“do the actions as if they are your
dharma for greater good of the
world, by knowing me, my truth,
and the greater truth.”
In Yoga of Knowledge, verse 4,
Lord says,
bhūmirāpo’nalo vāyuḥ khaṁ
mano buddhireva ca |
ahaṁkāra itīyaṁ me bhinnā
prakṛtiraṣṭadhā || 7.4||

Which means, “My nature is
divided into eight categories
–earth, water, fire, air, sky, mind,
understanding and I-sense.”
Further, lord explains that His
two Natures form the basis of all
living beings in the universe: taste
in water, brilliance of sun and
moon, sound of OM in Vedas,
sound of sky element and in men,
their manliness.
When a person does a work, all
his actions are directed towards

some form or element of the lord,
as lord exists in all the elements,
living and non living. Hence a
person’s devotion to his work is
actually his devotion towards
the lord. By excelling in his work
by using all his mind, sense and
intellect’s abilities he is in fact
seeking higher communion with
the lord.
Thus a person so devoted in
action but detached from fruits is
a person in peace, happiness and
serenity.
The 17th century Greek
philosopher Rene Descartes said,
a product’s brand value is how
it grows in a consumer’s head.
Knowing the realm of his work
well, a person seeks to achieve
communion to the Supreme by
occupying mind space of all those
within his sphere of influence in
the work realm.
An engineer sees lord in his boss
and other team members who
in turn look up to the clients,
a person in service industry
seeks the communion with his
customer, a mother with her
children and husband; and a
student with his studies and
teacher.
If communion with the lord
through his actions or karma
or work is the everyday goal
of a person then the person is
a true yogi who has attained
liberation through detachment
and dedication to work. By being
true to his everyday work, man is
seeking closer communion with
the Supreme Lord.
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yogayukto viśuddhātmā
vijitātmā jitendriyaḥ |
sarvabhūtātmabhūtātmā
kurvannapi na lipyate || 5.7||

Means, “One who is established
in selfless action, which is pure,
whose senses are under control
and whose self is identified with
self of all – he is never bound,
though he is engaged in work.”
If Mind, intellect and senses for
a person are under his control
while performing actions, he
is a person with wisdom and
righteousness. His thoughts
and decisions while performing
actions are governed by his mind
and intellect. Such a person even
though will remain detached
and will not long for fruits of
his actions but the fruits so
obtained will be in abundance in
quality and quantity. A person
thus rewarded with fruits feels
successful and finds everlasting
happiness and is a respected
human being by all others
around him.
Yoga of meditation
Mind is the seat where the
corporate governance of the
person resides. All thoughts,
decisions and actions originate
from the mind. It is therefore very
important to keep it healthy and
disciplined.
Mind has three levels of
consciousness viz conscious,
subconscious and super conscious
minds. Meditation is a deep
relaxation state which elevates a
person to higher consciousness
of mind. In the deep meditative
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state a person can access all
the three states of his minds
that’s when connection to super
conscious and subconscious mind
is strong where the intuitive brain
resides.
Rene Descartes coined his
famous lines, “I think therefore I
Am.”, which meant “I can think,
intuit and feel and act, which
translates into I am at the centre
of consciousness, desired to be
self aware”.
His statements espouse the same
ideas as Lord’s following verse:
uddharedātmanātmānaṁ
nātmānamavasādayet |
ātmaiva hyātmano bandhu
rātmaiva ripurātmanaḥ || 6.5||

One’s lower self should be
uplifted by the higher self for the
self is the foe and a friend of the
self.
Further Lord says in Verses
27-28-29 that by developing
spiritual insight and seeing the
Self residing in all beings and all
beings as resting in the Self, a
person sees Me in all beings and
all beings in Me and by serving
Me, abides by Me whatever be his
mode of life.
Lord says the Yogin should
constantly practice spiritual
communion with me in a solitary
spot while firmly seated with
mind concentrated and senses
under control, body, neck and
head motionless and firm looking
upon me as his highest and most
precious end.

praśāntātmā vigatabhīr
brahmacārivrate sthitaḥ |
manaḥ saṁyamya maccitto
yukta āsīta matparaḥ || 6.14||

In the meditative state when
the person goes into deep
relaxation by breathing or
other processes, focusing on
goals and problems with all the
three minds in open and fully
awareness state, answers can be
received, messages, information
can easily flow. Being fully
present in the Now, using all
levels of consciousness, with full
awareness of happenings around
him, a person creates an energy
which is born out his creative
intelligence that has a potential
with no bounds or limitations.
By frequently using the
technique of meditation, deep
breathing and relaxation,
a person can enhance his
intellectual abilities using all
his intelligences. When he
settles into meditation, he first
experiences the ego mind chatter
which is associated with guilt,
resentment and worry. As he
goes into deep relaxation he
shuts off ego mind chatter and
communicates with deeper self.
Thus by being fully focused on
clear goals which are the purpose
of the life, equipping himself with
all the intelligence needed to take
the decisions and actions, a person
experiences a ‘flow factor’ when
he is at the peak of his creative
intelligence in action.
A person in action is yogi who has
through his utmost intellect and
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mind achieved communion with
the Lord and experiences true
bliss.
Know well your battlefield
and your work that you love
to do (yoga of knowledge and
renunciation) like you love
the Lord, and through utmost
dedication to your duties (yoga
of action) strive hard to seek
communion with HIM (yoga of
meditation) and you will attain an
eternal bliss. ||Hari Om||
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Gita’s Teachings for Positive
Attitude and Stress Free
Life in Modern Times
K B T Sundari
The profound teachings of
Gita are equally applicable
across all age groups both for
intellectuals as well as common
people irrespective of their ethnic
upbringing or religious beliefs.
All religions today are forgetting
their inner meaning and original
purpose by depending only on
rigid rituals and outer forms of
worship that have become their
very identity, mutually fighting for
the superiority of their external
practices. The true purpose of all
religions is self realization and
spiritual union with the Divine
force permeating the universe.

“only those scriptures, religions,
philosophies which can be thus
constantly renewed, relived,
their stuff of permanent truth

It contains in totality the ancient
Indian wisdom and research,
done on physical, vital, mental
and psychic parts of a human
being and aspires for harmonious
and simultaneous progress of an
individual and the community
without conflict with one another
by adhering to the various laws of
Dharma. Today we are observing
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K B T Sundari received her early
education from Sri Aurobindo
International Centre at Sri Aurobindo
Ashram, Pondichery. She and her
families are long time devotees of
Sri Aurobindo. Since child hood she
adored Bhagavad Gita and other
Indian scriptures as her scholarly
father would often teach her the
meaning of Slokas and Mantras
applying them to practical life. She
is presently working as IT Manager
at NTUC and residing for past 9
years in Singapore.

ESS AY

Let us not eclipse Bhagavad Gita’s
brightness or confine its eternal
knowledge or limit its access from
the entire mankind by isolating
it as a religious book only for the
Hindus. Its principles are eternal,
timeless and beyond geographical
boundaries.

constantly reshaped and developed
in the inner thought and spiritual
experience of a developing
humanity, continue to be of living
importance to mankind” “The
Bhagavad-Gita is a true scripture
of the human race a living creation
rather than a book, with a new
message for every age and a new
meaning for every civilization.” Sri
Aurobindo (Essays on Gita)
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that the world is more prosperous
than ever before but we have
forgotten some basic fundamentals
that lead to contentment and
peace. The greed of a few is
depriving the many from the basic
needs of life. We are extremely
hard working but do not take the
joy in our works. We are always
insecure in our relationships.
The colloquy between Sri Krishna
and Arjuna in the battle field
of Kurushetra when the latter
was depressed and plunged in a
helpless state of confusion, is the
most healing medicine to man’s
dissatisfaction and discontentment
resulting from aimless pursuits
and over emphasis on rights than
on duties. If each one fulfils his
duty it automatically protects the
rights of the others.
We often complain that the life
today is more stressful than that
of our ancestors. If we browse
attentively through the annals
of past world history, we will
agree that today we have more
comforts, more social equality
of opportunities and rights, less
exploitation and more secure
and protected laws than our
forefathers. However our stress
level is proportionally increasing
with the decrease of spiritual
and philosophical outlook in
life.
Nishkama karma (ch2 sl 46
karmanevadhi karaste ..) or desire
free action helps us to enjoy the
work better, for we would only be
concentrating on the action itself
and try to do it perfectly within
our best capabilities without

worrying about failure or success.
What makes us nervous when we
try to perform a new action first
time? It is always the fear of failure
that reduces our involvement
and concentration. Every action
will bear its results whether we
want it or not for we cannot
overrule the laws of nature. No
two apparently identical actions
are assured to give identical
results due many factors beyond
our control contributing to the
accomplishment of an action
according to Gita’s definitions.
Sloka 13 of 18th Adhisthanam
tatha karta karanma ca
prthagvidham…
“ There are five principles leading
to an accomplishment of an action
these five are , first, the frame of
body, life and mind which are the
basis or standing-ground of the
soul in Nature, adhisthana, next,
the doer,, karta, third the various
instruments of nature, karana,
fourth the many kinds of efforts
which make up the force of actinn ,
cestah, and last Fate daivam , that
is to say the influence of the Power
or powers other than the human
factors” ( Sri Aurobindo Essays on
Gita).
We need a healthy mind and body
to start any work (adhistana-seat).
Then our conscious being with the
help of body and mind becomes
the doer (karta-subject or doer).
The other substantial effect is
environment, working conditions,
cooperation of known or unknown
surroundings, circumstances
or involvement of other fellow
human beings etc that we name as
(karana-objects) and the fourth
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is the very effort that we put in
to complete the action (chestaheffort) and finally there is a
higher force called daivam or Fate
(scientific terms are Chance, laws
of Probability etc.
We mostly do Sakama Karma
(work only thinking of the result),
but we are not 100% sure of the
result as the above five factors
are essential contributors. Hence,
it is better to peacefully do our
assigned duties with an attitude
of Nishkama Karma, in order to
achieve greater perfection and
enjoy stress free life.
Nishkama Karma is not an
illogical or utopian ideal that
Gita preaches but is profoundly
analyzed human psychology that
is perfectly in accordance with the
laws of Nature and man’s inner
and outer being.
Swabhava and Swadharma
Then the question arises as
what kind of action we should
take up. Gita never leaves any
of our questions unanswered
and recommends to take up the
‘Swabhava niyatam karma’ (work
decided according to our own
temperament and inner nature)
rendering it to be our swadharma.
It is further elaborated that
one’s own duty according to our
own inner being in favorable or
unfavorable circumstances is
better than following the other’s
duties Shreyaan swadharmo
vigunah paradharmaat
swanushthitaat. Swadharme
nidhanam shreyah paradharmo
bhayaavahah (sloka35 chap3 ).
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Parents devote their entire
energy and time to select the
most benefitting profession for
their offspring after analyzing
carefully its best market value.
Hope parents devote more time
in analyzing the swabhava of
their child and help him or her to
select their professional life which
is in sync with their inherent
nature irrespective of its current
market value and give the child
an opportunity for self expression
through works. Gita further
reiterates that one’s swabhava can
be transformed by conscious effort
and sadhana.
The differentiation of Karma
is only at the initial stages of
sadhana and for common people
like us and not for the highly
enlightened who are already on the
path of Yoga where all our actions
are meant to get transformed into
an offering to the Divine and the
human just remains as a conscious
instrument of Nature’s universal
play.
Sithaprajna
He responds with equanimity
in pleasure and pain and is
above praise and criticism,
neither depressed in failure
nor excited by success. He is
sattwic in nature and has control
over his own weaknesses. He
neither has hatred nor blind
attachment towards things or
people: samah satrau ca mitre ca
tathamanapamanayohsitosnasukha-duhkhesu samah sangavivarjitah (chap 12 sloka 18)
Gita gives elaborate explanation
about the characteristics of a

stithaprajna (man of equilibrium)
and what virtues and self control
we need to practice.
According to Gita,
human psychology can be
divided into three Gunas
(personality traits) like Tamas
(inaction,ignorance,inertia),
Rajas (kinesis,dynamism), sattwa
(equilibrium or balanced action).
As the proportion of Sattwa in
us increases we become peaceful,
happier in carrying out the work
perfectly with high dedication.
Rajas is full of excitement or
anxiety and drives towards
passionately ambitious actions,
whereas Tamas arouses pessimistic
thoughts driving us towards
inaction.
sattvat sanjayate jnanam rajaso
lobha eva capramada-mohau
tamasobhavato ’jnanam eva ca
(ch 14 , sl 17’- From Sattva arises
wisdom, and greed from Rajas;
miscomprehension, delusion and
ignorance arise from Tamas.).
Again Gita aims at a higher level
for an accomplished Yogi wherein
he is above even the sattwa and
permanently remains in spiritual
consciousness.
Each sloka is like a vaccine to
a long persisting disease. We
need to concentrate more to
grasp each word until it is fully
digested followed by a sincere
self examination and conscious
attempt to practice for overcoming
our own weaknesses in nature.
May we all try to practice by
reading and celebrating the
GitaJayanthi a few of the great
principles given to us in Bhagavad
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Gita like the ideals of Nishkama
Karma after understanding the
deep truth and the universal laws
that underlie behind the action
and its result, try to develop a
spirit of self analysis by measuring
the proportions of our Rajas,
Tamas, Sattwa and gradually rise
to a level of Gunatitha of a yogi to
arrive at a state of Sthithaprajna
and never brooding over the past
or thinking only of the future
(gatasuna gatasuncha) but remain
consciously active in the present as
Ishopanishad says (kurvanneveha
karmani jijivisecchatam samah
|evam tvayi nanyatheto’sti na
karma lipyate nare-let us live a
hundred years doing our actions
for actions do no bind us ) and
with an attitude of emotional
surrender (bhakthi yoga) ,
surrender of actions(karma yoga)
and the wisdom (Jyana Yoga) that
we are not the doers but become
the conscious instruments of the
universal Divine Shakthi and
play our role like the Gopis in the
Brindavan of this world, holding
the hands of Divine leader Sri
Krishna who has lead Arjuna and
become victorious in the battle of
life’s Kurushetra.
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Anger :
Beware of the Danger
V Divya Anand

What is Anger?
Many a times in our lives we have
come across people, even children
or ourselves exclaim in madness,
fury and flames– “oh God…I just
don’t know what happened to me,
my brain seems to explode, I can
feel my blood boiling and I see red
all over!”
Except a rare few, at least once
in our lives, all of us have been
victims of this most dangerous
emotion, among all the other
negative emotions, which develops
quickly when triggered. This
emotion is proved in its very name
- ANGER, that it is only one
letter short of DANGER!

Science and medicine has even
proved anger as one of the cause
for a large variety of ailments
ranging from high blood pressure,
depression to heart attacks
and deaths. The evil effects of
anger are innumerable. We are
not punished for our anger, but
instead punished by our anger!
No wonder since eons, many have
written about the undesirable
consequences of anger. Greek
philosopher Horace (65 BC - 8
BC) defines anger as ‘momentary
madness’. Ancient physician Dr
Thomas Fuller (1608-1661)
cautions us: “Act nothing in
furious passion; it’s putting to sea
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ESSAY

Consequences of Anger
Starting from the media,
newspapers and advertisements,
we find ourselves go berserk
with anger everywhere - in
neighborhoods, streets,
playgrounds, home, offices, social
gatherings, legislative assemblies
to name a few, and also most
frequently within ourselves! We
have seen anger break hearts,
wreck homes and also witnessed
people, who enslaved by anger
violently attack, wound and kill

others, sometimes even their loved
ones. The intensity of anger can be
so high that it can lead to all forms
of conflicts ranging from petty
quarrels to world wars.
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in a storm”. Roman philosopher
Seneca (4BC – 65 AD) conveys
the anger catastrophe as: “Anger
is like those ruins which break
themselves upon what they fall”.
But the most authentic and helpful
teachings with regards to what is
anger, it’s mechanisms and how to
overcome anger can be found in
the Bhagavad Gita, which our Lord
Krishna Himself has prescribed.
Sri Krishna refers to anger or
“krodha” in seven verses in the
Bhagavad Gita which would be
highlighted in this article.
Nature of Anger
Sri Krishna elaborates the nature
of anger in Chapter 16, verses
4 and 18 saying that anger is
a beastly quality and a person
who is violent and prone to
anger is born to the heritage of
the demons and such people
possessed with egoism, false
pride, power, lust and anger
hate others and also don’t have
the wisdom to see the Lord in
themselves and other beings:
dambho darpo’bhimānaśca krodhaḥ
pāruṣyameva ca |
ajñānaṁ cābhijātasya pārtha
saṁpadamāsurīm || 16.4||
ahaṁkāraṁ balaṁ darpaṁ kāmaṁ
krodhaṁ ca saṁśritāḥ |
māmātmaparadeheṣu

example of how anger blinds
people’s wisdom and power of
discrimination would be the recent
tragedy at Mumbai. Angry people
lead themselves to be driven by
viparita bhaavana or contrary
understanding.
Anger is one of the gates to hell
Summarizing the evils of anger,
Sri Krishna further says in
Chapter 16, verse 21 that : kaama,
krodha and lobha ( desire, anger
and greed) are the triple gates to
hell and asks us to renounce these
three qualities in us:
trividhaṁ narakasyedaṁ dvāraṁ
nāśanamātmanaḥ |
kāmaḥ krodhastathā lobhastasmādetattrayaṁ tyajet || 16.21||

A sane man who does not want to
glide down to the degraded species
of life must try to give up the three
enemies, lust, greed and anger,
which can kill the self to such
an extent that there will be no
possibility of liberation from this
material entanglement.
We are constantly affecting others
by our thoughts and vibrations
according to our state of mind.
These vibrations can uplift or
contaminate, provide calming
effect or depress and makes one
feel positive or even downright
evil.

ahaṁkāraṁ balaṁ darpaṁ
kāmaṁ krodhaṁ parigraham |
vimucya nirmamaḥ śānto
brahmabhūyāya kalpate || 18.53||

The Lord clearly explains that one
must realize the dangers of anger
and beware of it. An angry person
cannot progress spiritually and
emotionally. He cannot realize the
Supreme Divinity in all beings and
within himself. He cannot attain
the blissful state of one-ness with
everyone and see everything in the
spirit of Brahman.
Hence one must try to develop
positive habits and qualities
and slowly give up the negative
qualities. Though it might be
difficult in the beginning, Sri
Krishna assures that anger can be
overcome and elaborates on how
to overcome anger.
The root cause of Anger
When Arjuna asks Sri Krishna
- “ O Sri Krishna, under what
compulsion does a man commit
sin in spite of himself and driven,
as it were by force? “
atha kena prayukto’yaṁ
pāpaṁ carati pūruṣaḥ |
anicchannapi vārṣṇeya
balādiva niyojitaḥ || 3.36||

Bhagavan Sri Krishna answers :

pradviṣanto’bhyasūyakāḥ

kāma eṣa krodha eṣa

||16.18||

rajoguṇasamudbhavaḥ |

Anger and its associated qualities
like ostentation, arrogance, selfconceit, harshness and ignorance
belongs to the demoniac part
of the human nature. A good

Hence Sri Krishna condemns
such negative qualities in us and
advises in Chapter 18, verse 53,
to conquer these negativities to
become free of them and to be
worthy of being one with the
supreme God or Brahman :
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mahāśano mahāpāpmā
viddhyenamiha vairiṇam || 3.37||

“O Arjuna, it is desire and anger
that springs out of the Rajo guna,
which is man’s worst enemy and
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cause of all sin.” Here the Lord
explains the nature of the Rajas
quality in us, saying that anger
rises out of man’s own nature and
it is a natural and forceful emotion
with a great destructive potential.
What happens when we get
angry? What would be our first
response? It is to blame our anger
on someone or something - a
convenient excuse for why we are
angry. We blame the economy
for our financial loss; polluted
environment for our illness; or
the burgers, pizzas and donuts
we cherish eating for our weight
gain. Little do we realize that these
external causes are not the reason
for our anger, it is how we use or
interpret these objects or events
that cause us to be angry.
Just like fire is hidden in every
piece of wood, anger is hidden
in every human being due to the
Rajas constituent of his/her nature
which makes everyone susceptible
to anger – mildly or strongly. Thus
Sri Krishna calls it our worst
enemy if not controlled. The root
of anger thus lies within us! Having
identified the source of anger as
ourselves, let us try to understand
the mechanism of anger.
Mechanism of Anger
dhyāyato viṣayānpuṁsaḥ
saṅgasteṣūpajāyate |
saṅgātsaṁjāyate kāmaḥ
kāmātkrodho’bhijāyate || 2.62||
krodhādbhavati saṁmohaḥ
saṁmohātsmṛtivibhramaḥ |
smṛtibhraṁśād buddhināśo
buddhināśātpraṇaśyati || 2.63||

In the above two verses,
Sri Krishna describes the
psychological genesis of
anger. When a man dwells on
material objects of the world, an
attachment towards them develops
and this attachment gives rise to
desire, which in turn arises from
our thoughts. When these desires
are not fulfilled, it leads to anger.
Sri Krishna terms desire and anger
as ‘Analam’ in chapter 3, verse 3. In
Sanskrit, the word ‘Alam’ means
contentment, and ‘Analam’ means
complete absence of contentment.
Just like a fire which rages
endlessly, there is no end to desire
and anger and this fire of desire
and anger has an extraordinary
capacity to destroy all the human
qualities and to suppress the
divine spark in us, leaving only the
demonic nature remaining within.
An understanding of the source
and the mechanism of anger, leaves
us with the question – What is the
antidote to anger?
Love – The Antidote
The only antidote for anger is
LOVE. The unlimited love we
activate for ourselves begins
to radiate outwards. Soon,
there can be love where blame
and anger once resided. Hate
never overcomes hate but love
soon overcomes hate. Many
spiritual leaders have invited
us to fill our hearts with love
even towards those who may
appear to be enemies. The great
soul Paramahansa Yogananda
demonstrated this in a dramatic
fashion when he was attacked
in America, by three thugs who
demanded his money in no
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uncertain terms. He felt and
showed no fear, simply handed
them his purse, and looked at
them with pure love. He projected
such love that the thugs were
struck by some force they did not
understand. Then one of them
handed his purse, mumbling `We
can’t take it from you’, and they
fled in panic!
When we have unlimited love
towards everyone, we would not
feel angry towards another. It is
better to channelize our energy
and thoughts in finding the right
solution by thinking that others
are going to be exactly the way
they are, independent of our
opinions of them. We have to
acknowledge that each person is
on his/her own path of evolution
and within every being, there is
something unique to give birth to
something beautiful. Hence Lord
Krishna teaches us that there is
something each one of us owes to
everyone, whether we know them
or not and when we realize this,
it will significantly bring down
tension levels both in this world
and in the world within.
Both anger and love follow
the principle of “as you sow,
so do you reap”. Every time a
seed manifests itself, it produces
new seeds of the same nature.
Suppose we experience a seed of
anger, then when the conditions
are favourable, that seed may
manifest as energy called anger. If
we are angry for 5 minutes, then
new seeds of anger are produced
and deposited in the soil of our
minds Instead, if we offer our
understanding, compassion
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and love as our response to
every situation, the seeds of
love germinate and multiply
automatically curbing the weeds of
anger within us.
Practical Tips to deal with Anger
Overcoming anger is a gradual
process. Considering the
destructive potential of anger, it is
very important that every available
means should be used to counter
its ravages.
A practical way to deal with anger
is to “monitor” our emotions
and consciously delay a response
when we feel anger building up
in us. Count until ten before we
speak and if we are still angry,
count a hundred. Another way of
delaying action is to drink a glass
of water before we respond. Even
the slightest delay in response will
enable better sense to prevail and
help us respond in a thoughtful,
better manner. Another practical
way is to physically move away
from the place that sparked the
anger and consciously review the
situation in solitude. This again
helps to gain control over the
anger and overcome it.
At times, we might not be able to
physically remove ourselves from
the situation. In such contexts,
it is necessary to indulge in
mental ways to distract ourselves
from the anger. Chant the holy
names of the God, shlokas and
mantras to calm down the mind
and distract it from the object of
anger. Remind yourself mentally
that when we punish others in
our anger; it is the Lord in all of
us who undergoes the suffering.

A spiritual transmutation of our
emotions can completely uproot
anger. When one thus consciously
tries to ignore it, anger which
is felt as unworthy of attention
naturally dies.
When we awaken our dormant
spiritual devotion by chanting the
holy names of God, this devotion
will make us strong at heart and
wise at head. Slowly we would
develop the discrimination to
pre-empt provocative situations,
the open-mindedness to see the
other person’s viewpoint and
the assertiveness to present our
viewpoint without becoming
aggressive. The Vedic scriptures
describe the story of a violent
sadistic hunter Mrigari who would
half-kill animals and enjoy seeing
them suffering till death. But when
he was enlightened by the great
sage Narada and empowered by
chanting the names of Lord Rama,
he became so self-controlled that
he carefully avoided stepping even
on an ant.
The Nature of a Man who has
Overcome Anger
A person who has overcome
anger, becomes a man of steady
wisdom as Sri Krishna describes
in Chapter 2, verse 56 – “One
who is not disturbed in spite of
the threefold miseries, who is not
elated when there is happiness,
and who is free from attachment,
fear and anger, is called a sage of
steady mind.”
duḥkheṣvanudvignamanāḥ
sukheṣu vigataspṛhaḥ |
vītarāgabhayakrodhaḥ
sthitadhīrmunirucyate || 2.56||
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This is the realistic description
of an attained state which Sri
Krishna Himself describes, and
there is no doubt that anger can
be surely overcome. For such a
person, the illusion of the ‘other’
person has forever ceased to be, as
there is no ‘other’ to be angry with.
This exalted state can be attained
by all. To the Yogis who have
reached this state, belong eternal
peace and everlasting bliss.
Conclusion
Our world would be a better
place if more people are similarly
transformed. We should begin this
transformation within ourselves
right now. The sooner we try to
transform, the better. Life is short
and precious, and more precious
if it is used in the service of the
Lord. After all, time and tide waits
for none!
Shri Krishnarpanamastu!
|| hari OM ||
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etc..), Coal, Fluorspar, Chemicals etc.,

Head Office:
No.3, Shenton Way,
#14-01, Shenton House,
Singapore 068805
Tel: (65)-62218455 (6 lines)
Fax: (65)-62224984
Email : singapore@swiss-singapore.com.sg
Branches
Singapore, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Canada, China,
Dubai, Indonesia, Ivory Coast, Sri Lanka, Tanzania,
Vietnam
www.swiss-singapore.com

Home Sweet Home!
Padmini Chandrashekar

We may travel place to place all
over the world, but we feel most
comfortable only when we are back
home – we heave a big sigh of relief
– oh, at last I’m home!
Similarly, we have many experiences
in this world; but we are most
comfortable and peaceful only when
we are well-grounded in our true
nature – in joy or bliss.
When we love unconditionally,
serve selflessly, give whole-heartedly,
sacrifice quietly, surrender to the
Lord with faith and humility – we
are definitely nearer home! Is there
any person in this world who feels
sad after doing selfless service?
He experiences a sense of joy and
fulfillment which he alone knows.
One cannot explain the taste of
sugar to a person who has never
tasted sugar. It has to be experienced
firsthand.

Lord Krishna says:
Tasmaat shaastram pramaanam te
kaaryaakaaryavyavasthitau;
Jnaatwaa shaastravidhaanoktam
karmakartumihaarhasi.
(16.24).

When we nurture our divine
tendencies, Lord Krishna is on our
side. With faith in the Lord, we will
follow His advice – the sacred verses
of the Bhagavad Gita – and will
surrender to Him. Ultimately the
divine qualities in us will win over
the negative.
Why do we take birth after birth?
The many lives that we take are
meant to teach us the valuable
lessons that are required to take
us to this state when we allow
our divine qualities to win over
our negative tendencies. We may
falter many times, but ultimately,
the final goal of every jiva after the
innumerable births is to let its divine
tendencies win! In kali yuga, the
temptations to succumb to negative
tendencies are many. But the wise
man will follow the right path.
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There is the divine and the wicked
in each and every one of us – the
Pandavas and the Kauravas – and
they are constantly fighting a battle.
The scriptures will guide us in
determining what ought to be done
and what should be avoided.

One has to make sustained effort
in aligning his actions with the
guidance given by the scriptures.

With Best Compliments from

Teramond Pte Ltd
63, Robinson Road, #04-04,
Afro Asia Building, Singapore 068894
Tel: 6227 1808 Fax: 6227 8949,
Email: gautams@singnet.com.sg
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Allowing the divine qualities in us to
thrive is a matter of self-awareness
and reflection; one cannot stop at
acquiring knowledge. What is most
important is to put the knowledge
into practice.
Lord Krishna advises:
Tasmaadajnaanasambhootam
hritstham jnaanaasinaatmanah;
Chhittwainam samshayam yogam
aatishthottishtha Bhaarata.
(4.42)
Yoga is a method of union, a way of
uniting all life into the Divine. Using
the sword of knowledge, one should
remove his mental imperfections his doubt about the Self - caused by
delusion, so that he can enjoy the
blissful communion with God.
A contented, loving and selfless
person is serene and tranquil. He
feels assured and peaceful. Such a
person is also a pillar of strength to
others. When we meet great sages
and saints, even without exchange
of words, our minds become calm
and poised. A great example of such
a saint was Sri Ramana Maharishi.
Each one of us can develop such a
mind. It requires only one thing –
practice nurturing the divine in us
on a DAILY basis.
Then we will attract all that is good
in this world, and we will feel at
home wherever we go. Our minds
will then not be tossed and turned
by what happens around us. We will
stop being victims of circumstances,
and will become the master of our
own destiny. It is only a matter of
choice – not anybody else’s choice –
but our own!
Lord Krishna says:
Uddharedaatmanaatmaanam
naatmaanamavasaadayet;

Atmaiva hyaatmano
bandhuraatmaiva ripuraatmanah.
(6.5)
No one can help us grow and evolve
but our own selves. When a man
is able to give up his ego and lift
himself up by surrendering to God,
his Soul is his friend. But when
he keeps holding on to his ego, his
own Self becomes his enemy. Hence
each man is responsible for his own
spiritual progress.

of our lives will be to surrender
every action to the Lord for the love
of the Lord alone. This world of
maya can never be a distraction to
such a steadfast devotee. The Lord
promises that such a devotee shall
truly belong to Him.
Sarvadharmaan parityajya
maamekam sharanam vraja;
Aham twaa sarvapaapebhyo
mokshayishyaami maa shuchah.
(18.66)

Now, our intentions may be very
pure and noble. Any success is
possible only with the Grace of God.
We need to understand at every
step of our struggle for perfection
– all the havoc that is caused by
our limited ego, and the heights to
be reached by surrendering to the
Divine. The Lord is omnipotent
– we will experience it firsthand
once we let Him take over – like
how Arjuna did. The Lord is
waiting with open arms; with His
enchanting smile; but our feet are
stuck in the world of maya.

Lord Krishna urges us to abandon
all the supports we usually hold on
to in the material world, and take
refuge in Him alone. Our minds
are conditioned to grasp at the
experience of the senses. We need to
become aware of this conditioning
and then break away from it and
seek ALL support from the Lord
alone. He is waiting to protect every
devotee who takes refuge in Him.

Let us at least stretch our hands
towards the Lord and cry out to
Him to lift us up. When Gajendra
cried out, He was quick to rescue
him. When Prahlada pleaded, His
heart melted. The innermost longing
of our hearts is to be able to follow
the footsteps of the great devotees.

‘Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time.’
Sailing o’er life’s solemn main,
Let our journey take on a new turn
– let a surge of fresh determination
and enthusiasm fill our minds. We
will march ahead with nothing but
the Goal in mind. We shall not stop
until we reach the Goal! The Goal is
clear and the path is clear – looking
at us, the obstacles would fear! Now
we are definitely on our way home –
home sweet home!

Lord Krishna thus promises to
protect His devotees:
Manmanaa bhava madbhakto
madyaajee maam namaskuru;
Maamevaishyasi
yuktwaivamaatmaanam
matparaayanah.
(9.34)
When we realise that the very
purpose of our lives is to feel one
with the Lord, then the only goal
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It would be great to reflect on
the immortal words of Henry
Wordsworth Longfellow:

With Best Compliments from

UCO BANK
(A Government of India Undertaking)

58 Years of Dedicated Service in Singapore
Offering wide range of services including
• Trade Finance/Structured Finance
• Loan/Derivatives
• Attractive interest rates on Singapore Dollar
and foreign currency deposits
• Competitive rates for remittances to India
and other countries
• Remit Card Facility
• Safe deposit lockers
• Miscellaneous Financial Products
• Friendly and prompt services
You are Welcome at:
Singapore Main:
Bharat Building
No. 3 Raffles Place
Singapore 048617
Tel: 6532 5944

Serangoon Branch:
84 & 86 Serangoon Road
Singapore 217989
Tel: 6293 1133
Fax: 6296 3925

Representative Office:
Suite 19A-18-5, Level 18
UOA 1 Centre
19 Jalan Pinang
50450 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: (603) 21661009
Fax: (603) 21664009

general@ucobank.com.sg

ucosera@singnet.com.sg

cr.malaysia@ucobank.co.in

Fax: 6532 5044

Please visit our website at : www.ucobank.com.sg
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Ladder of Fall-Situations Leading to
Fall of Man from Divinity
Shreya Kankanhalli
“Dharma” is the essential nature
of everything. It is the Dharma of
a human being to be divine. If this
were so, why are we living in a world
with terrorism, crime, prejudices,
anger and hatred? The reason is
that our present state of mind is
clouded with all these evils that in
the end will lead to our downfall.
The man of perfection, or God-man,
is free from these negativities mainly
because of one special virtue that
differentiates him from us, i.e., selfcontrol.

Let me illustrate this process
through a simple story. One day
a thirsty traveler was looking to
quench his thirst when he stumbled

A more modern day example would
be common activity for all of us i.e.,
shopping. While browsing through
the stores something catches our
eye. It could be a beautiful pair
of earrings or even a sleek mobile
phone. Whatever it is we feel
the need to posses it but we may
not be able to afford it. For most
people the disappointment lingers
for some time and then slowly
evaporates. What happens in some
cases, though, is that the desire is
so blinding it can cause one to go
to any extent just to possess the
sense object, such as stealing. The
consequences of such crime will
definitely be the demise of man.
The message to be taken home
from this saying is that if we do not
exercise self-control in situations of
desire it will cause the failure of our
own selves.
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This is a reproduction of the first
prize winning essay from last
year’s essay writing competition for
children. Shreya is 13 years old.
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In the second chapter of the
Bhagavad-Gita, Sri Krishna states
that it is this lack of self-control that
leads the common man to decay
and finally perish. It is a vicious
cycle which starts first with our
sense organs. These get attracted
to the sense objects all around us
and lead us to continuously think
about them. Through this incessant
thinking a sense of attachment is
developed. From this attachment
arises desire and longing. Thwarting
of desire results in anger. Anger
keeps on growing within us and
consumes our mind such that we
no longer think rationally. Loss of
memory, delirium, and loss of sense
of discrimination are the attributes
of an irrational mind. Finally in the
end one perishes because of this lack
of self-control. This degeneration of
the mind is known as the ladder of
fall.

upon a well. In his excitement he
accidentally slipped into the well
but was fast enough to grab a
branch. Unfortunately the well was
parched and instead a snake lay
at the bottom of the well, hissing
menacingly. Out of the corner of his
eye he spotted a bee-hive, dripping
sweet, rich honey. Oh! How he
craved for the taste of that golden
liquid! Risking his life he tried to
swing to get a lick of the honey but
as expected the branch snapped and
he fell into the fangs of the snake.
From this story it becomes evident
that whenever we become deluded
by sense objects it ends in our own
ruin.
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Puneet Jain
Managing Director

vintel export (s) Pte. Ltd.
101 Cecil Street, #23-11
Tong Eng Building
Singapore 069533
Tel: (65) 6243 1471, 6223 1804
Mobile: (65) 9825 3451
Email: vintel@singnet.com.sg
puneet@vintelexports.com.sg
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Agarwal Pte Ltd brings you years of System Integration Expertise and
Extensive regional experience in Middle East and Africa.

Suresh Agarwal
Managing Director

AGARWAL PTE LTD

Blk 1003, Bukit Merah Central, #04-14, Singapore 159836
Mobile: +65 96661106, Tel: +65 6276 2301, Fax: +65 6276 2302
email: agarwal@starhub.net.sg
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Anil Shrivastava & Family
Singapore
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D. A. V. HINDI SCHOOL

ARYA SAMAJ (SINGAPORE) Temple
(Founded in 1927)

(Registered with Ministry of Education Singapore - Ordinance 1957 No. 222)

TEL: 6392 2492 / 6294 1358

TEL: 6294 1358

Daily Prayers

Mon to Fri 6 - 8 pm
Sat 6.30 - 8.30pm

HINDI CLASSES
are conducted every Saturday for all Levels from
NURSERY TO ‘A’ LEVEL

SATSANGS - Prayer Hall (Ground Floor)
Sundays:
10.30 am to 11.30 am 		
11.30 am to 12 noon 12 noon to 12.45 pm 		

Time: 9.00 am to 1.00 pm at all Centres

Vedic Prayers
by Pandit Alok Nath Tiwari
Pravachan
Devotional Songs
(Aarti... Shantipaath... Jaighosh)

D.A.V. HQ
Chongzheng Pri Sch
St. Patrick’s (Sec) Sch
Sengkang Pri Sch
Si Ling Pri Sch
Bt Batok RC Zone 2
Canberra Zone 1 RC
Hua Yi Zone 1 RC

YOGA CLASSES - Vedic Hall 3rd Level
Thursdays & Saturdays:

ADULT Hindi	
Classes

7.00 pm to 9.00 pm - Kundalini Yoga

Ahmad Ibrahim
Farrer Park Pri Sch
Lakeside Pri Sch
Teck Whye Pri Sch
Yew Tee Zone 5 RC
Hong Kah North CC
White Lodge Learning Ctr
& 76 Parallel Pri/Sec Sch & JC

Every Friday at D.A.V. HQ
Time : 7.00 pm – 9.00 pm

113 / 114 SYED ALWI ROAD SINGAPORE 207681 / 207682
e-mail: info@davschool.edu.sg website: www.davschool.edu.sg

With Best Compliments from

Bella
&
Atul Merchant Family
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With Best Compliments from

Bhan Impex Pte Ltd
Blk 3014 Ubi Road 1, #02-296 Singapore 408702
Tel: 6743 8210 Fax: 6743 3940
Email: bhan@bhan.com.sg

With Best Compliments from
Pushpa & HP Bhagat Family
ADVESTA SARVABHUTANAM
MAITRAH KARUNA EVA CA
NIRMAMO NIRAHAMKARAH
SAMADUKHASUKHAH KSAMI
He who has no ill will to any being, who is friendly and compassionate,
free from egoism and attachment, even minded in pain and in pleasure,
and forgiving.
SBG.12/13
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With Best Compliments from

C & V Consultants
C & V Engineering Pte LTd
Project Consultants & Engineer
Maxwell House #09-04/05,
20 Maxwell Road, Singapore 069113
Tel: 62260 828 Fax: 62225 645
Email: vkengr9@singnet.com.sg
Webpage: www.cvconslt.com

With Best Compliments from
GEETA BHAKT
YASMAN NO DVIJATE LOKO
LOKANNO DVIJATE CA YAH
HARSAMARSABHAYODVEGAIR
MUKTO YAH SA SA ME PRIYAH
He by whom the world is not agitated, and who cannot be agitated by the
world, and who is freed from joy, envy, fear and anxiety - he is dear to Me.
SBG.12/15
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With Best Compliments from

Chettiars’ Temple Society
15 Tank Road, Singapore 238065
Tel: 6737 9393 Fax: 6735 0804
Email: chtemple@singnet.com.sg
Website: www.sttemple.com
Administrators

Sri Thendayuthapani Temple
15 Tank Road, Singapore 238065
Tel: 6737 9393

Sri Layan Sithi Vinayagar Temple
73 Keong Saik Road, Singapore 089175
Tel: 6221 4853

With Best Compliments from

Continent Projects Technologies Pte Ltd
(Engineering, Upstream Oil & Gas Services and Equipment Provider)

30 Shaw Road #04-06
Singapore 367957
Tel : 6284 7828
Fax : 6284 7815
info@cont-tech.com.sg
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With Best Compliments from

Dai Ichi Intertrade Pte Ltd
Chow House #03-04,
140, Robinson Road, Singapore 068907
Tel: +65 6327 5037 Fax: +65 6512 5344
Email: diitrade@singnet.com.sg

With Best Compliments from

Darma Muneeswaran Temple
57, Jalan Hwi Yoh,
(Serangoon North Avenue 1)
Singapore 557430
Tel: 6280 5058
Fax: 6280 3227
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Geeta Bhakt
ANAPEKSAH SUCIR DAKSA
UDASINO GATAVYATHAH
SARVARAMBHAPARITYAGI
YO MADBHAKTAH SA ME PRIYAH
He who has no expectations, is pure, skilful, impartial and untroubled and
who renounces the feeling of doership in all undertakings - he My devotee
is dear to Me.
SBG.12/16

With Best Compliments from

Exporters, Importers & Commission Agents
150 South Bridge Road
#12-04 Fook Hai Building
Singapore 058727
Tel: (65) 6535 0466, (65) 6535 1736
Fax: (65) 6533 9440
Email: dipakdtc@singnet.com.sg
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With Best Compliments from
Dr Ravishankar K Diddapur

MBBS, MS(Gen-Surg), FRCS(Glasg),
FRCS(GenSurg-Transplant), FAMS(Singapore)
Hesperis Diploma in Transplantation(European College of Transplantation-ECOT)

Services Provided
• Liver Cancer Surgery & RFA
• Pancreatic cancer Surgery

Formerly,
Head Division of Hepatobiliary Surgery,
Consultant Liver Transplant Surgeon
National University Hospital
Singapore

• Acute & Chronic Pancreatitis
treatment & Surgery
• Portal Hypertension Surgery
(Surgery for vomiting blood)
• Liver & Kidney Transplant
• Laparoscopic  gallbladder,
Appendix, Hernia, Liver &
Pancreatic Surgery.

Specialist Surgery Singapore Pte Ltd
#02-35 Gleneagles Hospital Annexe Block
6A Napier Road, Singapore 258500
Tel
: +65-6479 0608 Fax
: +65-6479 7608
Mobile : +65-9181 7293 24hr Svc : +65-6535 8833
E-mail: dkravishankar@gmail.com
www.liversurgery.com.sg

• Laparoscopic Hepatectomy &
Pancreatectomy
• Gastroscopy & Colonoscopy
• Cancer Screening for GI
malignancies

Khalsa printers Pte Ltd
Since 1984

Specialise in Office Stationery Printing

Block 1002 Toa Payoh Industrial Park
#07-1465 Lorong 8 Singapore 319074
Tel: 6250 9026 Fax: 6251 1085
Email: khalsapr@singnet.com.sg
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ELITE CORPORATE PTE LTD
MOM LICENSED HR CONSULTANTS

WEB.elitecorporate.net

We provide the following services:Accounting Services

Enter Pass/PR

Goods and Services Tax

call Rajan @HP

Personal and Corporate Tax

90051790

Secretarial Services

Human Resources

Incorporation Of Companies

10 Jalan Besar Sim Lim Tower #05-01J Singapore 208787
Tel:633 66357 Fax: 6297 8642

Email : elitecorporate@yahoo.com

With Best Compliments from

Euro
Asia

Representatives

No. 10 Ubi Crescent #03-25 Ubi Techpark Lobby B, Singapore 408564
Tel: (65) 6547 8230 (3 Lines) Fax: 6547 8235
Email: ashok.jv@euroasia-inextra.com.sg
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Eusten S.E.A Pte Ltd
Since 1981

We facilitate Sale, Purchase, Rental, Room Rental, Investment, housing loans and more…

We are currently renting out rooms in Melville Park Condo
(short term and long term). Rooms are fully furnished and rent
includes utilities, wireless internet and Cable TV.
Contact us
Chirag +65 91874095
Sandhya +65 98306780

chirag@live.com.sg          
www.eustensea.com

Conceptual Creations Presents…
“Brij Bhoomi”

Event Management

We provide catering for any occasion and Tiffin service.
Opening soon at Melville Park Condo (Simei)
& High Street Centre

With over 30 years of experience in organising
weddings, parties and other events such as professional
shows, talks and performances.

Contact us
C.B Agarwal
+65 93885020
brij_bhoomi@live.com

Contact us
C.B Agarwal
+65 93885020
agarwalcb@yahoo.com

Pure Vegetarian Cuisine

Taking Care of Your Every Need

With Best Compliments from

Nirmal & RK Gupta Family
1 Amber Road #12-01 Amber Point Singapore 439845
Tel: 6345 9903 Email: ram2gupta@yahoo.com
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With Best Compliments from

Himatsing International Pte Ltd
Commodity Merchants - 1959

63 Robinson Road
#06-12 Afro Asia Building
Singapore 068894
Tel: (65) 6220 9222
Fax: (65) 6225 2807
Email: zalacom@singnet.com.sg

With Best Compliments from

ICT INTERNATIONAL (S’PORE) PTE LTD
(Exporters, Importers & Manufacturer’s Representatives)
1 North Bridge Road,
#18-08 High Street Centre,
Singapore 179094
Tel: (65) 6336 5781
Fax: (65) 6336 5792
Email: ictintl@pacific.net.sg
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With a firm commitment to deliver impeccable service to every individual
customer, The Jewel Box’s reputation as a premier couture jeweller has
grown among clientele worldwide. From its gallery in Shaw Centre on Scotts
Road, clients can choose from a stunning range of jewellery that includes
spectacular modern, classic, elegant, traditional and vintage pieces.
The Jewel Box also provides private consultation and services for the
purchase of solitaire diamonds and precious stones, jewellery design,
customization and restoration.

www.th e j e we l box .c om

#25-04 Shaw Centre, 1 Scotts Road, Singapore 228208. TEL: 6733 4100
Fine jewellery . Vintage jewellery . Diamonds . Precious stones . Jewellery design . Custom orders . Restoration

With Best Compliments from

K.K. Avalani
&
Family
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With Best Compliments from
KHEMCHAND & SONS
3791 Jalan Bukit Merah
#07-09 E-Centre @ Redhill, Singapore 159471
Tel: 6338 4733 Fax: 6338 3426
Email: khemcom@singnet.com.sg

With Best Compliments from

Kumra & Co Pte Ltd
111 North Bridge Road,
#17-05 Peninsula Plaza, Singapore 179098
Tel: 6337 2130, 6338 1745, 6337 3793
Fax: (65) 6337 3129
Email: kcpl@kumraco.com

Suppliers to:
Embassies & Diplomats, Bonded Warehouses, Ship Chandlers, Duty Free Shops, Hotels
Suppliers of:
Whiskies, Beers, Soft Drinks, Cigarettes, Foodstuffs, Toiletries, Perfumes, Cosmetics, Consumer
Electronics, Electrical Appliances, Watches & Clocks, Handicrafts etc.
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PTE LTD

3 Coleman Street #02-29 Peninsula Hotel Shopping Centre,
Singapore 179804. Tel: 6338 5401 Fax: (65) 6338 5402
Website: www.luvpl.com.sg Email: luv@swiftech.com.sg
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With Best Compliments from
MALAYALA AYURVEDA VAIDYASALA PTE. LTD
Estd. In 1932

No. 8, Perumal Road, Singapore 218776

Mrs Leela Appoo
Director

Consultation Hours

Office
: 6293 2760
Monday - Saturday : 10.00 am – 6.00 pm	Residence : 6297 0261
Sundays
: 10.00 am – 1.00 pm
Fax
: 6392 3228
Specialized in Ayurvedic Panchakarma Treatment
Kottaikal Arya Vaidyasala Medicines are also available
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We specialized in exclusive handmade jewelleries from Bombay & Calcutta
made of 22K (916) Gold. New arrival of Enamel Laser Bangles from Dubai
and latest necklace sets from Calcutta.

80 Serangoon Road, Singapore 217985
Tel: 6293 4538 Fax: 6297 5676
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MGI N Rajan Associates
Certified Public Accountants

10 Jalan Besar, #10-12 Sim Lim Tower, Singapore 208787
Tel: (065) 6293 8089, 6293 8370 Fax: (065) 6293 5756
Email: soma0932@singnet.com.sg
www.nra.com.sg
MGI is a worldwide association of independent auditing, accounting and consulting firms.
Each member firm undertakes no responsibility for the activities, work, opinions
or service of the other member firms

With Best Compliments from
Mohan Management
Consultants Pte Ltd

• Corporate Secretarial Services
• Authorised Reseller of Tally Accounting Software
• Book-Keeping and GST Compliance Services
• Entre Pass, Employment Pass & Permanent
		 Residence Application
• Business Process Outsourcing - ‘One Stop’ Service
Mohan Management Consultants Pte Ltd
1 North Bridge Road, #19-04/05
High Street Centre, Singapore 179094
Tel: 63372472/3/5, 63373432 Fax: 63374070
Email: mmcbizlink@pacific.net.sg
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Om Muneeswaraya Namah

Muneeswaran Temple Society
No. 3 Commonwealth Drive, Singapore 149594
Tel: 6473 5037, 6475 6203, 6475 7967
Fax: 6472 5883

With Best Compliments from

N. SHAAM’S PTE. LTD.

Wholesale and export of various models of Mobile phones.

1 North Bridge Road,
#01-14/15 High Street Centre
Singapore 179094
Tel: (65) 6336 3916 Fax: 6338 1627
Email: shyam@nshaam.com.sg
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#16-08 Mount Elizabeth Medical Centre

Dr. V. P. Nair

Consultant Interventional Cardiologist

3, Mount Elizabeth, Singapore 228510

M.B.B.S. FAMS (S’PORE) MRCP (UK)
FRCP (Edin) FRCP (Ire) FRCGP (UK) FCCP (USA)
FACC (USA) FRCP (LONDON)

Tel: 6235 9226, 6235 9228

F ac i l i t i es

ECG
Holter ECG
Pacemaker

Stress Echo
Heart Stents
Laboratory Tests

A v a i l ab l e

Perfusion Test, MRI
Coronary Angiography
Cardiac Catheterisation

Treadmill Exercise (TMX), Stress Test
2D Echo, M-Mode and Colour Doppler
CT Coronary Angiogram and Calcium score

After Office Hours:
Telephone:

Facsimile:

Email:

Webpage:

6533 0088

(65) 6235 4509

lordsiva@starhub.net.sg

www.cardiology-nairclinic.com

6535 8833

6468 7286

doctor_nair@hotmail.com

With Best Compliments from

Naraindas Essardas
& Sons Pte Ltd
#16-05 Peninsula Plaza,
111 North Bridge Road Singapore 179098
Tel: 6337 2440 (3 lines) Fax: 6339 7870
Email: nesltd@singnet.com.sg
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Ramakrishna Mission
179 Bartley Road, Singapore 539784
Tel: 6288 9077 Fax: 6288 5798

With Best Compliments from

Ramadon International Pte Ltd
10 Anson Road #21-10 International Plaza Singapore 079903
Tel: 6222 5066 Fax: 6224 3531 Email: singapore@rilgroup.com
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Distributors of Safety Training Videos, Manuals, Books and Posters to the
following Industry & Institutions :
Manufacturing, Petroleum, Pharmaceutical, Offshore, NUS, NTU, Polytechnic, ITEs
627A, Aljunied Road #04-09 BizTech Centre Singapore 389842.
Tel: 6720 6700 Fax: 6720 6701
Email: sales@safetymaxcorp.com
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Singapore Malayalee Hindu Samajam
on the happy occasion of Gita Jayanti 2009

Samajam’s Activities At SVMK Temple (Toa Payoh)

Special Poojas at the various sanctums

Skantha Sashti First Day

- Special Ubhayam

Sri Ayyappan Sanctum

- First Saturday of each month

Aadi Chowa (Sevvai)

- Special Ubhayam

Sri Kaliamman Sanctum

- Third Friday of each month

Sri Guruvayoor Ekadesi

- Special Ubhayam

Sri Guruvayoorappan Sanctum - Third Saturday of each month

Mandala Kaala Aarambham - Special Ubhayam
Mandala Kaala 41st Day

- Special Ubhayam

Sri Krishna Jayanthi

- Special Pooja

Sri Rama Navami

- Special Pooja

Sri Vinayagar Sanctum

- Fourth Sunday of each month

Makara Vilakku Celebrations (Pancha Kaala Pooja) on 12, 13 & 14 January each year since 1967
Those interested in participating are requested to contact our Honorary Secretary Mr. S. Rajandran Nair
at mobile 90099139.
Mailing Address : singapore post centre post office, po box 353, singapore 914012
Email: rajnair1@pacific.net.sg, ajayknnair@gmail.com

With Best Compliments from

B. P. Giri (Gary) - 9668 5704
Website: www.shishmahal.com.sg • Email: enquiry@shishmahal.com.sg
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Mr & Mrs Narayana Mohan
& Family

Singapore Indian Fine Arts Society
2A, Starlight Road, Singapore 217755
Email: admin@sifas.org, festival2009@sifas.org,
Ph: 6299-5925, 6299-5929
www.sifas.org

Celebrating 60 years in 2009!
SIFAS is on the verge of its sixtieth anniversary. Over the years, the Society has remained steadfast in
its singular goal – to live up to its motto in Sanskrit “kala samskrithi lakshanam” i.e. art characterizes
civilization. Using a finely honed model of highly accomplished resident teachers, external examiners,
and five and eight-year programs, the Society has trained thousands of students in a number of Indian
arts disciplines. Recently the eight year diploma program of SIFAS was recognized by the University of
Madras as entry level qualification for Masters programs in Carnatic music. Today, classes are open for
enrolment in Bharata Natyam and Kathak dance styles, Carnatic music vocal, flute, violin, veena and
mridangam, Hindustani vocal, sitar and tabla, and Visual arts, including a special program in Tanjore
paintings. Ordinary membership at $50 per annum is also open to all arts lovers in Singapore.

Seventh Annual Festival of Indian Classical Music and Dance
March 13 - 29, 2009
This year’s festival features a galaxy of stars at the Esplanade – Roja Kannan and group in a thematic
Bharata Natyam recital on Bharati (March 22), a unique South-North vocal jugalbandi by M
Balamuralikrishna and Ajoy Chakraborty (March 23), Carnatic vocal recitals by Aruna Sairam (March
25) and T V Sankaranarayanan (March 26) and a sarod recital by Amjad Ali Khan with Amaan Ali and
Ayaan Ali. Tickets for these concerts ($25-$150; season tickets at $200 and $300) will be available from 14th
February 2009 at the Society and through SISTIC (Ph: 6348-5555; www.sistic.com). There are discounts for
students, seniors, and SIFAS members. A feast of free concerts by local and regional artistes in a variety of
genres will be featured from March 13 onwards at the SIFAS auditorium. Details soon at SIFAS website.
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Singapore Sindhi Association
795 Mountbatten Road, Sindhu House, Singapore 437795.
Email: sindhi@singnet.com.sg
Website: www.singaporesindhi.com.sg
be a member....
Call our secretariat @
Tel: 6345 5664 Fax: 6345 4417 or visit our website

With Best Compliments from

77 High Street #02-08/10 High Street Plaza
Singapore 179433. Tel: (65) 6337 9338 Fax: (65) 6339 4435
Email: enquiries@sohans.com Website: http://www.sohans.com
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Sprint Exim Pte Ltd.
1 North Bridge Road, #18-07
High Street Centre, Singapore 179094.
Tel: (65) 63379008, Fax: (65) 63379556
E-mail: sprint@pacific.net.sg
Contact Person : Mr. G.R. Poddar (Director)
Mr. Rajesh Modi
Consultant cum Broking House
Represents Manufacturers of Edible Oils, Oleo chemicals.
Specialises in private branding with your own label.
• Edible oil - palm oil, palm olein, soybean oil
• PFAD - soap noodles
• Oleo chemicals - glycerine, stearic acid

With Best Compliments from
SRI VINAYAKA

We Import the following products

“GILDA” brand

TOMATO PASTE
WHOLE PEELED TOMATOES
SPAGHETTI & MACARONI

“SVEX” brand

PONNI PARBOILED RICE, IDLI RICE
JAGGERY (GUD), PUFFED RICE (MURI)
& RICE FLAKES (POWA)

SRI VINAYAKA EXPORTS PTE LTD
48 Toh Guan Road East, #02-114 Enterprise Hub
Singapore 608586. Tel: 64669937 (4 Lines) Fax: 64665361
Email : svex@starhub.net.sg

We Welcome Wholesale Enquiries
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Singapore Telugu Samajam Cultural Society
Address: P. O. Box: 0145 Kitchener Road, Singapore 912005
www.singaporetelugusamajam.org
President
Secretary
Mr. Arimilli Radha Krishna 	Mr. Akunuri Suresh Kumar
Tel: +65 90680343
Tel: +65 90022345

With Best Compliments from

Suresh Chand Gupta & Family
1, Amber Road
#16-03, Amber Point
Singapore - 439845
Tel: 6440 5096
Email: smhp_57@yahoo.com
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UniLegal LLC
Advocates & Solicitor . Notaries Public . Commissioners for Oaths
(A member of the Equity-Nexus Group Law Practice)
62 Cecil Street
#02-00 TPI Building
Singapore 049710
Tel : 6236 0288
Fax : 6226 1993
A law firm providing complete range of high quality legal services.
For further information, please call : (65) 6236 2430 or visit
www.unilegal.com.sg

With Best Compliments from

Valency International Pte Ltd
10 Anson Road
#17-23 International Plaza
Singapore 079905
Tel: 6223 6141 Fax: 6223 4252
Email: pkj@valencyinternational.com
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VERITEX International Pte Ltd
63 Robinson Road,
#07-06 Afro-Asia Building,
Singapore- 068894
Tel: 6225 2021 Fax: 6225 2081
Email: kedia@singnet.com.sg

With Best Compliments from

WAJILAM EXPORTS (SINGAPORE)
PRIVATE LIMITED
Exporters of timber round logs from Malaysia,
Myanmar, Solomon Islands, Africa & South America
63 Robinson Road, #05-20
Afro-Asia Building, Singapore 068894
Tel: 6224 5561 Fax: 6225 4932
Email: tarun@wajilam.com.sg
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Wat ananda Metyarama
Thai Buddhist Temple

50-B Jalan Bukit Merah, Singapore 169545
Tel: 6272 4240 Fax: 6337 5297

With Best Compliments from

WATERWAY CONTAINER LINES PTE LTD
10 Anson Road, #17-22, International Plaza, Singapore 079903
Tel: (65) 6222 2214 Fax: (65) 6234 0189 H/P: 9324 1911
E-mail: ajay@waterwaycontainer.com
Website: waterwaycontainer.com
CONTAINER OPERATOR TO INDIAN & GULF PORTS
• International Freight Forwarding (FCL / LCL)
• Switch BL / Cross Trade
• Transportation ( FCL / LCL)
• Custom Clearance
• Warehousing
• International Door to Door Services
• Other Related Services
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YEOW KWONG TIMBER PTE LTD
Yeow Kwong Building
5 Sungei Kadut Crescent
Singapore 728685
Tel: 6363 6363
Fax: 6363 6364

With Best Compliments from

With Best Compliments from

"Karmanye eva adhikaraste, ma phaleshu
kadachana, ma karmaphalahetur bhur, ma te
sango stva akarmani" - Lord Shree Krishna
"You have a right only on your actions, not on
their outcomes. Your goal should never be the
outcome. Let there be no desire for inaction"

Geeta Bhakt

Aadhyah Pte Ltd
1, Rochor Canal Road
#06-38, Sim Lim Square
Singapore 188504
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Geeta Bhakt

Sri Aurobindo Society
Singapore

YO NA HRSYATI NA DVESTI
NA SOCATI NA KANKSATI
SUBHASUBHAPARITYAGI
BHAKTIMAN YAH SA ME PRIYAH

Activities:
Sunday Talks & Meditation: 6.00 PM
Study Circles
Monthly Morning Walks
Discussion Groups
Sunshine Youth Group activities
Celebration of Darshan days
Sales of Books & library
Public talk by prominent speakers
Integral education program
Musical recitals, concerts & dance
Youth Camps

He who neither rejoices, nor hates, neither
grieves, nor desires, who has renounced
good and evil, and who is full of devotion is
dear to Me
SBG.12/17

Publications:
Monthly Newsletter
Monthly E-Newsletter
All India magazine
Membership
Subscription:
Ordinary Membership:
S$80 per annum
(S$20 for All India
Magazine included)

Tel: 6442 6266 (N.C.Patel),
9652 2197 (Jayanthy), 9164 7393 (Sumant)
Email: sas_webteam@yahoo.com
Visit our website at: http://www.sassingapore.cjb.net

With Best Compliments from

With Best Compliments from

Binwanis
Enterprises

Suppliers of linen, towels, blankets,
uniforms and others.

The Spiritual Assembly of the
Bahá′ís of Singapore Ltd

To
Hotels, Hospitals, Cruise ships,
Beach resorts, Airlines.

55 Cantonment Road
Singapore 089754
Tel: 6222 6200
Fax: 6222 9166

Suite #05-02, Block A,
Tong Lee Building,
35 Kallang Pudding Road,
Singapore 349314
Tel: 67478194, 67463211
Fax: 67449512
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Dhan

Digital Publishing
Solutions (S) Pte Ltd

International Exim Pte Ltd

(A Subsidiary of Value Chain International Ltd.)

1 North Bridge Road,
#11-08 High Street Centre,
Singapore 179094
Tel: 6337 3611 Fax: 6339 0144
Website: www.dhan.com.sg
Email: info@dhan.com.sg

Australia, India, Singapore, UK, USA

Importers & Exporters
of World Famous Ladyamilton And Trishul
Sarees and Dress Materials

www.dpsl.net

With Best Compliments from

www.value-chain.biz

Pranaams
from
The Insurance Professionals

Udipi Ganesh Vilas

(Pure Vegetarian Restaurant)
For Exclusive South / North Indian and Tandoori Delicacies

10, Ceylon Road, Singapore 429606
Tel: 6348 7708, 6345 4405
Fax: 6348 0018

Galaxy Insurance
Consultants Pte. LTd.

Open daily: 7.30 am to 3 pm
6 pm to 10.30 pm

101 Cecil Street, #09-08
Tong Eng Building, Singapore 069533
Tel: +65-62250221 Fax: +65-62210420
Email: insurance@galaxyconsultants.com

We undertake outdoor catering services with door
deliveries to nearby premises.
Also we specially prepare & cater for all religious &
auspicious functions.
For all your needs, please contact: Mr Ramana Bhat
Mobile: 90129243, E-mail: ramanabhat@yahoo.com.sg
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House of Chaats & Shakes

I n t e r lo c k   S e c u r i t y   a n d
Investigation services PTE LTD
CID LIC. NO. 234/856; SAS NO. 038/94

Vegetarian Restaurant

Indian Chinese Cuisine, North & South
Indian Cuisine, Fresh Juices & Ice Creams,
Gujarati Thali, Milk Shakes, Chaats.

Security & Fire Safety:
1. Installation of Security hardware such as CCTV, Fire Safety, Intruder and
Electrical Alarms.
2. Conduct Security Training, Security Audit, surveys and assessments.
3. Provide Security Guards/Officers for Condominiums, Warehouses, Office
buildings, Exhibitions.
4. Provide Escort and Body Guard services to VIP’s, celebrities and
businessmen.
5. Provide consultancy services on risk evaluation and Fire Safety protection
& Evacuation plan.

We cater to your Specific needs:

From Corporate open houses, to weddings,
Anniversaries, Company picnics, Seminars,
Birthdays, Events, Religious Functions,
Receptions etc...

Private Investigation:
1. Provide competent private Investigators equipped to meet demands to
prevent crimes, proficient in handling material and family cases such as
male/female relationships, commercial fraud, infringement of trademarks,
copyrights and vetting of personal characters and status.
2. Provide trained and fully equipped personnel for surveillance and
undercover work.

Opening Hours:
11.30am to 4pm & 6pm to 10.30pm
Sat & Sun 11.30am to 10.30pm
closed on the LAST MONDAY of the month

5001 Beach Road #08-64
Golden Mile Complex, Singapore 199588.
Tel: 6294 6927 (24 hours) Fax: 6294 8846
E-mail: terlok@singnet.com.sg

5, Hindoo Road, Singapore 209107
Tel: (65) 6 2966 939
ghaangothree@yahoo.com.sg
www.tasteourfood.com

Our Motto: Performance, Not Promises

With Best Compliments from
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JetChoice

JethmalChoice Travel Pte Ltd
Corporate Office:
Branch Office:

1 Coleman Street #03-46 The Adelphi S-179803

4 Dalhousie Lane, (behind Little India Arcade) S-209673

Tel: 63362222, 63339215 Fax: 67206879, 62979702
Email: travel@jetchoice.com.sg
Website: www.jetchoice.com.sg

Quality services begins with a simple relationships...
You & Us
We welcome you to discover our world...

KANNADA SANGHA
(SINGAPORE)

Our Services include:
• Flight reservations and ticketing (worldwide)
• Hotel accomodations
• Tour packages including various Pilgrimages
• Sea cruises
• Visa applications
• Travel insurance
• Emergency ticket requirements
• Airport pick-up and drop-off services
• Budget flight reservations

(Registered under the Registry of Societies, Singapore)

Email: kannadasangha@singara.com
Web: http://www.singara.org
Robinson Road Post Office,
PO Box 984, Singapore – 901934

Office hours - from : 9.30am - 7.30pm,
Mondays to Friday, 9.30pm - 5.30pm on Saturdays
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Maxgrow Pte Ltd

Soccer Memorabilia Store

“Maximize your growth possibilities”
Singapore - Vietnam - China

3 Coleman Street, #02-25 & #02-36
Peninsula Shopping Centre,
Singapore 179804
Tel: 6337 0121 Fax: 6338 0331
Email: stevelavanita@yahoo.com

1 North Bridge Road #14-04
High Street Centre, Singapore 179094
Tel: 6338 2577 Fax: 6338 8852
Email: maxgrow@pacific.net.sg
Website: www.maxgrow.com

With Best Compliments from

With Best Compliments from

Murugan Hill Temple

Novelty Group

931 Upper Bukit Timah Road Singapore 678207
Tel: 67695784 Fax: 6769 9003

15 Hong Kong Street
#01-01 The Novelty House
Singapore 059658
Tel: 6336 1234
Fax: 6339 8412

Dear Devotees,
We would like to inform you that the temple is undergoing
upgrading works in preparation for the Consecration
ceremony in 2010.
Devotees who wish to donate for the upgrading may do so
at the temple counter.
We apologize for any inconvenience caused and we thank
you for your kind understanding.
May Lord Murugan bless you and your family.
Management

Murugan Hill Temple
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Ajit Kumar
9690 9519
6294 2554

Puja Store

The Parsi Zoroastrian Association
S. E. Asia, Singapore.

Bhagat Emporium

19 , Grange Road
20-21, Grange Heights,
Singapore 239697.

101 Race Course Road,
#01-233/234
Singapore 218704
Tekka Temporary Market
(In front Muthu’s Curry House)
Shop: 6294 2554
All kinds of Punjabi Suits,
Lehngas-Choli etc.,

With Best Compliments from
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Savira & Shekhar Gupta Family
Saratoga, Ca, Usa

Shalini & Vivek Verma
Eshaan & Partha

YO NO HRSYATI NA DVESTI
NA SOCATI NA KANKSATI
SHUBHASHUBHAPARITYAGI
BHAKTIMAN YAH SA ME PRIYAH

SAMTUSTAH SATATAM YOGI
YATAMA DRDHANISCAYAH
MAYY ARPITA MANO BUDDHIR
YO MAD BHAKTAH SA ME PRIYAH

He who neither rejoices, nor hates, neither
grieves, nor desires, who has renounced good
and evil, and who is full of devotion, is dear to
Me.

The Yogi who is ever content, steady in
meditation, self-controlled, is of firm resolve,
with mind and understanding given up to Me, he,
My devotee, is dear to Me.

SBG 12/17

SBG 12/14
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Our Best Wishes For
The Glory & Success of
‘Gita Jayanti 2009’

With Best Compliments from

P.C. Suresh (Shaun)
Mobile: 9026 6569
Representing:

Great Eastern Life Assurance Co Ltd Estd
1908
(a Member of the OCBC Group)
Agency Office: C.V.

Parsram & Co

Estd
1958

Management Committee

77, High Street #05-07
High Street Plaza, Singapore 179433.
Tel: (65) 6336 1007 Fax: (65) 6336 9287
e-mail: pcsuresh1956@hotmail.com

Sri Ruthra Kaliamman Temple
100 Depot Road, Singapore 109670
Tel: 62737470 Fax: 62735843
Website: www.ruthrakali.org.sg
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Uptron (Pte) Ltd

Tradecom
ServiceS Pte Ltd

Wholesellers, Importers & Exporters
of All Brands of Consumer Electronic Goods

111 North Bridge Road #10-04/05
Peninsula Plaza, Singapore 179098
Tel: 6339 3194, 6334 4164
Fax: (65) 6339 1493

#09-08 Shenton House,
3 Shenton Way
Singapore 068805

Mailing Address:
Raffles City P.O. Box 221,
Singapore 911708

Tel: 6224 0036
Fax: (65) 6223 0611
Email: trdcom@pacific.net.sg
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BRINDAVAN LIAN MENG

Vocalist, Music Teacher, Composer & Artistic Director

Bhagya Murthy

REGN NO: 53109955E

“Singai Gamma Award”

Saaras Promotions, Singapore (1992)

“Geetha Kala Nipuna”

DIRECTOR: SMT. JAYASRI

Nrityalaya Aesthetics Society (1995)

AICWAI, SAS COMML, DBF, (CPA, SINGAPORE)

“Gaana Kogile”

Kamala Kala Mandira (1997)

“Best Vocalist of 1997”

PH: 81398215
Email: jaytha@gmail.com

Aaryabhata Cultural Organisation

“Sangeetha Saraswathy”

Karnataka Cultural Organisation (2000)

“Naada Nidhi”

Banashankari Gurukula Bangalore (2003)

Services Offered
• Professional Accounting, Book Keeping and
Gst/Income Tax Compliance Services

“Sarvarithu Kogile”

Keerthishilpa Sangeetha Vahini (2006)

Block 62, #29-105
Toa Payoh Lorong 4, Singapore 310062
Tel: 6258 8280 H/p: 9647 1847
email: bhagya@singnet.com.sg
www.geocities.com/bhagyamurthys/

• Sourcing of Electronic Components
• Private Tuitions for University Students
for Accounts, Auditing, Taxation, Strategy,
Company Law

With Best Compliments from

With Best Compliments from

Dr S. Vijaya Kumar

Shri Venkatesha Murthy

Dr Sandhya Kumar

Smt Anupama

Chi Sanjay V Kashyap

Chi Nihar V Hegde

Chi Sathvik V Kashyap

Kum. Sunidhi V Hegde
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YA K S H A P R A S H N A
This episode is found in the Aranya Parva of the epic,
the Mahabharata. The sons of Pandu along with their
wife Draupadi are nearing the end of their twelve-year
exile in forests. They are due to begin the thirteenth
and final year, which they are required to spend
undiscovered.

beautiful spot, a crystal clear lake, surrounded by trees,
flowers and birds. Nakula was overjoyed. His first
instinct was to enjoy a cool drink himself, as long as he
was already there. So he descended to the waters edge
and prepared to scoop up some refreshing water. As he
was about to do so he heard a strong and clear voice of
warning:

In ancient days, it was the practice of certain brahmins
to do homas and havanas as a part of their daily rituals
and worship. One of the most essential tools needed in
this practice is, of course, the device that can generate
fire. This consists of two wooden pieces, a rod and a
bow, the latter producing a churning action of the rod
supported on a firm base of stone or wood. The
churning action results in friction and heat at the
support and any fibrous material at the base of the
support catches fire, ready for use in a ritual.

“Ma tata sahasam karshirmama purva parigrahah
prashnanuktva tu madreya pibasva ca harasva ca”
“Do not dare to touch that water, my dear child. You
must first answer my questions. . .”
Nakula thought that he must be hearing things due to
sheer fatigue and so he ignored the warning, drank the
water and immediately fell dead.
When Nakula did not return within a reasonable time,
Yudhishthira suggested that Sahadeva go and take a
look at what was delaying him. Sahadeva arrived on the
scene and was shocked to see Nakula lying as though
asleep. Before doing anything, he thought he could
quench his thirst. He heard the same warning, ignored
it and, upon attempting to drink, also fell dead.

One day one such brahmin, an agnihotri, came rushing
to the Pandavas and begged for help. He had, it seems,
hung the fire-drilling sticks in a tree. A passing stag
happened to stop and rub his body on the trunk of this
tree and, in the process, the sticks got entangled in the
articulated horns of the animal. The stag fled,
struggling in vain to rid himself of this unwanted
burden; and the more he shook his head, the more
firmly did the fire-sticks get wedged in his antlers. The
poor brahmin now wanted the Pandavas to pursue the
fleeing animal and recover the sticks.

Now it was Arjuna’s turn to determine what had
happened. He proceeded with his Gandiva bow in his
hand, suspecting some trouble. Upon arriving at the
lake he was stunned to see his brothers lying as though
dead. Again, he tried to quench his thirst and heard the
same warning. But Arjuna did not ignore the warning.
Instead he challenged the being to show himself and
shot several arrows in the direction from which the
voice came. He only received further and more stern
warning. Arjuna challenged the voice by saying, “Stop
me if you can,” proceeded to drink the water and fell
down dead. Some short time later, Bhima arrived and
had the same fate.

REFERENCE

The Pandavas believed that it was the duty of
kshatriyas to provide any and all help and protection to
those who practiced their dharma. Therefore they
proceeded forthwith fully armed in pursuit of the stag.
While they soon caught sight of the stag, their attempts
to stop the animal failed and more running and more
huffmg and puffing ended in the tiring of the party. Not
only had the quest failed, they ended up hungry, thirsty,
tired, angry and frustrated.

Now Yudhishthira was clearly worried. Wondering
about the possibilities of harm befalling his dear and
powerful brothers, he decided to go in search of them.
When he arrived at the lake, he could not believe the
dreadful sight before him. All four brothers dead on the
ground! Yudhishthira sat beside them and lamented.
All his hopes were shattered now. How would he ever
be able to recover his lost kingdom without the help of
his able, powerful brothers? He grieved for a while and
then began to look around to determine the reason for
these deaths. He said to himself,

The brothers sat down finally to rest under the cool
shade of a large tree and naturally began to fret over the
outcome of this relatively simple, uncomplicated task.
Greater battles with their cousins lay ahead of them
and yet they had not been able to help a brahmin even
in such simple circumstances. Yudhishthira instructed
Nakula to climb a tree nearby to locate any sources of
water in the vicinity so that they could quench their
thirst. Nakula did so and informed Yudhishthira that
there was indeed a cluster of trees not too far off and
that he could hear the cries of water cranes.
Yudhishthira suggested that Nakula go to the pond and
fetch some water in a quiver.

“Naisham shastra praharos ti padam nehasti kasyacit bhutam
mahadidam manye bhrataro yena me hatah”
(There are no signs of violence on their bodies, no footprints anywhere. The killer must be a supernatural being.)

Nakula, after walking a short distance, located a
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He wondered if Duryodhana had had the pool
poisoned. He ruled it out because the faces of the dead
brothers looked calm and serene. Convincing himself
that it must have been some supernatural being, he
approached the water’s edge to fetch some water to
begin the last rites for his brothers. Then he heard a
sudden voice: “Tavanujah maya preta vasham nita. . . (I
am the cause of your brothers’ death), Na chet prashnan
prcchato vyakaroshi tvam pancamo bhavita. . . . (You
shall be the fifth victim if you do not answer my
questions. . . .)”

exercising the best in us. Let these questions and the
answers to these questions be the torchlights that lead
us from darkness, give us peace and comfort at times of
stress. Let these questions and answers be talked about,
meditated and debated until each of us has had our fill,
has satisfied our thirst for this ancient, eternal
philosophy of the Hindus. May these questions and
answers inspire our children to stand firm and stand
tall as they begin to shape their lives in a new land.
YAKSHA PRASHNA
(The Questions of the Yaksha)

Yudhishthira asked, “Who are you? Are you a rudra,
vasu, or marut? You must be strong to be able to put to
death these powerful brothers of mine. Your feat is
remarkable because neither gods, antigods, gandharvas
nor rakshasas could stand up to my brothers. But why?
What do you want? Noble one! Why are you here?
Who are you?”

What is weightier than earth? Mother
What is taller than the sky? Father
What is faster than the wind? Mind
What is more numerous than grass? Thoughts
kimsvidgurutaram bhumeh
mata gurutara bhumeh
kimsviduccataram ca khat
kimsvidccheghrataram vayoh ktatpitoccatarastatha
manahshighrataram vata
kimsvidbahutaram trnat
ccinta bahutari trnat
Commentary

The voice replied: “I am a Yaksha, Yudhishthira. May
you prosper.” As he heard these words, Yudhishthira
saw before his eyes a form developing. A massive tall
body with grotesque eyes, burning like the fire of the
sun, and a voice like thunder: “I warned your brothers.
But they would not listen to me. So now they are dead.
This pool belongs to me and unless you answer my
questions you shall not even touch this water.”

1. We call this earth Mother Earth - Bhumi Mata.
We worship her as a mother. What can be more
important? The mother who gave birth to us is
more important. Our mother is verily our God.

Yudhishthira replied, “Na caham karnaye yaksha tava
purva parigraham (I have no desire to take what is
yours), “Yatha prajnam tu te prashnan prati vakshyami
prccha mam (Ask me and I will answer as best as I
can).”

2. For us humans our parents who gave us life in
this world are like gods, the highest, the most
important beings. This is consistent with the
Upanishadic pronouncement “Matr devo bhava,
pitr devo bhava” (May your mother and father be
like gods to you).

Thus begins Dharmaraja’s attempt to answer the
Yaksha’s questions. I have never read anything so
beautiful, so subtle, so deep with layers of significance
as these questions and answers. Through Yudhishthira,
Bhagawan Vyasa has distilled the entire philosophy of
the Hindus into an enquiry comprising some one
hundred questions. The questions cover a lot of ground
and a wide range, jumping from one topic to another.
This question and answer session lays a firm framework
for the gems of wisdom that are to come later in the
teachings of the Srimadbhagavadgita. These questions
and their answers are as important, as relevant and as
significant today as they were when Yudhishthira stood
with palms folded, by the side of his dead brothers, and
attempted to do his best in meeting the Yaksha’s
challenge.

3. In an instant the mind can travel anywhere,
everywhere and back again.

Summary
1. We should respect our parents.
2. We should keep our mind under control.
3. We should trim our thoughts, weeding out
unnecessary worries.

These answers have guided the lives of Hindus for a
thousand and more years. Let us study them. Let each
of us become a Yudhishthira and face the questions

Who is the friend of a traveller? A companion
Who is the friend of a householder? A spouse
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4. What grows faster than grass? Thoughts grow
faster. Waves and waves of thoughts arise in our
minds constantly and move away. There is no end
to it. They grow and grow and continue to grow
with newer and newer layers of thoughts - faster
than grass.

Who is the friend of the sick? A doctor
Who is the friend of the dying? His charity

enemies within: pride, anger, desire and greed.
3. When one succeeds in giving up desire, there
is little need for material possessions and one’s
sense of well-being (original meaning of wealth)
increases. Wealth is viewed here in the context of
what one may have in relation to one’s desire.

Commentary
kimsvi tpravasato mi tram
kimsvinmi tram grhesatah
aturasya tu kim mitram
kimsvinmi tram marishyatah

sarthahpravasato mitram
bharyamitram grhesatah
aturasya bhisan mitram
danam mitram marishyatah

Summary

1. A traveller’s best friend is the companion traveller.
2. A householder’s true friend is his wife. A Hindu
man takes a woman by the hand at the wedding
ceremony and walks seven steps (sapta padi) with
her around the fire as both pledge their eternal
friendship to each other. He says: “With these
seven steps you have become my life’s companion.
We are both friends. I shall never fail to be your
friend. May you also never fail to be my friend .
. . .” “ This is the understanding, the promise, the
commitment that binds a Hindu couple.
3. For a sick person the most desirable friend is a
doctor.

REFERENCE

4. For the dying person the charity done during a
lifetime serves as a friend by providing a sense of
fulfillment and preparation for the life to come

1. Every action/inaction is controlled by the mind.
Therefore we should practice control of our minds.
2. Renunciation is not mindless self-denial but a
method of exerting control over ourselves.
What treasure is the best? Skill
What wealth is the best? Education
What is the greatest gain? Health
And the greatest happiness? Contentment
Commentary
dhanyanamut tamam kimsvid
dhananam syatkimuttamam
labhanamuttamam kimsyat
sukhanam syatkimuttamam

dhanyanamuttamam dakshyam
dhananamuttamam shrutam
labhanam shreya arogyam
sukhanam tush ti rut tama

Summary

1. To be skillful is to be fortunate and worthy of
recognition.

This group of questions stresses the need for and the
role of friends and the need to be involved with others
in a mutual, healthy, giving and receiving of support.
The first three friendships referred to in this stanza are
with other persons but the last category, the friend at
the end of one’s life, is one’s own lifetime of giving.

2. To be an educated person is to be a wealthy person.

By renouncing what does one become loved? Pride
By renouncing what is one free of sorrow? Anger
By renouncing what does one become wealthy? Desire
By renouncing what does one become happy? Greed

1. We should develop skills in areas which interest us
most and continue to maintain those skills in order
to excel.

kim nu hitva priyo bhavati
kim nu hitva na shocati
kim nu hitvarthavanbhavati
kim nu hitva sukhi bhavet

3. To be healthy is to possess the greatest gift.
4. To be contented is to be happy
Summary

2. The emphasis in our studies should be acquisition
of knowledge, especially the higher knowledge.

manam hitva pri yo bhavati
krodham hitva na shocati
kamam hitvarthavanbhavati
lobham hitva sukhi bhavet

3. A person who is not contented and is a slave to
greed is a slave to everyone. A person who makes
desire a slave rules the world.

Commentary

4. These questions and answers provide a practical
guide to mental, social and physical well-being.

1. The question focuses on the need to be loved, to be
free of sorrow, and on happiness and wealth.

What is a man’s self? His progeny
Who is his God-given friend? His wife
What supports his life? Rain
What is his principal duty? Charity

2. The answers revolve around controlling the mind
in such a way that we gradually rid ourselves of our
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kimsvidatma manushyasya
kimsviddaiva kritahsakta
upajivanam kimsvidasya
kimsvidas ya para yanam

2. In addition, the duties to one’s own self are equally
important and these include a constant effort to
obtain knowledge of the self.

putra atma manushyasya
bharya daivakritahsakha
upajivanam ca parjanyo
danamasya parayanam

What makes the sun rise? Brahma
Who moves around him? Gods
What causes the sun to set? Dharma
How is he held firm? Truth

Commentary
1. A man’s progeny represents the reflection and
extension of his own self.
2. His wife is his best friend, as discussed in an earlier
shloka.
3. Man’s most basic need for food can be met only by
adequate rainfall for crops.
4. Giving and sharing serve as the foundation upon
which a person should base his or her life.

kimsvidadityamunnayati
ke ca tasyabhitashcarah
kashcainamastam nayati
kasmimshca pratitishthati
Commentary

These questions and answers focus attention on those
areas immediate to the individual self: children, spouse,
the element essential to sustain life and the concept of
sharing.
Is there a person who enjoys all pleasures of the senses,
who is intelligent, is respected by all creatures and
worshipped by the world, who breathes and yet is not
alive?
devatatithibhrtyanam
pitrnamatmanashcayah
nanirvapati pancanam
ucchvasanna sa jivati

The person who fails to satisfy Gods, guests, servants,
pitrs and his Atman, may breathe but is not alive.
Commentary
This question underscores the standard by which a
person can be deemed to be a living being. To be alive
in the world means to fulfill certain duties, discharge
certain obligations. The reference to pitrs emphasizes
the Hindu reverence for the past. The reference to
Gods, guests and servants explains what must be given
in return for the pleasure and respect received. The final
requirement is self-respect. All these are to be viewed
as components of a society that an individual must
relate to. This relationship is stressed as the essential
requirement to qualify a person as a human being.

Summary
The sun in all its phases, rising, setting or fixed in
space, recalls the rising within us of the atma jyoti. The
natural laws governing time and the heavenly bodies
and the moral law, dharma, are equated here.

Summary
1. We should recognize and fulfiil our responsibilities
in society.
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1. There are two interpretations to this riddle;
one sees the sun (aditya) as the natural wonder,
the life-giving center of this world system and a
principal creation of Brahma; the other interprets
the sun to be the atma jyoti, the inner light.
The sun rises into view each morning as ordained
by the Creator, Brahma. At the same time, the
supreme knowledge of the Vedas causes the
illumination of the atma jyoti.
2. As Savitri said to Yama in an earlier section of
the Mahabharata, “It is the truth of the good
(people) that causes brilliance in the sun.” Also,
“By the power of the Rig Veda the sun rises in the
morning; the same sun stays fixed at high noon by
the power of the Yajur Veda; It is the power of the
Sama Veda that causes his brilliance at setting.”*
3. Gods keep the Atman company, just as the planets,
named after the Gods, circle the sun. When the
self is realized through knowledge, that inner
illumination leads to the man-God relationship
which is the quest of Hinduism.
4. The sun and the atma j yoti are firmly fixed in
truth. The sun is held in space by physical laws of
gravitation, energy and motion - by evident truths.
The atma jyoti is sustained by eternal Truth, which
exists beyond time.
5. The end result of this knowledge is dharma or
right conduct. Dharmic action performed under
the guidelines of one’s own faith is interpreted as
the cause for the brilliance of the atma jyoti.
*from the Taittiriya Brahmana.

Summary

indriyarthananubhavan
buddhimallokapujitah
sammatah sarvabhutanam
ucchvasanko na jivati

brahmadityamunnayati
devastasyabhitashcarah
dharmascastamnayati ca
satye ca pratitishthati

Srimad Bhagavad Geeta Mahatmyam
The greatness of Chapter 3 – The story of Jada and Chaitanya

N Anand Chandrasekar
and whatever little possession he
had was taken away by them.
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Jada was born in a brahmin family
but his actions and attitudes were
all contrary to the family traits.
He engaged himself in unfair
business and trading, cheated
people and the government and
amassed huge wealth. Soon he
was surrounded by wine and
women. When he was thus living
in the vicious world of wine,
women and wealth, one night he
was robbed completely. Jada thus
became a pauper overnight.
Unable to continue his life of
abundance and luxury, Jada
started a life of petty thefts. Ere
long he was nabbed red-handed
and was beaten up by the public.
When he was thus insulted, he
could not stay any longer in the
town, and so he started off to
another far-off place with the
little cash that was left with him.
By sunset he came upon a forest
and decided to rest under a tree
that night. As he lay down to
rest his tired limbs, a gang of
robbers pounced on him. When
he resisted, he was killed by them
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The soul of Jada wandered about
like a ghost in that forest. Next
day, a group of traders travelling
that way saw the dead body
of Jada. They hastened to the
town and informed the relatives
of Jada’s death. Jada had a son
named Chaitanya who was away
all those years for study in a
Gurukula. He had retumed just
that very day after his formal
education, when his father had
left.
A small meeting of relatives and
pundits was convened to discuss
about the rites to be performed
for Jada. For the salvation of
the departed soul, they decided
that Chaitanya should perform
the following: a dip in the sacred
Ganga, worship of the Lord of
Kasi, Kasi Viswanath, and final
rites at Gaya.
After a few days, Chaitanya set
off on the pilgrimage to Kasi and
Gaya with four other persons.
On their way, they reached the
forest where Jada was killed.
Through sheer coincidence
they chose the very same tree
where Jada was killed, to spend
their night. After their dinner,
when the companions lay down

to sleep, Chaitanya, as was his
routine before going to sleep, took
out his Geeta book and started
chanting the third chapter. As
he finished reading the chapter,
there was thunderous bang which
broke the silence of the forest.
Startled by the loud noise, all five
of them rose on their feet, and
saw a dazzling brilliance in front
of them. There was a celestial
vehicle standing in front of them,
and getting into it was Jada, clad
in yellow silks and adorning a
flower garland. Chaitanya could
not believe his eyes.
Jada said: “Dear son, you need not
go to Kasi and Gaya now. The
purpose of your pilgrimage has
already been fulfilled.”
Chaitanya was bewildered.
“How?” blurted the exasperated
boy. “I don’t understand
anything!”
“I will tell you everything”, said
the father, now seated in the
vehicle.

Chaitanya was overwhelmed with

“Yes, my son”, said the enlightened
father. “A few of our ancestors
and one of my brothers are still
undergoing punishment in Hell.
You should relieve them also from
their suffering. It is not possible
for you to go to Hell and recite
the Geeta there. So, you must
go to the Krishna Temple in our
town and do the Geeta chanting
there for seven days. Everyday
after the chanting is over, you have
to mentally dedicate the fruits of
your labour to the Lord, praying
that these may be passed on to
the ancestors. With the merits
of your chanting accumulated
over a period of seven days, our
ancestors will be able to come out
of their bondage. Will you please
do it for me?”

please listen. Even by merely
listening to it, you shall attain
great happiness.”
Note: This is not the original work
of Anand Chandrasekar. These
stories are taken from a souvenir
book published by the Chinmaya
Mission many years ago. These
stories are from the book Sreemad
Bhagavad Geeta Mahatmyam
which was originally written in
Malayalam by C A S Menon.
The author has based his book on
Padma Puranam, which narrates,
for each of the 18 chapters of the
Geeta, a story to illustrate the
redemption attained by a Jeeva by
chanting and contemplating on the
contents of that chapter. This book
was translated into English by N.
Vasudevan.

“Certainly”, said Chaitanya.
“By this your meritorious
deed, not only our ancestors,
but our entire clan will also be
benefited immensely. May all
auspiciousness attend on you!”.
So saying, Jada blessed his son.
The celestial vehicle rose up in air
and soared into the higher worlds.
Chaitanya and his companions
returned to the village. He
performed the chanting of the
third chapter of Geeta for seven
days and dedicated the fruits
of his chanting to the Lord and
through Him, the ancestors were
released from their sufferings.
“I shall tell the glory of the fourth
chapter also, to which you may
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After my tragic death at the hands
of the robbers, I was roaming
about in this forest as a ghost.
But today, by merely listening to
your chanting of the Geeta, I have
been released from the state of
ghost-hood. The loud bang that
you heard was the cracking up
of the hard shell of my bondage.
The very next moment, I found
myself in this divine form. I
believe that it is all due to the
glory of the third chapter of the
Geeta.”

joy “I am happy beyond measure
to see you in this condition.”

. Aw ïI k«:[aòaeÄrzt namavil>.
|| atha çré kåñëäñöottaraçata nämävaliù ||
` ïI k«:[ay nm>
om çré kåñëäya namaù
` kmlanaway nm>
om kamalaanäthäya namaù
` vasudevay nm>
om väsudeväya namaù

` ymunavegs<hair[e nm>
om yamunävegasaàhäriëe
namaù

` snatnay nm>
om sanätanäya namaù

` blÉÔiàyanujay nm>
om balabhadrapriyänujäya
namaù

` vasudevaTmjay nm>
om väsudevätmajäya namaù

` pUtnajIivthray nm>
om pütanäjévitaharäya namaù

` pu{yay nm>
om puëyäya namaù

` zkqasurÉÃnay nm>
om çakaöäsurabhaïjanäya
namaù

` lIlamanu;iv¢hay nm>
om lélämanuñavigrahäya namaù
` ïIvTskaEStuÉxray nm>
om çrévatsakaustubhadharäya
namaù
` yzaedavTslay nm>
om yaçodävatsaläya namaù
` hrye nm> 10
om haraye namaù (10)
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` nNdgaepiàyaTmjay nm>
om nandagopapriyätmajäya
namaù

` ctuÉuRjaÄ c³ais
gdazŒa*udayuxay nm>
om caturbhujätta cakräsi gadäçaìkhädyudäyudhäya namaù
` devkInNdnay nm>
om devakénandanäya namaù
` ïIzay nm>
om çréçäya namaù

` nNdìjjnaniNdne nm>
om nandavrajajanänandine
namaù
` si½danNdiv¢hay nm> 20
om saccidänandavigrahäya
namaù (20)
` nvnItivilÝa¼ay nm>
om navanétaviliptäìgäya
namaù
` nvnItnqay nm>
om navanétanaöäya namaù
` An”ay nm>
om anaghäya namaù
` nvnItnvahray nm>
om navanétanaväharäya namaù
` mucuk…Ndàsadkay nm>
om mucukundaprasädakäya
namaù
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` ;aefzôIshöaezay nm>
om ñoòaçastrésahasroçäya
namaù
` iÇÉ¼Imxurak«tye nm>
om tribhaìgémadhuräkåtaye
namaù
` zukvagm&taBxINdve nm>
om çukavägamåtäbdhéndave
namaù
` gaeivNday nm>
om govindäya namaù
` yaeigna<ptye nm> 30
om yoginämpataye namaù (30)
` vTsvaqcray nm>
om vatsaväöacaräya namaù
` AnNtay nm>
om anantäya namaù
` xenukasurmdRnay nm>
om dhenukäsuramardanäya
namaù
` t&[Ik«tt&[avtaRy nm>
om tåëékåtatåëävartäya namaù
` ymlajuRn ÉÃnay nm>
om yamalärjuna bhaïjanäya
namaù
` %ÄaltalÉeTÇe nm>
om uttälatälabhettre namaù
` tmalZyamlak«tye nm>
om tamälaçyämaläkåtaye
namaù

` gaepgaepIñray nm>
om gopagopéçvaräya namaù

` kamjnkay nm>
om kämajanakäya namaù

` s<sarvEir[e nm>
om saàsäravairiëe namaù

` yaeigne nm>
om yogine namaù

` kÃlaecnay nm>
om kaïjalocanäya namaù

` k<sarye nm>
om kaàsäraye namaù

` kaeiqsUyRsmàÉay nm> 40
om koöisüryasamaprabhäya
namaù (40)

` mxu¹e nm>
om madhughne namaù

` murarye nm>
om muräraye namaù

` mwuranaway nm>
om mathuränäthäya namaù

` nrkaNtkay nm> 70
om narakäntakäya namaù (70)

` Öarkanaykay nm>
om dvärakänäyakäya namaù

` Anaidäücair[e nm>
om anädibrahmacäriëe namaù

` bilne nm>
om baline namaù

` k«:[aVysn kzRkay nm>
om kåñëävyasana karçakäya
namaù

` $laptye nm>
om éläpataye namaù
` prSmEJyaeit;e nm>
om parasmaijyotiñe namaù
` yadveNÔay nm>
om yädavendräya namaù

` izzupalizrZDeÇe nm>
om çiçupälaçiraçchetre namaù

` tulsIdamÉU;[ay nm> 60
om tulasédämabhüñaëäya
namaù (60)

` ÊyaeRxnk…laNtkay nm>
om duryodhanakuläntakäya
namaù

` SymNtkmR[ehRÇeR nm>
om syamantakarmaëerhartre
namaù

` ivÊra³ªrvrday nm>
om viduräkrüravaradäya
namaù

` nrnaray[aTmkay nm>
om naranäräyaëätmakäya
namaù

` ivñêpàdzRkay nm>
om viçvarüpapradarçakäya
namaù

` gaepalay nm>
om gopäläya namaù

` k…âak«òa<brxray nm>
om kubjäkåñöämbaradharäya
namaù

` sTyvace nm<
om satyaväce namaà

` svRpalkay nm> 50
om sarvapälakäya namaù (50)

` maiyne nm>
om mäyine namaù

` Ajay nm>
om ajäya namaù

` prmpUé;ay nm>
om paramapüruñäya namaù

` inrÃnay nm>
om niraïjanäya namaù

` muiòkasurca[Ur m‘yuÏ ivzarday nm>
om muñöikäsuracäëüra mallayuddha viçäradäya namaù

` yËÖhay nm>
om yadüdvahäya namaù
` vnmailne nm>
om vanamäline namaù
` pItvasse nm>
om pétaväsase namaù
` pairjatapharkay nm>
om pärijätäpahärakäya namaù
` gaevxRnaclaeÏÇeR nm>
om govardhanäcaloddhartre
namaù
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` sTys»Lpay nm>
om satyasaìkalpäya namaù
` sTyÉamartay nm>
om satyabhämäratäya namaù
` jiyne nm> 80
om jayine namaù (80)
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` v&NdavnaNts<cair[e nm>
om våndävanäntasaïcäriëe
namaù

çré kåñëäñöottaraçata nämävaliù (contd) ....
` suÉÔapUvRjay nm>
om subhadräpürvajäya namaù
` iv:[ve nm>
om viñëave namaù
` ÉI:mmui´àdaykay nm>
om bhéñmamuktipradäyakäya
namaù
` jgÌ‚rve nm>
om jagadgurave namaù
` jgÚaway nm>
om jagannäthäya namaù
` ve[unadivzarday nm>
om veëunädaviçäradäya namaù
` v&;ÉasurivXv<isne nm>
om våñabhäsuravidhvaàsine
namaù
` ba[asurkraNtkay nm>
om bäëäsurakaräntakäya
namaù
` yuiÏiór àitóaÇe nm>
om yuddhiñöhira pratiñöhätre
namaù
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` bihRvhavRt<skay nm> 90
om barhivahärvataàsakäya
namaù (90)

` kai¦y)i[mai[KyriÃt
ïIpda<bujay nm>
om käøiyaphaëimäëikyaraïjita
çrépadämbujäya namaù

` svR¢hêip[e nm>
om sarvagraharüpiëe namaù
` praTpray nm> 108
om parätparäya namaù (108)

` damaedray nm>
om dämodaräya namaù

` nmae Égvte vasudevay,
ïI k«:[ay prmaTmne nm>,
` nmae naray[ay.
om namo bhagavate väsudeväya |
çré kåñëäya paramätmane
namaù |
om namo näräyaëäya ||

` y}Éae±e nm>
om yajïabhoktre namaù
` danveNÔivnazkay nm>
om dänavendravinäçakäya
namaù
` naray[ay nm>
om näräyaëäya namaù
` präüne nm>
om parabrahmane namaù
` pÚgazn vahnay nm> 100
om pannagäçana vähanäya
namaù (100)
` jl³Ifasmas´ gaepIvôapharkay
nm>
om jalakréòäsamäsakta gopévasträpahärakäya namaù
` pu{yðaekay nm>
om puëyaçlokäya namaù
` tIwRpaday nm>
om térthapädäya namaù

` pawRsarwye nm>
om pärthasärathaye namaù

` vedve*ay nm>
om vedavedyäya namaù

` AVy´ay nm>
om avyaktäya namaù

` dyainxye nm>
om dayänidhaye namaù

` gItam&tmhaedxye nm>
om gétämåtamahodadhaye
namaù

` svRÉUtaTmkay nm>
om sarvabhütätmakäya namaù
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. $it ïI k«:[aòaeÄrzt namavil>
smpRyaim.
|| éti çré kåñëäñöottaraçata
nämävaliù samarpayämi ||

nmae=Stu te Vyas ivzalbuÏe )…‘arivNdaytpÇneÇ,
yen Tvya ÉarttElpU[R> àJvailtae }anmy> àdIp>. 2.
namo’stu te vyäsa viçälabuddhe phulläravindäyatapatranetra |
yena tvayä bhäratatailapürëaù prajvälito jïänamayaù pradépaù || 2 ||
àpÚpairjatay taeTÇveÇEkpa[ye,
}anmuÔay k«:[ay gItam&tÊhe nm>. 3.
prapannapärijätäya tottravetraikapäëaye |
jïänamudräya kåñëäya gétämåtaduhe namaù || 3 ||

Gita Dhyanam

` pawaRy àitbaeixta< Égvta naray[en Svy< Vyasen ¢iwta< pura[muinna mXyemhaÉartm!,
AÖEtam&tvi;RnI— ÉgvtImòadzaXyiynImMb Tvamnus<dxaim ÉgvÌIte ÉvÖei;nIm!. 1.
om pärthäya pratibodhitäà bhagavatä näräyaëena svayaà
vyäsena grathitäà puräëamuninä madhyemahäbhäratam |
advaitämåtavarñinéà bhagavatémañöädaçädhyayinémamba tvämanusandadhämi bhagavadgéte bhavadveñiném || 1 ||

svaeRpin;dae gavae daeGxa gaepalnNdn>,
pawaeR vTs> suxIÉaeR´a ÊGx<gItam&t<mht!. 4.
sarvopaniñado gävo dogdhä gopälanandanaù |
pärtho vatsaù sudhérbhoktä dugdhaìgétämåtammahat || 4 ||
vsudevsut< dev< k<sca[UrmdRnm!,
devkIprmanNd< k«:[< vNde jgÌ‚ém!. 5.
vasudevasutaà devaà kaàsacäëüramardanam |
devaképaramänandaà kåñëaà vande jagadgurum || 5 ||

parazyRvc>sraejmml< gItawRgNxaeTkq< nanaOyankkesr< hirkwasMbaexnabaeixtm!,
laeke s¾n;qœpdErhrh> pepIyman< muda ÉUyaÑartp»j< kilmlà¸v<is n> ïeyse. 7.
päräçaryavacaùsarojamamalaà gétärthagandhotkaöaà
nänäkhyänakakesaraà harikathäsambodhanäbodhitam |
loke sajjanañaöpadairaharahaù pepéyamänaà mudä
bhüyädbhäratapaìkajaà kalimalapraghvaàsi naù çreyase || 7 ||
mUk< kraeit vacal< p¼‚< l’œ”yte igirm!,
yTk«pa tmh< vNde prmanNdmaxv<. 8.
mükaà karoti väcälaà paìguà laìghayate girim |
yatkåpä tamahaà vande paramänandamädhavaà || 8 ||
y< äüa vé[eNÔéÔmét> StuNviNt idVyE> StvEveRdE> sa¼pd³maepin;dEgaRyiNt y< samga>,
XyanaviSwttÌten mnsa pZyiNt y< yaeignae ySyaNt< n ivÊ> surasurg[a devay tSmE nm>. 9.
yaà brahmä varuëendrarudramarutaù stunvanti divyaiù stavairvedaiù säìgapadakramopaniñadairgäyanti yaà sämagäù |
dhyänävasthitatadgatena manasä paçyanti yaà yogino
yasyäntaà na viduù suräsuragaëä deväya tasmai namaù || 9 ||
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ÉI:mÔae[tqa jyÔwjla gaNxarnIlaeTpla zLy¢ahvtI k«pen vhnI k[eRn velak…la,
AñTwamivk[R”aermkra ÊyaeRxnavitRnI saeÄI[aR olu p{fvEr[ndI kEvtRk> kezv>. 6.
bhéñmadroëataöä jayadrathajalä gändhäranélotpalä
çalyagrähavaté kåpena vahané karëena veläkulä |
açvatthämavikarëaghoramakarä duryodhanävartiné
sottérëä khalu paëòavairaëanadé kaivartakaù keçavaù || 6 ||

Aw> ïI gIta mhaTmym!
athaù çré gétä mahätmayam
` ïI prmaTmne nm>,

Éartam&tsvRSv< iv:[aevR±aiÖin>s&tm!,

gItag¼aedk< pITva punjRNm n iv*te. 5.

om çré paramätmane namaù |

bhäratämåtasarvasvaà

gItazaôimd< pu{y< y> pQeTàyt> puman!,

viñëorvakträdviniùsåtam |

iv:[ae> pdmvaßaeit ÉyzaekaidvijRt>. 1.

gétägaìgodakaà pétvä punarjanma na

gétäçästramidaà puëyaà yaù

vidyate || 5 ||

paöhetprayataù pumän |
viñëoù padamaväpnoti bhayaçokädivarjitaù
|| 1 ||

pawaeR vTs> suxIÉaeR´a ÊGx< gItam&t<mht!. 6.
sarvopaniñado gävo dogdhä

gItaXyynzIlSy àa[ayamprSy c,

gopälanandanaù |

nEv siNt ih papain puvRjNmk«tain c. 2.

pärtho vatsaù sudhérbhoktä dugdhaà

gétädhyayanaçélasya präëäyämaparasya ca |

gétämåtammahat || 6 ||

naiva santi hi päpäni purvajanmakåtäni ca
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svaeRpin;dae gavae daeGxa gaepalnNdn>,

|| 2 ||

@k< zaô< devkIpuÇ gIt-

mlinmaeR<cn< pu<sa< jlõan< idne idne,

@kae mÙStSynamain yain

mekae devae devkI puÇ @v,

sk«ÌItaMÉis õan< s<sarmlnaznm!. 3.

kmaRPyek< tSy devSy seva. 7.

malanirmoïcanaà puàsäà jalasnänaà

ekaà çästraà devaképutra géta-

dine dine |

meko devo devaké putra eva |

sakådgétämbhasi snänaà

eko mantrastasyanämäni yäni

saàsäramalanäçanam || 3 ||

karmäpyekaà tasya devasya sevä || 7 ||

gIta sugIta ktRVya ikmNyE> zaôivStrE>,

. #it ïImÑgvÌIta mhaTMym!.

ya Svy< pÒnaÉSy muopÒaiÖin>s&ta. 4.

|| iti çrémadbhagavadgétä mahätmyam ||

gétä sugétä kartavyä kimanyaiù
çästravistaraiù |
yä svayaà padmanäbhasya
mukhapadmädviniùsåtä || 4 ||
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çrémad bhagavadgétä äaraté
` jy ÉgvÌIte, mEYya jy ÉgvÌIte,

smta, Tyag isoavin, hir-muokI va[I,

hir-ihy-kml-ivhairi[ suNdrœ supunIte. 1.

skl zaôkI Svimin, ïuityae<kI ranI. 6.

om jaya bhagavadgéte, maiyyä jaya

Samatä, tyäga sikhävani, hari-mukhaké väëé |

bhagavadgéte |

sakala çästraké svamini, çrutiyoìké räné || 6 ||

hari-hiya-kamala-vihäriëi sundar supunéte || 1 ||
dya-suxa brsaivin matu ! k«pa kIjE,

kmR-summR-àkaizin kamasi´hra,

hir-pd-àem dan kr

tTv}an-ivkaizin iv*a äü pra. 2.

gué-pd-àem dan kr

karma-sumarma-prakäçini kämäsaktiharä |

Apnae kr lIjE. 7.

tatvajïäna-vikäçini vidyä brahma parä || 2 ||

dayä-sudhä barasävini mätu kåpä kéjai |
hari-pada-prema däna kara
guru-pada-prema däna kara

iníl-Éi´-ivxaiyin inmRl mlharI,

apano kara léjai || 7 ||

zr[-rhSy-àdaiyin sb ivix suokarI. 3.
niçcala-bhakti-vidhäyini nirmala malahäré |
` jy ÉgvÌIte, mEYya jy ÉgvÌIte,

çaraëa-rahasya-pradäyini saba vidhi sukhakäré

hir-ihy-kml-ivhairi[ suNdrœ supunIte.

|| 3 ||

om jaya bhagavadgéte, maiyyä jaya
bhagavadgéte |
rag-Öe;-ivdairi[ kairi[ maed sda,

hari-hiya-kamala-vihäriëi sundar supunéte ||

Év-Éy-hairi[ tairi[ prmanNdàda. 4.
räga-dveña-vidäriëi käriëi moda sadä |
naray[ naray[ ` sTy naray[ naray[ `.

|| 4 ||

näräyaëa näräyaëa om satya näräyaëa
näräyaëa näräyaëa om |
AasurÉav-ivnaizin naizin tm-rjnI,

näräyaëa näräyaëa om satya näräyaëa

dEvI sÌ‚[ daiyin hir-riska sjnI. 5.

näräyaëa om ||

äasurabhäva-vinäçini näçini tama-rajané |
daivé sadguëa däyini hari-rasikä sajané || 5 ||
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naray[ naray[ ` sTy naray[ naray[ naray[ `,

bhava-bhaya-häriëi täriëi paramänandapradä
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